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This thesis discusses plasticity-induced crack closure based finite element
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Previously, modeling has been performed in two dimensions using a double-slip crystal
plasticity material model. The goal of this work is to extend that research using a full
three-dimensional FCC crystal plasticity material model implementation that accounts for
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description of the modeling methodology is presented along with results for single
crystals and bicrystals. The results are compared with finite element and experimental
results from the literature. A discussion of preliminary work for the analysis of crack
growth around an intermetallic particle is also presented.
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CHAPTER I
1

1-01

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Overview
Fatigue is responsible for 50 to 90 percent of all mechanical failures (Stephens,

2001). Many of these failures are sudden, and they can affect simple items such as tooth
brushes and tennis racquets as well as more complex items such as engine connecting
rods and pressurized airplane fuselages. Thus, many have devoted significant resources to
the study and understanding of fatigue.
One of the tools employed for the further understanding of fatigue is finite
element analysis (FEA). Many different types of FEA simulation of fatigue are possible,
and the type selected for a particular application is dependent upon the result of interest.
Plasticity-induced crack closure simulations are performed when the plastic response of a
material with a growing fatigue crack is of primary interest.
A large part of understanding fatigue is related to material characteristics. More
detailed material models can do a better job of capturing those characteristics and hence
more accurately predict fatigue response. Crystal plasticity allows the slip characteristics
of a material to be modeled at the grain level. While this feature has limited utility when
the material can be modeled as an isotropic continuum, as is the case for long cracks
through many grains, it is quite useful for modeling cracks that are small such that the
crack tip plastic zone is on the order of the grain size.
1
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Small Cracks
A microstructurally short crack (MSC) has a length which is of the same order of

magnitude as the microstructural features of the material in which it resides (Miller,
1987A) (Miller, 1987B). These microstructural features can be inhomogeneities which
will affect crack growth such as grain boundaries, local anisotropy within a grain,
inclusions, and constituent particles. One of the most significant of these features is local
material anisotropy.
1-03

Finite Element Analysis of Plasticity-Induced Crack Closure
To understand the effects of material orientation on the growth rates of

microstructurally small cracks, finite element analysis (FEA) may be used to simulate
fatigue crack growth and the development of plasticity-induced fatigue crack closure.
Recently, developments in the finite element modeling of plasticity-induced fatigue crack
closure have been summarized (Solanki, 2004). The phenomenon of plasticity-induced
fatigue crack closure is a consequence of the irreversible plastic strain field that develops
at the tip of a growing fatigue crack. The irreversibility of these strains leads to the
formation of a plastic wake behind the crack tip as the crack grows. This plastic wake
forms a compressive residual stress field behind the crack tip as the fatigue crack
propagates through the material. The compressive residual stress causes the crack to
remain partially closed during loading, with the region near the crack tip typically
opening last during loading. Solanki also presented an overview of several different types
of simulations that have been performed, including those involving two-dimensional
plane stress, two-dimensional plane strain, three-dimensional through-cracks, and three-

3
dimensional surface cracks. In the present study, the relative differences in the crack
growth rates among differently oriented crystals is studied using three-dimensional finite
element analysis in conjunction with a constitutive relationship from crystal plasticity
theory.
1-04

Crystal Plasticity
Classical isotropic models of metal plasticity cannot capture crystallographic

orientation effects. Therefore, an alternative solution was utilized in the form of a crystal
plasticity based material model. Modeling of the mechanical behavior of single crystals
under various types of loading requires a robust description of the kinematics and kinetics
of the deformation process. The kinematics of crystal plasticity theory presented here
follow classical development (Hill, 1966) (Hill and Rice, 1972) (Asaro, 1983).
Assuming a region deforming from an initial configuration X , to the current
configuration x = x ( X ) , the total deformation gradient, defined as F = ∂ x / ∂ X , is
separated into an elastic and plastic part using a multiplicative decomposition (Lee, 1969)
e

(1)

p

F=F F .

In an incremental process, the velocity gradient in the current configuration is defined as
e

p

L = ∂ v / ∂ x and written as the sum of the elastic L and plastic L parts
•

L = FF

−1

e

p

=L +L ,

(2)

where
e

•

e

L =F F

e −1

and

(3)

4
p

•

e

p

L =F F F

p −1

F

e −1

.

The kinetics of single crystal deformation is represented by the constitutive
behavior determined by the stress-strain response, flow rule, and hardening laws. The
stress-strain response involves the Jaumann rate of the second Piola-Kirchoff stress
related to the elastic deformation rate by means of the elastic stiffness
∇

e

τ=C :D

e

and

e

D =

(

)

(4)

1 e
eT
L +L ,
2

where τ is the second Piola-Kirchoff stress, related to the Cauchy stress σ by τ = F σ ,
e

and C represents a fourth order elastic stiffness tensor of the crystalline lattice rotated in

the global system of coordinates. For an FCC single crystal, the elastic stiffness matrix
represented in the crystal’s local coordinate system requires three elastic constants,
namely, C11, C12 and C44. The resolved shear stresses for the current configuration on
each slip system α are found from the Cauchy stress tensor, by the stress transformation

(5)

α

τα = σ : P ,
α

α

α

where P = sym ( s m ) is the Schmid tensor associated with each slip system α, and
α

α

s and m represent the tangential and normal vectors attached to the respective slip
system, as shown in Figure 4-3. Under the application of resolved shear stresses on the
•

slip systems, the plastic slip increments on the slip systems are γ α , and the plastic
velocity gradient can be written as
•

L = ∑ γα P .
p

α

α

(6)
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•

To calculate the plastic slip increments γ α , the following rate-dependent flow rule was
employed (Horstemeyer, 1998) (Horstemeyer, 1999)
•α

τα − χα
γ = γ0
gα
•

M

(7)

sgn(τα − χα ) ,

where M is the strain rate sensitivity, and g α and χα represent the isotropic and kinematic
hardening, respectively, for the slip system α, defined below as functions of the
accumulated plastic strains on each slip system.
•
α

•α

g = H ∑ q γ − Rg
αβ

β

•

•α

α

(8)

•α

∑γ
β

(9)

•α

χ α = h γ − rχ α γ

•

Once the plastic strain increments γ α are calculated, the plastic deformation
gradient is computed, and the elastic deformation gradient is found using Equation (1)
according to the deformation gradient implementation (Ling, 2005). Crystallographic
texture is then further updated to the current configuration
α

e α

s = F s0
α

and

α

α

m = m0 F

e −1

,

(10)

α

where s 0 and m0 are the slip system α vectors in the relaxed configuration, which occurs
after the plastic deformation has occurred. McGinty’s PhD dissertation (McGinty, 2001)
presents details regarding the computational procedure.
1-05

Single Crystal Modeling

Gall (Gall, 1996) studied fatigue crack closure using a plane-strain double-slip
crystal plasticity model. He performed 2D elastic-plastic FEA of mode I crack growth.

6
Macroscopic slip bands were observed at the crack tip, and he found residual plasticity in
the crack wake to be dependent on loading history and material orientation. He concluded
that crystallographic orientation can affect both crack tip opening displacement CTOD
and opening stress So.
Potirniche (Potirniche, 2003A) (Potirniche, 2003B) (Potirniche, 2003C) employed
FEA and crystal plasticity theory to study small fatigue crack growth in aluminum alloy
7075 using a plane-strain two-dimensional double-slip crystal plasticity model. Using the
FEA code ANSYS, he simulated fatigue crack growth with an incremental nodal release
procedure that advanced the crack at the maximum load (ANSYS, 2003). Obtaining
cyclic crack tip opening displacement ∆CTOD and So, he found good agreement with
small crack growth experimental results (Lankford, 1984). Furthermore, he suggested
that the variability in small crack fatigue data can be captured by varying the grain
crystallographic orientation.
Fan (Fan, 2001) used FEA to study plane-strain two-dimensional fatigue crack
growth around particles in A356-T6 cast aluminum alloy. His modeling and analysis was
performed using the ABAQUS commercial FEA code (ABAQUS, 2003). He allowed the
crack to grow a predetermined incremental distance each time the maximum load was
reached. Material modeling was done through an ABAQUS user-defined material
subroutine (UMAT). The results of his analyses were quantified in terms of ∆CTOD in
order to develop a macroscale multistage fatigue model (McDowell, 2003). The ∆CTOD
was shown to decrease as the crack encountered particles, indicating crack growth rate
retardation.

7
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Bicrystal Modeling

Potirniche also modeled small crack growth through bicrystal grain boundary
interfaces with his two-dimensional double-slip crystal plasticity model (Potirniche,
2003A). He defined a grain boundary as the intersection between two regions with
different crystallographic properties. His crack growth and analysis methodologies were
the same as previously discussed for single crystal analyses. He observed extensive
variation in So and ∆CTOD behavior depending on the combination of crystallographic
orientations. His simulation results indicate that the relative orientation of a neighboring
grain can either increase or decrease the growth rate of a small crack, as shown in Figure
1-1.

Normalized Opening Stress SO / Smax
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Figure 1-1

Evolution of Opening Stresses as the Crack Grows Towards a Grain
Boundary (Potirniche, 2003C)
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CHAPTER II
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2-01

FINITE ELEMENT PROCEDURE

Overview

The objective of the present research is to extend previous two-dimensional work
(Potirniche, 2003A) (Potirniche, 2003B) (Potirniche, 2003C) into a three-dimensional
study. This extension is motivated by two goals: first to employ a full three-dimensional
model of crystal plasticity with all twelve FCC slip systems potentially active, and
second, to study the through-thickness effects of plasticity on small crack growth. A
three-dimensional single crystal edge-crack model was generated for use with the FEA
code ABAQUS. To simulate crack growth, an incremental nodal release procedure was
incorporated, but with a vastly different implementation methodology than previously
used. A script was developed outside of ABAQUS to generate standard format text input
files from which to run the simulations. Postprocessing scripts were developed to interact
with the ABAQUS output databases and extract So and ∆CTOD results. More details
about the scripts can be found in Chapter 3. Additionally, the previously discussed FCC
crystal plasticity material model was incorporated into the analysis by way of the UMAT
capability available in ABAQUS. The chosen material was aluminum alloy 7075-T651.
Results were quantified in terms of ∆CTOD and So. Finally, the results were compared to
two-dimensional results (Potirniche, 2003C) and experimental data (Lankford, 1984).
8
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Mesh

An edge-crack mesh with 34,209 nodes and 28,728 eight-node reduced
integration brick elements was used for the single crystal and bicrystal analyses. Figure 21 illustrates the mesh, with a detailed enlargement of the refined region near the crack tip.
The overall geometry is 2 mm high, 1 mm wide, and 0.05 mm thick. Six uniform layers
each 8.333 µm in thickness were used in the thickness direction (z-axis). An initial crack
length of 100 µm was used. Nodes along the crack plane were 1.23457 µm apart in the
direction of crack growth, allowing for a crack growth increment da of the same length.

Figure 2-1

Finite Element Mesh of the Single Edge Cracked Specimen Loaded Under
Uniaxial Stress Along the y-Axis

10
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Material Model

The material properties used for the analyses were obtained by matching the
stress-strain output from a numerical crystal plasticity tension test with 180 randomly
oriented grains to polycrystalline experimental data from a tension test. Figure 2-2
illustrates how the model output compared with the experimental data. The model was
matched to the experimental data by an iterative manipulation of crystal plasticity
constants. The resulting values for the constants are given in Table 2-1.

700

True Stress (MPa)

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
0.00

Experiment
Crystal Plasticity Model
0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.10

0.12

True Strain

Figure 2-2

Polycrystal Plasticity Stress-Strain Curve Correlated to Experimental Data
for Aluminum Alloy 7075-T651
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Table 2-1

Crystal Plasticity Material Constants for Aluminum Alloy 7075-T651
C11

C12

C44

γ0

m

g0

150000.0

75000.0

37500.0

0.001

65.0

240.0

Hdir
225

Hdyn
1.00

xLatent
1.4

a0
35.0

Adir
350.0

Adyn
1.00

In Table 2-1, C11, C12, and C44 are the elastic constants, γ0 is the reference shear
strain in the slip system flow rule, m is the flow exponent, g0 is the initial value of g in the
flow rule, Hdir is the directional hardening constant for isotropic hardening, Hdyn is the
dynamic recovery constant for isotropic hardening, xLatent is the latent hardening constant,
a0 is the initial value of the slip system back stress, Adir is the directional hardening
constant for kinematic hardening, and Adyn is the dynamic recovery constant for kinematic
hardening. McGinty provides more information regarding each of these constants
(McGinty, 2001).
2-04

Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions applied to the mesh include a cyclically varying uniform
traction with a minimum value of 20.6 MPa (Smin) and a maximum value of 412 MPa
(Smax) applied on the top surface nodes of the mesh, giving an R ratio (Smin/Smax) of 0.05.
To prevent rigid body movement, displacement constraints were imposed on the bottom
surface nodes of the mesh. All nodes on the bottom surface of the mesh were fixed in the
vertical (y-axis) direction, while only the nodes at the lower right hand corner of the mesh
were additionally fixed in the horizontal (x-axis) direction.

12
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Crack Growth Methodology

The crack was grown incrementally following a uniform nodal release scheme on
the crack front along the thickness direction (z-axis). The initial mesh was created with
the entire crack already in place. Connector elements, which are used to define
connections between two nodes, were used to hold the initial crack closed where needed
by constraining pairs of corresponding nodes to occupy the same geometric location. As
the crack propagated, these connector elements were removed incrementally and replaced
with nodal contact elements. The contact elements were used to prevent element
overlapping along the crack plane.
Each cycle of the FEA crack growth process can be divided into three steps that
are repeated for each increment da of crack growth: loading, advance, and unloading.
During loading, the applied traction is increased from Smin to Smax. Crack advance is
executed with the loading held constant at Smax. The crack is grown da by releasing all of
the connector elements currently at the crack tip. The newly released connector elements
are then replaced by contact elements. During the unloading cycle, the applied traction is
returned to Smin.
Finite element simulations for single crystals and bicrystals were performed using
the mesh in Figure 2-1 and the crystal plasticity constants in Table 2-1. The cracks were
grown from an initial length of 100 µm in increments da = 1.123457 µm per cycle. Due
to the large computational cost of running extended analyses with many increments per
step, the number of increments for each loading and unloading step was initially set at 20.

13
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So and ∆CTOD Measurement Techniques

Each analysis was postprocessed using Python scripts to find So and ∆CTOD
values for both of the crack free surfaces and the crack interior (ABAQUS, 2003). So was
determined by monitoring contact pressure for each crack surface node and y-direction
tensile stress for the topmost elements in the mesh during the loading stage of each cycle.
The So value for a particular calculation domain for a given cycle was taken to be the ydirection tensile stress when all of the crack surface nodes in that domain first experience
zero contact pressure. Thus, the So for each cycle is defined as the remote applied tensile
stress at the moment when the crack first completely opens. ∆CTOD was determined by
monitoring the position of the crack surface nodes. The ∆CTOD value for a particular
calculation domain for a particular cycle was taken to be the y-direction distance between
the crack top and crack bottom nodes currently at a distance da behind the crack tip at the
last increment of the loading stage of the cycle. This technique roughly emulates that
used by Lankford for his experiments, where he measured ∆CTOD 1 µm behind the
crack tip (Lankford, 1984).
2-07

Model Stability and Solution Considerations

Any practical FEA analysis must be able to run long enough to get the desired
results without crashing. This can be a significant challenge for plasticity-induced closure
simulations, and is only exacerbated by the use of crystal plasticity material modeling.
Three measures taken by the author to improve the stability of his model are restarting,
solution damping, and soft contact.
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Since the analyses run by the author took several weeks to run in some cases, they
were susceptible to power outages and other interruptions. If special measures are not
taken to configure an analysis such that it can be restarted, an interruption will necessitate
executing the entire analysis again. ABAQUS has the capability to specify that restart
files be written from which an interrupted analysis can be restarted. These restart file
writing parameters are built into the input file generation script discussed in Chapter 3.
The job control script discussed in Chapter 3 has the ability to automatically write
a restart analysis input file and restart an analysis from where it was interrupted. In some
cases, when an analysis was terminated due to a problem with the crystal plasticity
UMAT, the necessary restart information was not written. This resulted in an unusable
analysis that had to be discarded. In order to prevent this, it became necessary in those
cases to periodically perform a preemptive restart after a set number of steps. Hence, this
capability was also built into the job control script.
Convergence was found to be aided by adding solution damping to the FEA
model. Solution damping in ABAQUS relates to the addition of viscous forces to the
global equilibrium equations. A damping factor specifies the magnitude of these viscous
forces. A verification analysis was run to see if damping changed the solution results, and
it was concluded that moderate damping would not induce any adverse effects. Hence,
solution damping has been used for all of the analyses discussed in this thesis.
The phenomenon of crack closure requires that the two previously separated crack
faces contact each other at some point in the unloading step of the fatigue cycle. Since the
unloading step takes place over a series of increments, the relationship between contact
surfaces or elements changes between discrete amounts of loading as determined by the

15
job incrementation. If, for a particular contact element or surface, the contact surfaces are
open for one increment, and have overclosure at the next increment, this can produce
what is known as contact chatter. Contact chatter is where contact surfaces go in and out
of contact because an equilibrium condition cannot be reached. For hard contact surfaces,
a closed equilibrium condition is only reached when the two surfaces are in the same
location. This type of equilibrium is difficult to obtain when the number of increments
must be kept at a reasonable level in the interest of time constraints. Thus, soft contact is
needed. Soft contact defines a pressure versus overclosure relationship, and thus does not
have a problem achieving equilibrium for overclosures. The type of soft contact used for
the analyses discussed in this thesis tolerates a negligible amount of overclosure. Chapter
3 provides a discussion of the soft contact implementation in the input file generation
script.

CHAPTER III
3

3-01

SCRIPT DEVELOPMENT

Overview

The finite element code ABAQUS Standard was chosen to run the simulations
since the McGinty crystal plasticity UMAT is only currently available in an ABAQUS
Standard compatible format. The simulation of plasticity-induced fatigue crack closure is
not a capability built into ABAQUS Standard. Therefore, it was necessary create a
customized solution.
3-02

Approach Development

Customized FEA work using commercial codes can be accomplished in two
different ways. In the first method, user written subroutines are used to monitor and
control the simulation in situ. In the second method, an input file is generated with all the
features necessary for the simulation defined a priori. This is the only way to have full
access to every feature available in ABAQUS. Both approaches require the user to make
use of scripts outside the parent FEA program. An input file can be generated manually,
but this is only practical for small analyses.
Skinner (Skinner, 2001) developed a set of scripts to perform closure-based finite
element simulations using ANSYS. He used the in situ approach, as this is quite effective
in the case of ANSYS and seamlessly integrates the entire capability of the code into a
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text command framework that can also include user defined programming loops and
statements.
The author’s first inclination was to develop an approach similar to that of
Skinner for ABAQUS. This idea was quickly discarded, however, when it was
discovered that ABAQUS did not have the necessary scripting capability to make such an
approach feasible. The only way that the commands necessary for crack growth could be
supported in ABAQUS was if a text input file was used for the analysis. The ABAQUS
input file format is inferior to that of ANSYS scripting for the following reasons:
1) There is no provision for user defined variables.
2) There is no provision for programming loops (if, for, do, etc.).
3) There is no provision for selecting mesh components based on geometric
location.
4) There is no way to read results in situ and use them to make analysis
decisions.
Everything about the model and analysis must be defined within certain sections
of the input file. For instance, if contact is to be added at some point in the analysis, it
must be defined, removed at the beginning of the analysis, and then applied again when
needed later. The inflexibility of the ABAQUS FEA code made such work around
solutions necessary for many of the capabilities needed for crack growth simulations.
At the beginning of his research into ABAQUS fatigue crack growth
methodologies, the author sought to obtain a working example ABAQUS input file to
give clues as to how to proceed. Two published users of ABAQUS in the field of fatigue
crack growth were contacted (Pommier, 2000) (Fan, 2001). Pommier was generous
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enough to share some of her input files with the author. The information provided by
Pommier saved the author much time and effort, and for this the author is most grateful.
3-03

The Python Language

The required input files are complex and contain thousands of lines, so writing
them by hand would be time consuming and error prone. Writing a reusable program to
generate the required input files is a much better solution. But first, a programming
language must be chosen. Since the author had no prior programming experience, he
chose to use the Python programming language because it is compatible with ABAQUS
output database files (.odb’s) and can be used to directly open them and obtain the
desired results.
Python is an interactive, interpreted, object oriented programming language
(www.python.org). It is often compared to Perl, Java, Tcl, or Scheme. Python is relatively
easy for new programmers to learn, is open source, and is free to the public. It is portable
from one platform to another. If platform restrictions exist, they are there because of
liberties taken by the programmer.
3-04

Input File Generation Script

Attached to this thesis as an appendix the reader will find a suite of scripts that
have been designed to work together for the purpose of creating, executing, and
postprocessing plasticity-induced closure simulations using ABAQUS. The input file
generation script is the central script upon which all the others are based. Appendix A.1 is
the Python script PYCRACK_INPUT.PY. It contains all the option settings for generating
the input file. Therefore, changes to the main input generation script found in Appendix
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A.2, PYCRACK.PY, are not required. Each part of each program has detailed comments,
and the reader is referred to the appendix for specifics. However, the methodology for
each major section of the input file generation script and its development history will be
discussed in general terms in the following sections.
3-04-1 Mesh

A standard mesh format was established in order to simplify the input file
generation script. An example mesh has been given in Figure 2-1. There are limitless
mesh possibilities, as long as they fall within the following guidelines:
1) The mesh must be of a uniformly extruded, edge cracked, eight-sided shape.
2) The tensile axis of the mesh must be in the y-direction, crack growth must be
in the x-direction, and the uniform extrusion must be in the z-direction.
3) The origin of the mesh coordinate system must be at the edge of the mesh
opposite the crack tip, with the uniform extrusion starting at the z = 0 plane
and extending in the positive z-direction.
4) The mesh must be sufficiently refined in the area of crack growth to
accurately capture plasticity related phenomena.
5) The area of crack growth must accommodate a uniform crack growth
increment da.
The input file generation script has been written to read a mesh and its crack
based on geometric assumptions about their locations. Thus, deviation from these mesh
guidelines may result in an unusable mesh.
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3-04-2 Crack Growth

The crack is grown by starting with a mesh containing the entire crack. The input
file generation script reads the mesh and identifies any locations where two nodes occupy
the same geometric location. The coordinates of these locations are stored, as well as the
node numbers of the two nodes and an element number to be assigned to a connector
element defined between the two nodes. A connector element is assigned to each crack
node pair, except in the case where the user has defined the crack to be open when the
analysis starts. The coordinates of the node pairs are sorted according to their x and z
locations, and connector elements sets and node sets are assigned accordingly. All
connector elements sharing a common x-coordinate are grouped together into common
element sets. Other sets are also created for postprocessing purposes.
The purpose of the connector elements is to hold the crack together until the time
for advancement has been reached. As previously explained in Chapter 2, an analysis
cycle of crack growth is divided into three steps: loading, advance, and unloading. During
a given advance step, all the connector elements sharing a common x-coordinate are
removed simultaneously by instructing ABAQUS to remove their element set from the
model. The number of possible cycles coincides with the number of available connector
element sets with common x-coordinates. These element sets are sorted by x-coordinate,
so the set with the smallest x-coordinate get released first, with increasingly larger xcoordinate sets being released until the crack is completely released. For the single crystal
and bicrystal analyses, only one connector element set is removed per cycle.
Initial attempts to hold the crack together came in the form of using a FORTRAN
subroutine to define the position of the node pairs in relation to each other. These
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attempts failed because, though the crack nodes could be held together by this subroutine,
they could not be defined for release at a later time. ABAQUS only allows certain types
of items to be removed after being defined in the initial model. Removal of connector
elements is permitted, so they were adopted for crack propagation.
3-04-3 Loading

Loads are defined along the y-axis at the top of the mesh, at the location with the
greatest y-coordinate. They are linearly ramped across their respective steps from their
beginning values to their ending values. The type of loading used for all of the discussed
analyses is uniform pressure loading. An element-based surface is defined at the top of
the mesh, and pressure loads are defined on this surface. In the interest of solution
convergence, there is an option available in the input file generation script to gradually
increase the maximum amount of loading over several cycles at the beginning of the
analysis.
In the initial development of the loading methodology, displacement based
loading, where a prescribed displacement is defined for the nodes at the top of the mesh,
was the only type that would yield solution convergence. However, since the author was
interested in defining the loading in terms of pressure, other loading types were
investigated.
The first attempt at pressure based loading came in the form of nodal force
loading. A force boundary condition was added to each node at top of the mesh. The
magnitude of that force was calculated based on the desired loading pressure. The area of
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the top surface of the mesh was used along with the total number of nodes at the top of
the mesh to calculate the force to apply to each node.
The second attempt at a pressure loading scheme came in the form of element
pressure loading. This type of loading applies a pressure to the face of an individual
element. Thus, an individual pressure load was required for each element at the top of the
mesh, in addition to the face on which it was to be applied.
The third pressure loading methodology investigated was uniform pressure
loading, and this proved to be the simplest and most stable of the three. Uniform pressure
loading, displacement loading, nodal force loading, and element pressure loading all
remain options in the input file generation script. However, the author recommends the
use of displacement loading and pressure loading only, as they have proven to be the
most reliable loading schemes.
3-04-4 Contact

By definition, plasticity-induced crack closure simulations must model the closing
of the crack. For the crack to close, the two crack faces must touch. Touching in FEA is
modeled by a feature called contact. However, just like the connector elements that hold
the crack together, the contact that allows the crack faces to touch must also be defined in
the initial model and manipulated as the crack is grown. Namely, only the open locations
of the crack that do not have connector elements should have contact applied to them. If
closed sections of the crack have both connector elements and contact on them, errors
result due to overconstraint. Therefore, to advance the crack and facilitate closure,
connector elements must be removed and contact added in their place in one operation.
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The only contact type available in the input file generation script is gap element
contact. This contact type has been proven to be superior to other types in terms of
reduced complexity and reduced memory and runtime requirements. Gap element contact
works similarly to the way connector elements work. Gap elements are defined between
crack face node pairs. These gap elements define a contact relationship between the
nodes. The type of relationship found to work best is linear soft contact acting in the
tensile axis direction. This contact is defined such that crack overclosure is met with a
linearly increasing resistance force. The relationship between this force and overclosure
is defined by the user. The gap contact elements are applied in the opposite fashion from
the connector elements. Whereas the connector elements are applied everywhere the
crack is closed and are removed incrementally, the gap contact elements are applied
everywhere the crack is open and are added incrementally. The gap contacts that are
added as the crack is grown must be defined in the model, so contact is defined for the
entire crack at the beginning of the analysis. The unnecessary gap contact elements are
removed in the first analysis step and are added back incrementally as the crack is grown.
Previous attempts at contact focused on the use of element based contact surfaces.
A series of contact surfaces was defined for the crack, with each one da shorter in length
than the next one. All the contact surfaces were removed at the beginning of the analysis
except the top and bottom surfaces corresponding to the initial crack length. During a
crack advance step, the set of contact surfaces for the previous length crack were
removed and replaced with a new, extended set of contact surfaces. This methodology
proved to be inefficient with memory usage, however. The memory requirements were so
high that the analyses could only be run on 64 bit hardware. Gap element contact
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remedied this weakness, and there have been no observed drawbacks to gap element
contact as compared to element based contact surfaces. As an added benefit of using gap
contact, postprocessing scripts tend to operate much faster on output databases from
analyses where this type of contact has been used.
3-04-5 Input File Structure

An example of an automatically generated ABAQUS input file is given in
Appendix B. Portions of this input file have been truncated where indicated to enable it to
fit in a reasonable amount of space. All the headings remain intact, however, and the
keyword command implementations of the previously discussed input file features are
indicated by comments. The entire input file was generated through the use of the input
file generation script.
3-05

Job Control Script

The typical method for starting an input file based ABAQUS analysis involves
accessing the command line and submitting the analysis to ABAQUS by specifying the
input file, analysis name, and any user subroutines. If the analysis must be restarted,
assuming the necessary items for restart are saved, then the steps defined in the original
input file that have not been executed must be taken and placed into a new input file with
certain restart headers. Then, the restart analysis must be submitted to ABAQUS using
the new input file and referencing the previous analysis as the source for obtaining the
necessary data to determine the initial restart state. The process of starting and restarting
ABAQUS analyses is much more convenient if automated, especially if convergence
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issues dictate that an analysis must be terminated and restarted at regular intervals to
avoid crashing.
The script JOB_CONTROL.PY given in Appendix C was written to address the
issues mentioned above. It can start an analysis, restart an analysis, periodically terminate
and restart an analysis, and time an analysis so that a measure of hardware performance
can be obtained. For restart analyses, it automatically reads the files used for the previous
analysis, determines where the previous analysis stopped, writes the restart input file, and
submits the restart analysis to ABAQUS. The timing or “benchmarking” feature of the
script keeps track of the wall clock time needed to complete each step. It should be noted
that this job control script is an exclusive tool and has been written for execution on the
Microsoft Windows platform for analyses whose input files have been generated by the
previously discussed input file generation script.
3-06

Crack Opening Stress Postprocessing Script

As discussed in Chapter 2, the opening stress for each cycle is taken as the remote
applied stress when the crack first completely opens. Obviously, this is not a standard
output variable for FEA software. Thus, it was necessary to write a postprocessing script
to read the output database files from each fatigue simulation and use the data they
contain to calculate the opening stresses. The script OPENING_STRESS.PY, as given in
Appendix E, is the script designed to read output database files generated by analyses
whose input files were produced by the input file generation script. The script
POSTPROCESS_INPUT.PY, as given in Appendix D, contains the user-defined input
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variables for all of the postprocessing scripts. Details on the specific variables and how
they apply are given within the script as comments.
When an analysis is performed using an input file produced by the input file
generation script, the output data from that analysis is saved in an output database file in
the form of embedded Python objects which can be extracted and read. The data from
these objects has been made easier to sort and manipulate because node and element sets
from areas of interest are defined in the input file.
To find the opening stresses, the contact surfaces or gap contact elements are
analyzed for each loading step. The increment when the crack contact pressure is first
zero in all locations is stored for each loading step. The remote applied stresses are then
calculated for each loading step opening increment by taking an average of the tensile
stress applied to all elements which have a face exposed at the top of the mesh. This
opening stress ratio for each loading step is the ratio of the calculated remote applied
stress (So) divided by the maximum applied stress as defined by the user (Smax). To
provide backwards compatibility, subroutines are built into the opening stress script to
handle both the currently used gap contact and the previously used surface contact.
Opening stresses are found for individual z-planes through the mesh thickness, and a
separate output file is written for each z-plane where results are required. Typically, to
save computational time, opening stress data is only extracted for the free surface zplanes and the center z-plane.
The opening stress script can also handle analyses where multiple restarts have
been performed, such as in the case of analyses that have been automatically killed and
restarted at set intervals by the job control script. The user is prompted to make decisions
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in this regard if the opening stress script finds multiple output databases. The user can
elect to find opening stresses for a single job, find opening stresses for all the jobs
separately, or find opening stresses for all the jobs and append them to common result
files. If the last option is chosen, duplicate file entries may exist due to the crack being
partially through an opening step at the time of restart. In this case, an additional
subroutine is executed to purge the invalid entries from the result files.
Developmental challenges for the opening stress script mainly centered on
methodology efficiency. The first opening stress scripts took many hours to find the
correct results. However, reduced looping iterations, improved data management, and
more node and element sets defined in the input file have drastically reduced execution
times. The script as published in this thesis determines the opening stresses in a matter of
minutes.
3-07

Crack Opening Displacement Postprocessing Script

The crack opening displacements at the crack mouth, at the crack tip, and along
the entire crack front are found by the script CTOD_COD.PY given in Appendix F. Like
the opening stress script, it also gets user input information by reading the
POSTPROCESS_INPUT.PY script given in appendix D. Cyclic crack tip opening
displacement values, defined as CTOD in the script, are found at a user specified number
of nodes behind the crack tip. Crack mouth displacement values, defined as COD in the
script, are always extracted at the crack mouth. Crack profile values are taken for a single
cycle specified by the user.
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Operation of the crack opening displacement script is, in many ways, similar to
the operation of the opening stress script. First, both postprocessing scripts open the
output database for a particular analysis and access the data objects it contains to
calculate desired values. Second, both postprocessing scripts can handle situations where
an analysis has been restarted multiple times, either combining the output data into
common files or having a separate set of output files for each analysis. Finally, both
postprocessing scripts divide output data into separate files according to z-plane.
However, the crack opening displacement script always extracts output data for all zplanes, since the associated increase in required computational time is negligible.
The desired displacement data is obtained by extracting the contact opening
values for the times and locations of interest. A crack tip opening displacement file and a
crack mouth opening displacement file is written for each z-plane. If the user desires, a
separate crack profile file is also written for the entire crack front for each z-coordinate at
a specified cycle. A dimension multiplier is also available as a user option for the purpose
of normalizing dimensions so that data can be easily plotted.
Common developmental problems plagued both the opening stress and crack
opening displacement scripts. Again, the primary setback was inefficient data
management that resulted in extremely long runtimes. In fact, one of the author’s first
crack opening displacement scripts took over a week to run. These problems have been
remedied, and this is due in a large part to the categorizing and processing of data
according to z-coordinate facilitated by input file node sets and various dictionary objects
within the script itself. Similar to the opening stress script, the crack opening
displacement script can now be executed in a matter of minutes.

CHAPTER IV
4

4-01

SINGLE CRYSTAL ANALYSES AND RESULTS

Overview

Small fatigue crack growth experiments using 7075-T651 have shown significant
variation among da/dN-∆K and ∆CTOD results (Lankford, 1984). It has been suggested
that these variations are due to the microstructural influences. Thus, five simulations have
been performed to evaluate the possible effects of crystallographic orientation in a single
crystal. These simulations were performed utilizing the finite element procedure
discussed in Chapter 2. The material tensile axis crystallographic direction was the only
variable changed among the different analyses, since it was desired to isolate the effect of
crystallographic orientation.
4-02

Crystal Orientations

The crystal orientations chosen for analysis are shown in Figure 4-1 on an inverse
pole figure represented by the stereographic triangle. Each orientation was chosen to be
representative of a different slip condition so that a wide range of plasticity effects could
be considered.
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Figure 4-1

Initial Single Crystal Orientations Used in the Crystal Plasticity Simulations

Table 4-1

Initial Single Crystal Orientation Information

Orientation
Initially
Active Slip
Systems
Schmid
Factor
Roe Angle ψ
Roe Angle θ
Roe Angle ϕ

[111]
6

[211]
2

[100]
8

[110]
4

[10.4 4.6 1]
1

0.272

0.408

0.408

0.408

0.500

45˚
54.74˚
0˚

90˚
24.09˚
63.44˚

0˚
90˚
90˚

0˚
90˚
45˚

5˚
90˚
66˚

Table 4-1 is a summary of each crystal orientation and the pertinent information
related to its initial plastic behavior. The number of initially active slip systems indicates
how many of the twelve FCC slip systems are active at the onset of yielding. Since the
lattice will rotate as it deforms, the number of active slip systems will change during
plastic deformation.
The Roe angles are used to define the coordinate transformation required in threedimensional space to align the desired crystallographic orientation with the tensile axis
(Hosford, 1993). In the present effort, the tensile axis is the global y-axis, and the
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direction of crack growth is along the global x-axis. Figure 4-2 from the McGinty
dissertation shows the coordinate transformation made by the Roe angles.

Figure 4-2

Roe Convention of Quantifying Crystal Orientation by Coordinate
Transformation Rotation Angles ψ, θ, and ϕ (McGinty, 2001)

The Schmid factor is a measure of a crystal’s initial resistance to slip (Hosford,
1993) (Khan, 1995). It relates the resolved shear stress along the slip direction on the slip
plane (critical resolved shear stress) τ to the applied tensile stress σ by way of Schmid’s
Law,

τ = m ⋅ σ ⋅ s = σ ⋅ cos φ ⋅ cos λ ,

(11)

where m is the normal to the slip plane, s is the slip direction, φ is the angle that the slip
plane normal makes with the loading axis, and λ is the angle that the slip direction makes
with the loading axis, as shown in Figure 4-3. The Schmid factor is defined as cosφ cosλ.
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Each slip system has its own calculated Schmid factor, but slip will only occur for the
slip systems where the Schmid factor exceeds a critical value.

Figure 4-3

Slip System in a Single Crystal

Finite element analyses were performed for each orientation in Figure 4-1 using
the procedure and mesh given in Chapter 2. Each analysis was continued until the So
results reached a steady-state value. The following sections discuss the results from the
five single crystal analyses.
4-03

Crack Tip Plastic Zone Results

The extent of the plastic deformation around the crack tip and along the crack
wake is strongly influenced by crystallographic orientation. Figure 4-4 shows the crack
tip plastic zones for each of the five orientations studied after 25 cycles of growth in
terms of Von Mises equivalent plastic strain. The top row illustrations are free surface
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views, while the bottom row of illustrations are isometric views with part of the mesh
removed to reveal the plastic zone variation through the thickness.

Figure 4-4

[111]

[211]

[100]

.2008

.1099

.1182

[110]

[10.4 4.6 1]

.0864

.0805

Single Crystal Crack Tip Plastic Zones in Terms of Equivalent Plastic Strain
After 25 Cycles, With Peak Values Given at the Bottom of Each Column.

From Figure 4-4, variation in both the shape and extent of the plastic deformation
can be observed. Peak equivalent plastic strain values are indicated at the bottom of each
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column. The shape can range from the form traditionally associated with slip planes,
producing two distinct bands of plastically strained material extending from the crack tip
as in the case of the [110] orientation, to the larger shape seen for the [100] orientation,
with no obvious slip planes. The [111] and [211] plastic zones show similar
characteristics to the [100] plastic zone, but on a more limited scale. The [10.4 4.6 1]
plastic zone is nearly the same size as the [111] and [211] plastic zones, but shares the
characteristics mentioned for both the [110] and [100] orientations.
4-04

So and da/dN-∆K Results

The So results varied greatly depending upon material orientation and location of
measurement through the thickness. Crack growth rate calculations to be compared with
the plane-strain double-slip computations were considered at the mid-thickness location
(z = 0.025 mm) (Potirniche, 2003C). The results from these calculations are shown in
Figure 4-5, which gives normalized opening stress So/Smax versus the total crack growth
∆a. The results correlate well, however some differences can be observed. In general, the
two-dimensional double- slip model produces So/Smax results that are lower for all
orientations. This can be rationalized because the plastic zones shown in Figure 4-4 are of
the same order of magnitude in size as the model thickness, implying plane stress
conditions. It is well known that crack opening stress values are larger for plane stress
conditions than for plane strain conditions.
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Normalized Opening Stress So / Smax
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Figure 4-5

Comparison of the Single Crystal 3D Opening Stresses with Planar DoubleSlip Results from the Literature (Potirniche, 2003C)

Next, crack growth rates were estimated and da/dN-∆K curves were computed for
comparison with experimental data. The effective stress intensity factor range ∆Keff was
computed as
⎛ 1 − So ⎞
∆K eff = ⎜
⎟∆K
⎝ 1− R ⎠

(12)

for each cycle from the R ratio, computed So, and applied cyclic stress intensity factor
∆K. The ∆K for each cycle was found using the formula for a single edge crack in a semiinfinite plate
∆K = 1.12 ⋅ S max (1 − R ) π ⋅ a ,

(13)
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where a is the current crack length (Tada, 1985). The calculated ∆Keff values were used to
obtain values for da/dN from da/dN-∆Keff experimental data taken at high R ratios where
∆K ≈ ∆Keff. A linear curve fit of the da/dN-∆Keff data is shown in Figure 4-6.

Crack Growth Rate da/dN (mm/cycle)

1e-3

1e-4

1e-5

1e-6

1e-7

1e-8

1e-9
1

10

Effective Stress Intensity Factor Range ∆Keff (MPa √m)

Figure 4-6

da/dN-∆Keff Curve for 7075 Aluminum Alloy Used to Calculate the Crack
Growth Rates (Potirniche, 2003C)

Figure 4-6 is a plot representing long-crack da/dN versus ∆K experimental data
sets for high stress ratios (R > 0.5) collected from the literature (Potirniche, 2003C). The
da/dN values were then taken along with their respective ∆K values from Equation 13 to
plot crack growth rate curves.
Figure 4-7 gives the growth rate curves for each orientation studied, along with
experimental aluminum alloy 7075-T651 small fatigue crack data (Lankford, 1984). The
variance in the 3D crystal plasticity results is roughly of the same order of magnitude as
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the variation in the experimental data. Also, the [100] and [111] orientations, which have
the most initially active slip systems as indicated in Table 4-1, have the highest crack
growth rate results. Conversely, the [10.4 4.6 1] orientation, which has only one initially
active slip system, has the lowest crack growth rate results.
2e-5

Crack Growth Rate da/dN (m/cycle)

a, c

d

b

e

1e-5
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Figure 4-7

Comparison between Measured and Predicted Single Crystal Crack Growth
Rates da/dN-∆K

A summary plot of the So results for all five of the single crystal analyses is given
in Figure 4-8, which shows stabilized So/Smax with respect to measurement location and
orientation. Lower So/Smax values signify higher crack growth driving forces. Not only are
the stabilized values different for each orientation, their sensitivity to plane stress or plane
strain type conditions is also orientation dependent.

Stabilized Normalized Opening Stress So / Smax
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Figure 4-8

4-05

Comparison of Single Crystal Stabilized Opening Stress Values for Various
Crystal Orientations

∆CTOD Results

Crack profile plots for 10 µm of crack growth are given in Figure 4-9. The plots
were taken at the center of the cracked panel (z = 0.025 mm) for each analysis. Potirniche
plane-strain double-slip computations for 8 µm of crack growth are also shown
(Potirniche, 2003C). For further comparison, small crack experimental data taken from
Lankford are displayed (Lankford, 1984). The crack profile plots are given in terms of
crack opening displacement COD versus the distance from the crack tip. The results from
the present analyses compare well with the double-slip results and the small crack data
for distances 1 to 4 µm from the crack tip.

Crack Opening Displacement Range COD (µm)
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Figure 4-9

Comparison of the Predicted Single Crystal Crack Profile with Double Slip
(Potirniche, 2003C) and Experimental (Lankford, 1984), Results

A summary plot of the ∆CTOD results for all five of the single crystal analyses is
given in Figure 4-10, which shows stabilized values of ∆CTOD for each orientation.
Higher ∆CTOD values indicate faster growth rates. The effect of through-thickness
measurement location on ∆CTOD can readily be seen, as ∆CTOD is always lower at the
crack free surfaces than at the crack center.
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Figure 4-10 Comparison of Single Crystal Stabilized ∆CTOD Values Measured at a
Distance da Behind the Crack Tip for Various Crystal Orientations

CHAPTER V
5

5-01

BICRYSTAL ANALYSES AND RESULTS

Overview

Grain boundaries have been suggested to cause some of the variations in small
crack growth rates observed in 7075-T651 (Lankford, 1984). More recently, pure
aluminum bicrystal fatigue experiments have been performed which show that variation
in crack growth rates at a grain boundary depends on the relative orientation of the two
grains and the applied stress (Li, 1994A). It has also been observed that fatigue crack
initiation and growth occurs preferentially along slip bands in aluminum bicrystals (Li,
1994B). Thus, four bicrystal simulations were performed with different relative grain
orientations to evaluate the effect of the grain boundaries on So and ∆CTOD. These
simulations were performed utilizing the finite element procedure discussed in Chapter 2.
The relative grain crystallographic orientations with respect to the tensile axis were the
only variables changed among the different analyses, since it was desired to isolate the
effect of the relative crystallographic orientations.
The focus of this thesis is on 7075-T651, and the bicrystal analyses were
performed using the material constants in Table 2-1. However, only pure aluminum
bicrystals have been considered in the fatigue crack growth literature (Li, 1994A). Due to
this difference in materials, the FEA results will be qualitatively compared to Li’s
experimental results.
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The bicrystal simulations utilized the same mesh as the single crystal simulations,
except that part of the mesh was assigned the material properties of the first crystal, and
the remaining part of the mesh was assigned the material properties of the second crystal.
Figure 5-1 is a section detail of the mesh in Figure 2-1, showing information concerning
the bicrystal crack growth modeling procedure. The crack was grown for 40 cycles in
increments of da, with the crack passing through the grain boundary between the two
crystals at cycle 25. The interface was modeled as a difference in assigned material
orientations. More growth space was provided in the first crystal so that the So values
would stabilize before the crack tip plastic zone reached the grain boundary.

Figure 5-1

Bicrystal Crack Growth Detail
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5-02

Crystal Orientations

Figure 5-2 shows the initial bicrystal orientation configuration. The global axes
are represented by X, Y, and Z. The local axes of the crystals are represented by x, y, z,
x’, y’, and z’. The four analyzed initial orientation combinations were chosen based on
bicrystal experiments discussed in the literature (Li, 1994A). The Miller indices
corresponding to the local crystal axes are given in Table 5-1.

Figure 5-2

Bicrystal Initial Orientation Configuration

Table 5-1

Bicrystal Initial Orientations
Orientation
A
Combination
[52 1]
x
[012]
y
[121]
z

B

C

D

[52 1]
[012]

[52 1]
[012]

[52 1]
[012]

[121]

[121]

[121]

[715]
[345]

[121]
[012]

[521]

y’

[10 1]
[111]

[0 12]

z’

[121]

[12 1]

[521]

[121]

x’
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Table 5-2 is a summary of the pertinent information related to the initial plastic
behavior for each of the bicrystal orientation combinations given in Table 5-1. The
meaning of each of the given parameters has been previously discussed in Chapter 4.
Table 5-2

Bicrystal Initial Plastic Behavior Summary
Orientation
Combination
Initially Active
Slip Systems
Schmid Factor
Roe Angle ψ
Roe Angle θ
Roe Angle ϕ
Initially Active
Slip Systems
Schmid Factor
Roe Angle ψ
Roe Angle θ
Roe Angle ϕ

A

B

C

D

2

2

0.490
0.490
-78.46˚ -78.46˚
-65.91˚ -65.91˚
63.43˚
63.43˚
Crystal 2 – x’ y’ z’
6
1

0.490
-78.46˚
-65.91˚
63.43˚

0.490
-78.46˚
-65.91˚
63.43˚

2

2

0.272
-39.23˚
-65.91˚
63.43˚

0.490
65.47˚
79.48˚
-21.80˚

0.490
101.54˚
-65.91˚
63.43˚

Crystal 1 – x y z
2
2

0.392
-50.77˚
-114.09˚
63.44˚

Figure 5-3 shows the initial primary slip planes for each of the bicrystal
orientation combinations (Li, 1994A). Bicrystal type A is a [121] tilt-unsymmetric
bicrystal, or a [012] - [111] bicrystal. In this tilt unsymmetric bicrystal, the crack is
growing from a hard crystal into a soft crystal. Bicrystal type B is a [12 1] tiltpsudosymmetric bicrystal. In a tilt-psudosymmetric bicrystal, the primary slip lines on
the crystal surfaces are bilaterally symmetric with respect to the grain boundary, but the
free surface is the only location where the primary slip planes intersect. Bicrystal type C
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is a [012] tilt symmetric bicrystal. In a tilt symmetric bicrystal, the primary slip planes in
the two crystals share a common edge at the grain boundary plane, but the primary slip
planes have inverse slip components along the tensile axis. The y-components of the
primary slip planes face in opposite directions. Bicrystal type D is a [121] 180˚ tilt
bicrystal. In a 180˚ tilt bicrystal, the primary slip planes in the two crystals are parallel to
each other. The two crystals have identical primary slip planes for their directional
components, which are rotated 180˚ from each other.

A
Figure 5-3

B

C

D

Geometry of the Primary Slip Planes in Each of the Four Different Bicrystal
Types: A, [121] Tilt-Unsymmetric; B, [12 1] Tilt-Psudosymmetric;
C, [012] Tilt-Symmetric; and D, [121] 180˚ Tilt (Li, 1994A)

Finite element analyses were performed for each orientation in Table 5-1 using
the procedure and mesh given in Chapter 2. The following sections discuss the results
from the four bicrystal analyses.
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5-03

So and ∆CTOD Results

Results for the bicrystal analyses are presented in terms of So/Smax and ∆CTOD.
The z = 0.00 mm and z = 0.05 mm plots are for the two free surfaces, while the z = 0.025
mm plot is for the center plane. A decrease in So/Smax or an increase in ∆CTOD indicates
an increase in crack growth driving force.
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Figure 5-4 shows the results from orientation combination A, which represents a
tilt unsymmetric bicrystal. Since the crack is growing from a hard crystal into to a soft
crystal, it is expected that the crack growth rate will increase after the crack enters the
second crystal. This is indeed the case, as So/Smax decreases and ∆CTOD increases upon
entry into the second crystal. There is also a strong perturbation in both So/Smax and
∆CTOD near the grain boundary.
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Figure 5-5 shows the results from orientation combination B, which represents a
tilt psudosymmetric bicrystal. Both the So/Smax and the ∆CTOD results show an increase
in growth rate for the z = 0.025 mm plane. The ∆CTOD results show that the free surface
(z = 0.00 mm and z = 0.05 mm) results are affected slightly by the grain boundary, but
then gradually approach a growth rate trend similar to that from the first crystal. So/Smax
results for the z = 0.00 mm plane return to their previous value after passing through the
grain boundary, while results for the z = 0.05 mm plane indicate crack growth rate
retardation. Li reported crack branching onto secondary slip planes for tilt
psudosymmetric bicrystals. Judging from the strongly location dependent crack growth
rates shown by both the ∆CTOD and So/Smax results, it is suggested that the multiple
active slip systems required for crack branching are also active in the simulation.
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Figure 5-6 shows the results from orientation combination C, which represents a
tilt symmetric bicrystal. Both the So/Smax and ∆CTOD results indicate that the crack
growth rate is retarded upon entering the second crystal. This is in agreement with the
observations of Li, which show the crack slowing down in the second crystal due to the
inability of the first crystal to transmit dislocations to the second. A grain boundary effect
can also be seen, but it is even less than that observed for orientation combinations A or
B.
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Figure 5-7 shows the results from orientation combination D, which represents a
180˚ tilt bicrystal. There is little change in ∆CTOD after the crack stabilizes, even after
the crack passes through the grain boundary. The So/Smax results from the two edge planes
show a decrease in growth rate after entry into the second crystal. The center plane z =
0.025 mm So/Smax results show an increase in crack growth rate as the crack approaches
the grain boundary and propagates into the second grain. Li suggests that dislocations in
the parallel primary slip planes of the two component grains in a 180˚ tilt bicrystal will be
unable to move towards the grain boundary. He further suggests that this will cause a
dislocation pileup at the grain boundary due to dislocations moving toward the interface
along different slip plane directions. Since the McGinty UMAT does not model
dislocation interactions, the analysis results do not coincide with Li’s observations.

CHAPTER VI
6

6-01

PARTICLE ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Overview

Two-dimensional finite element simulations of fatigue crack growth near particles
have been previously performed (Fan, 2001). Monitoring ∆CTOD from these analyses
has shown changes in crack growth rate as the crack encounters particles and grows
around them. As an extension of Fan’s work, fatigue crack growth around a single
particle was modeled using an edge-cracked three dimensional mesh geometry. The
previously discussed crystal plasticity methodology and 7075-T651 material properties
were used to model the material surrounding the particle. The particle was modeled as
linear elastic Al7Cu2Fe, with a modulus E = 133.6 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio ν = .33
(Oswald, 2003).
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6-02

Mesh

Figure 6-1

Finite Element Mesh of the Single Edge Cracked Specimen with Embedded
Particle Loaded under Uniaxial Stress Along the y-Axis

Figure 6-1 illustrates the mesh used to model crack growth around a particle. It
has the same dimensions as the mesh discussed in Chapter Two, but has a different
internal element structure. The particle was modeled as a cylinder 10 µm in diameter
extruded through the full thickness of the mesh. The 10 µm particle diameter size was
chosen because it provides a good representation of the average intermetallic size found
in aluminum alloy 7075-T651. The mesh has six uniform layers through its thickness
with the same spacing as used in the Chapter 2 mesh. It contains 28,476 elements and
34,251 nodes. The crack growth increment is da = 1.1113 µm in the crack path regions
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before and after encountering the particle. However, da varies as the crack grows around
the particle’s cylindrical geometry.
6-03

Crack Growth

The crack growth sections of the input file generation script had to be rewritten to
accommodate the particle. Since the crack grows up and around the particle, the script
could no longer be limited to one-dimensional considerations. However, the crack growth
increments were still determined by the x-coordinate locations of the nodes along the
crack path.
The mesh had to be created with two levels of refinement in the crack growth
region in order to accommodate the particle size and still maintain a reasonable number
of nodes and elements in the mesh. In the less refined region of crack growth, the crack is
grown one element length per cycle. In the more refined region surrounding the particle,
the crack is grown two element lengths per cycle. The mesh has been designed such that
one element length in the less refined region is equal to two element lengths in the more
refined region such that a uniform da is obtained.
6-04

Contact

For the areas of crack growth leading up to and away from the particle, contact
was modeled as being exclusively active in the y-direction. Contact where the crack first
meets and first leaves the particle was modeled as being fully active in both the x- and ydirections. Contact around the particle was modeled using a subroutine in the input file
generation script to calculate the outward normal direction cosines for each throughthickness row of nodes with respect to the particle center. These direction cosines were
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then used to specify the plane in which each through-thickness row of contact elements
should be active.
6-05

Modeling Issues

The particle simulations still have outstanding modeling problems to overcome at
the time of publication of this thesis, so final results will not be given. The two major
issues of concern are refinement transition effects and remote closure cause by the
particle.
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Figure 6-2 shows an example opening stress plot for a preliminary model
verification analysis. A jump in So/Smax can be seen when the crack passes through the
refined region. While this may not be a major cause for concern, its effect on the overall
results must be evaluated. Also, a considerable increase in So/Smax can be seen as the
crack grows around the particle due to remote closure. This remote closure is caused by
the particle remaining in contact with material away from the open crack tip, as shown in
Figure 6-3. Clearly, these two issues must be resolved before crack growth data can be
published with confidence.

Figure 6-3

Particle-Induced Remote Closure

CHAPTER VII
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7-01

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Single Crystal Findings

Opening stresses and cyclic crack opening displacements were extracted from five
different single crystal fatigue crack growth FEA simulations and were compared to
published two-dimensional FEA results and experimental data. Crack growth rates were
also calculated from the So/Smax values and compared to experimental data. The So/Smax
values were found to vary through the thickness for the [111], [211], and [100]
orientations, suggesting that in these cases a 3D crack will grow nonuniformly along its
through-thickness front. The calculated da/dN versus ∆K values agree well with
experimental results. Orientations with multiple slip systems active at the crack tip show
faster crack growth rates and larger ∆CTOD values, while orientations with lower
number of slip systems active exhibit increased resistance to fatigue crack growth. An
inverse relationship can be seen between So/Smax and ∆CTOD for all orientations. This
inverse relationship is also evident with respect to the through-thickness measurement
locations for the [111], [211], and [100] orientations. However, for the [110] and [10.4
4.6 1] orientations, the ∆CTOD results indicate a measurement location effect that is not
shown in the So/Smax results. The simulations show that scatter in small fatigue crack
growth rate data can be captured by crystallographic orientation effects.
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Bicrystal Findings

Four different bicrystal simulations were run using the same mesh and FEA
modeling methodology as was employed for the single crystal simulations. The same
aluminum alloy 7075-T651 material model was also utilized. Simulation results were
quantified in terms of So/Smax and ∆CTOD. The bicrystal results were found to reflect
pure aluminum experimental findings for the cases of tilt unsymmetry, tilt
pseudosymmetry, and tilt symmetry (Li, 1994A). The crack growth rates increased in the
second crystal for the tilt unsymmetrical case, showed evidence of secondary slip systems
for the tilt pseudosymmetry case, and decreased for the tilt symmetry case. However, for
the 180˚ tilt bicrystal case, the FEA results did not compare well with experimental
results. It is suggested that this is an effect of limitations within the material model.
For the tilt unsymmetry and tilt symmetry bicrystal cases, the So/Smax results and
the ∆CTOD results indicated the same trends. However, for the 180˚ tilt bicrystal case, an
apparent conflict between the predictions of So/Smax and ∆CTOD can be observed at the z
= 0.025 mm crack center plane. The ∆CTOD results predict and increase in crack growth
rate, while the So/Smax results predict a decrease in crack growth rate. A discrepancy can
also be seen for the tilt pseudosymmetry bicrystal case at the z = 0.05 mm free surface.
The ∆CTOD results indicate a negligible change in crack growth rate, while the So/Smax
results indicate a significant decrease in crack growth rate. So/Smax results were
influenced more by grain boundary effects than ∆CTOD results for all of the bicrystal
simulations.
Overall, the bicrystal simulation results did show the experimentally observed
trends of crack growth near a grain boundary. The crack growth rate will either increase
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or decrease depending on the bicrystal orientation combination. Furthermore, the grain
boundary can have a strong or weak effect on the crack driving force simply because of
the misorientation of slip planes from one crystal to the next.
7-03

Recommended Future Work

Recommended future work includes expanding the FEA model to include crack
growth from a three dimensional surface crack. This will require the creation of a suitable
mesh and the modification of the input file generation script to handle two dimensional
growth path in the x-z plane.
Also, the particle FEA model should be improved, and the effects of the mesh
transition region and the remote closure should be determined. If the effect of the remote
closure is ascertained to be minimal, a modified crack opening stress postprocessing
script should be written that only considers contact at or near the crack tip.
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PYTHON SCRIPT PYCRACK_INPUT.PY

USER DEFINED OPTIONS FOR THE INPUT FILE GENERATION SCRIPT
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#This script is the input file for pycrack.py
#Stephen Johnston, 2005
#Uses
#
-Provides job-specific data specified by the user
#
-Works with pycrack to build the desired ABAQUS input file(s)
#Compatibility
#
- ABAQUS 6.3 or 6.4
#
- Windows 2000/XP
#
- Python 2.3 or later
#Restrictions:
#
- Not designed for UNIX usage
#Directions for use:
# 1. Place the following files along with this script in the job working directory:
#
Node text input file (.crd)
#
Element text input file (.elm)
#
Input file generation script (pycrack.py)
# 2. Double click on pycrack.py and answer any questions, if prompted.
#-----------------------------------#
##--->Title and File Management<---##
#-----------------------------------#
#Analysis title (text string)
title_string = "Bicrystal AA"
#ABAQUS version (text string "6.3" or "6.4")
abaqus_version = "6.4"
#Restart string (text string or "")
restart_string = "\n*RESTART, WRITE, FREQUENCY=1, OVERLAY"
#Output directory name (text string)
output_dir = "ABAQUS Input"
#Single or multiple input files (text string "single" or "multiple")
input_file_type = "single"
#Main input file name (text string)
main_file = "bicrystal_AA.inp"
#Boundary condition set file name (text string)
boundary_condition_file = "bc.txt"
#Loading surface file name (text string)
loading_surface_file = "loading_surface.txt"
#Connector element file name (text string)
connect_file = "connect.txt"
#Gap element file name (text string)
gap_file = "gap.txt"
#Contact surface file name (text string)
contact_file = "contact.txt"
#-->Step and Initial Boundary Condition File
step_file = "step.txt"
#--------------------#
##--->Z symmetry<---##
#--------------------#
#Double effective mesh width using z symmetry (text string "yes" or "no")
# (isotropic, homogeneous, continuous materials only))
z_sym = "no"
#------------------------#
##--->Crack Geometry<---##
#------------------------#
#Crack growth starting x-coordinate, location of initial crack tip (floating point)
crack_start_xcoord = .099999999
#Crack Growth Ending x-coordinate, location of final crack tip (floating point)
# (This is only to save cpu time. Alway input the full length of the mesh crack.)
crack_end_xcoord = .2
#Crystal type (text string "single" or "bi")
# (not configured to be used in conjuction with particle option)
crystal_type = "bi"
#If applicable,
#Division x-coordinate for bi-crystal (floating point)
crystal_x_div = .132099
#If applicable,
#Rounding of bicrystal division elements
# (text string "crystal_1" or "crystal_2")
crystal_rounding = "crystal_2"
#-->Particle radius, for no particle enter 0.0 (floating point)
# (not configured to be used in conjuction with bi-crystal option)
part_rad = 0.0
#If applicable,
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#Distance of particle center from edge of mesh (floating point)
part_dist = 0.06
#If applicable,
#Distance of particle refined zone beginning from edge of mesh (floating point)
# (for 2*da growth)
part_ref_zone_begin = 0.05
#If applicable,
#Distance of particle refined zone end from edge of mesh (floating point)
# (for 2*da growth)
part_ref_zone_end = 0.07
#-----------------#
##--->Contact<---##
#-----------------#
#Contact small sliding string (text string or "")
contact_small_sliding = ", SMALL SLIDING"
#Linear soft contact slope (text string)
linear_soft_contact_slope = "1000000000"
#----------------------------#
##--->Connector Elements<---##
#----------------------------#
#Modulus of elasticity for connector elements (text string)
conn_modulus = "1.0E10"
#-----------------#
##--->Loading<---##
#-----------------#
#Loading type (text string "pressure", "element_pressure", "displacement", or "force")
loading_type = "pressure"
#Initial loading gradual increase (text string "off" or "linear_ramp")
initial_loading_type = "linear_ramp"
#If applicable,
#Number of initially increasing loading cycles (integer)
initial_loading_cycles = 5
#For "displacement" loading type,
#Maximum loading displacement (text string)
max_disp = "0.05"
#For "displacement" loading type,
#Minimum loading displacement (text string)
min_disp = "0.0"
#For "pressure" loading type,
#Maximum loading pressure (text string)
# (negative number in tension)
max_press = "-412.0"
#For "pressure" loading type,
#Minimum loading pressure (text string)
# (positive number in compression)
min_press = "-20.6"
#--------------------#
##--->Saved Data<---##
#--------------------#
#Saved data string (text string)
common_saved_data_string = """**********************************************************
*OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY=1
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=EALL
SDV
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=crack_front_elements
S, LE
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=top_elset
S
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=gap_elsets
S, E
*NODE OUTPUT, NSET=NALL
U
**********************************************************"""
#------------------------#
##--->Material Model<---##
#------------------------#
#Main material model string (text string)
# (ELSET=EALL for single crystal; ELSET=crystal_1 and ELSET=crystal_2 for bi-crystal;
# ELSET=surround_particle and ELSET=particle for particle)
material_model_string = """**Specify Element Properties
*SOLID SECTION,ELSET=crystal_1, MATERIAL=AL7075T6_crystal_1
*HOURGLASS STIFFNESS
20000
*********************************
*MATERIAL, NAME=AL7075T6_crystal_1
*DEPVAR
40
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***********************************
**Angles for LHS direction are: Psi = -1.36943841889304,
**Theta = -1.15026204432777, and Phi = 1.10714873129885
*USER MATERIAL, CONSTANTS=15, UNSYMM
150000.0, 75000.0, 37500.0, 0.001, 65.0, 240.0, 225, 1.00
1.4, 35.0, 350.0, 1.00, -1.36943841889304, -1.15026204432777, 1.10714873129885
***********************************
*SOLID SECTION,ELSET=crystal_2, MATERIAL=AL7075T6_crystal_2
*HOURGLASS STIFFNESS
20000
*********************************
*MATERIAL, NAME=AL7075T6_crystal_2
*DEPVAR
40
***********************************
**Angles for RHS direction are: Psi = -0.684719203002283,
**Theta = -1.15026199151093, and Phi = 1.10714871779409
*USER MATERIAL, CONSTANTS=15, UNSYMM
150000.0, 75000.0, 37500.0, 0.001, 65.0, 240.0, 225, 1.00
1.4, 35.0, 350.0, 1.00, -0.684719203002283, -1.15026199151093, 1.10714871779409"""
#For "force" loading type,
#Material model string for top elements (text string)
force_loading_material_model_string = """**Specify Additional Element Properties
*SOLID SECTION,ELSET=top_elset,MATERIAL=MAT2
*MATERIAL,NAME=MAT2
*ELASTIC
10.4E6,.33"""
#-----------------------------#
##--->Step Incrementation<---##
#-----------------------------#
#Initialization increment (text string)
init_inc_sug = "1E-3" #Initial increment time
init_inc = "2E-3" #Total increment time
init_inc_min = "1E-6" #Minimum increment time
init_inc_max = "1E-3" #Maximum increment time
#-->Loading Increments (text string)
load_inc_sug = "1E-3" #Initial increment time
load_inc = "20E-3" #Total increment time
load_inc_min = "1E-6" #Minimum increment time
load_inc_max = "1E-3" #Maximum increment time
#-->Advance Increments (text string)
adv_inc_sug = "1E-3" #Initial increment time
adv_inc = "6E-3" #Total increment time
adv_inc_min = "1E-6" #Minimum increment time
adv_inc_max = "1E-3" #Maximum increment time
#-->Unloading Increments (text string)
unload_inc_sug = "1E-3" #Initial increment time
unload_inc = "20E-3" #Total increment time
unload_inc_min = "1E-6" #Minimum increment time
unload_inc_max = "1E-3" #Maximum increment time

APPENDIX A.2
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PYTHON SCRIPT PYCRACK.PY
INPUT FILE GENERATION SCRIPT
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#This script creates an ABAQUS input text file(s).
#Stephen Johnston, 2005
#Uses
#
- Generating a complete input deck for a 3D ABAQUS edge crack fatigue simulation
#
- Combining all input components into a single input file
#Functional Details
#
- This script uses geometry and configuration information provided by the mesh files and the user
#
input file to generate a complete text input deck for ABAQUS. The user can elect to have this input
#
deck generated as a single file or a set of files.
#
- The necessary node and element sets for analysis and postprocessing are automatically created and
#
included in the input deck. The sets are created based on gemetric location, postprocessing
#
requirements, and user preferences.
#
- Crack growth is accomplished through a time-based criterion. Each cycle is divided into three steps:
#
loading, advance, and unloading.
#
- The loading, extension, and unloading steps are created based on the number of possible crack growth
#
increments. Each of these possible increments has a geometry based connector element and gap contact
#
element set associated with it.
#
- During a loading step, the load is linearly applied from the minimum load to the maximum load.
#
- During an advance step, the relevant connector element set(s) at the crack tip are removed
#
and replaced by gap contact element sets.
#
- During an advance step, the load is linearly released from the maximum load to the minimum load.
#
- Supported special features include bicrystal analysis and particle analysis.
#
- Supported loading types include pressure, force, and displacement.
#
- The total loading may be gradually increased over a series of cycles to help facilitate convergence.
#Compatibility
#
- ABAQUS 6.3 or 6.4
#
- Windows 2000/XP
#
- Python 2.3 or later
#Restrictions:
#
- Not designed for UNIX usage
#
- Meshes for use with this script must meet the following requirements:
#
- Composed of eight-noded brick elements.
#
- Three dimensional geometry with the tensile axis being the y-axis, the crack growth axis being the
#
x-axis, and the thickness axis being the z-axis.
#
- Edge-cracked geometry uniformly extruded in the z-direction from z = 0 to z > 0.
#
- Crack mouth must be at the origin of the xy plane.
#
- Mesh files must be in ANSYS format, ABAQUS format, or pycrack format
#
- ANSYS or ABAQUS format mesh files must have a seperate text node file (.crd)
#
and text element file (.elm)
#
- The pycrack format mesh data file consists of a single (.mesh) file.
#
- If no .mesh file is present, one will be created the first time pycrack is used on a particular
#
mesh. It is suggested that the .mesh not be deleted, as it will facilitate improved performance
#
in successive runs and only contains geometry-specific information.
#Directions for use:
# 1. Place the following files along with this script in the job working directory:
#
Node text input file (.crd)
#
Element text input file (.elm)
#
Job-specific text input file (pycrack_input.py)
# 2. Double click on this script and answer any questions, if prompted.
#----------------------#
##-->Import Modules<--##
#----------------------#
#Import Python modules.
#All of the required Python modules are included in the standard Python release.
import time, glob, os, sys, shelve, shutil
#Import input module.
try: #Import job data from input file.
from pycrack_input import *
os.remove('pycrack_input.pyc')
except: #Exit program if input file is not found.
print "This program could not find the text input file 'postprocess_input.py'."
raw_input("Press Enter to exit.")
sys.exit()
begin_time = time.time() #Record script begin time for use in calculating total run time.
#------------------------#
##-->Define Functions<--##
#------------------------#
def ask_file(ext,desc):
"""Searches for a file of a certian extension.
Arguments: -text string required file extension, e.g. ".ext"
-text string description of the requested file
(ext,desc)
Returns: text string file name (file)"""
file_list = glob.glob("*"+ext) #List of file names with required extension.
if len(file_list) == 1: #Take the only option if the list contains one file name.
file = file_list[0]
elif len(file_list) == 0: #Exit the program if no eligible files are found.
print "\nNo "+desc+" found."
raw_input("\n\nPress Enter to exit program")
sys.exit()
else: #If there is more than one eligible file name, prompt the user to choose the correct one.
print "\nMore than one possibility for "+desc+" found."
print "Please choose the appropriate file from the following list:\n"
for i in range(len(file_list)):
print "\t"+str(i)+": "+str(file_list[i])
index = int(raw_input("\nFile selection number: "))
file = file_list[index]
print "\nThe following "+desc+" will be used: "+file
return file
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def open_file(file_name, mode):
"""Opens a file.
Arguments: -text string name of the file
-text string mode in which the file is to be opened
(file_name, mode)
Returns: open file object (the_file)"""
try: #Try to open the requested file.
the_file = open(file_name, mode)
except(IOError), e: #If the file cannot be opened, indicate this to the user and wait for input.
error_msg = "\nUnable to open the file: "+str(file_name)+"\n"+str(e)
print error_msg
raw_input("\nVerify that the file exists")
else:
return the_file
def read_nodes(node_input_file):
"""Read the node input file.
Arguments: text string name of node input file (node_input_file)
Returns: -node dictionary of the type:
dict[integer node number] = (float x-coordinate, float y-coordinate, float z-coordinate)
-text string node input file format
-integer number of node file lines read
(node_dict, format, line_count)"""
nodes3db = open_file(node_input_file,"r") #Open node input file.
nds3db = nodes3db.readlines() #Read node input file lines.
nodes3db.close() #Close node input file.
node_dict = {}
line_count, line_err, type_err, other_line_types = 0, 0, 0, 0
for line in nds3db:
line_count += 1
#If applicable, read ANSYS nodes; determine coordinate ending zero entries based on line length.
if "," not in line:
format = "ANSYS"
if len(line) == 69 or len(line) == 70: #No coordinate ending zero entries.
nn3dbval, nx3dbval, ny3dbval, nz3dbval = line[:8],\
line[8:28], line[28:48], line[48:68]
node_dict[int(nn3dbval)] = (float(nx3dbval),float(ny3dbval),float(nz3dbval))
elif len(line) == 49 or len(line) == 50: #One coordinate ending zero entry.
nn3dbval, nx3dbval, ny3dbval = line[:8], line[8:28], line[28:48]
node_dict[int(nn3dbval)] = (float(nx3dbval),float(ny3dbval),float(0))
elif len(line) == 29 or len(line) == 30: #Two coordinate ending zero entries.
nn3dbval, nx3dbval = line[:8], line[8:28]
node_dict[int(nn3dbval)] = (float(nx3dbval),float(0),float(0))
elif len(line) == 9 or len(line) == 10: #Three coordinate ending zero entries.
nn3dbval = line[:8]
node_dict[int(nn3dbval)] = (float(0),float(0),float(0))
else: #Show error if line length does not fit into one of the above categories.
print "\nError reading node file line",line_count
if line_err == 0:
line_err += 1
#If applicable, read ABAQUS nodes; determine coordinate ending zero entries based on comma splits.
elif "," in line:
format = "ABAQUS"
if len(line.split(",")) == 4: #No coordinate ending zero entries.
data = line.split(",")
node_dict[int(data[0])] = (float(data[1]),float(data[2]),float(data[3]))
elif len(line.split(",")) == 3: #One coordinate ending zero entry.
data = line.split(",")
node_dict[int(data[0])] = (float(data[1]),float(data[2]),float(0))
else: #Show error if number of comma splits does not fit into one of the above categories.
print "\nError reading node file line",line_count
if line_err == 0:
line_err += 1
else: #Show error if node type cannot be determined.
print "\nError determining node type in line",line_count
if type_err == 0:
type_err += 1
return node_dict, format, line_count
def read_elements(element_input_file):
"""Read the element input file.
Arguments: text string name of element input file (element_input_file)
Returns: -element dictionary of the type:
dict[integer element number] = (integer node number 1, ..., integer node number 8)
-text string element input file format
-integer number of element file lines read
(element_dict, format, line_count)"""
elements3db = open_file(element_input_file,"r") #Open element input file.
els3db = elements3db.readlines() #Read element input file lines.
elements3db.close() #Close element input file.
element_dict = {}
line_count, line_err, type_err, other_line_types = 0, 0, 0, 0
for line in els3db:
line_count += 1
if "," not in line: #If applicable, read ANSYS elements.
format = "ANSYS"
if len(line) == 85 or len (line) == 86:
element_dict[int(line[78:84])] = (int(line[:6]),int(line[6:12]),int(line[12:18]),\
int(line[18:24]),int(line[24:30]),int(line[30:36]),\
int(line[36:42]),int(line[42:48]))
else: #Show error if line length does not fit into the above category.
print "\nError reading element file line",line_count
if line_err == 0:
line_err += 1
#If applicable, read ABAQUS elements, determine ending zero entries based on comma splits.
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elif "," in line:
format = "ABAQUS"
if len(line.split(",")) == 9 or len(line.split(",")) == 10: #3D - no ending zero entries.
data = line.split(",")
element_dict[int(data[0])] = (int(data[1]),int(data[2]),int(data[3]),int(data[4]),\
int(data[5]),int(data[6]),int(data[7]),int(data[8]))
elif len(line.split(",")) == 5 or len(line.split(",")) == 6: #2D - four ending zero entries.
data = line.split(",")
element_dict[int(data[0])] = (int(data[1]),int(data[2]),int(data[3]),int(data[4]),\
int(0),int(0),int(0),int(0))
else: #Show error if number of comma splits does not fit into one of the above categories.
print "\nError reading element file line",line_count
if line_err == 0:
line_err += 1
else: #Show error if element type cannot be determined.
print "\nError determining element type in line",line_count
if type_err == 0:
type_err += 1
return element_dict, format, line_count
def write_AQ_3D(node_output_file,element_output_file,node_dict,elm_dict,f_type):
"""Write ABAQUS format element or node file.
Arguments: -text string name of node output file
-text string name of element output file
-node dictionary of the type:
dict[integer node number] = (float x-coordinate, float y-coordinate, float z-coordinate)
-element dictionary of the type:
dict[integer element number] = (integer node number 1, ..., integer node number 8)
-type of file to write, either ".crd" for node or ".elm" for element
(node_output_file,element_output_file,node_dict,elm_dict,f_type)
Returns: none"""
if f_type == ".crd":
nodes3dAQ = open_file(node_output_file,"w") #Open node output file.
#Write comma-separated coordinate values for every node dictionary key.
for nkey in node_dict.keys():
ncrds = node_dict[nkey]
nodes3dAQ.write('%6d%c%12.8f%c%12.8f%c%12.8f\n' % \
(nkey,",",ncrds[0],",",ncrds[1],",",ncrds[2]))
nodes3dAQ.close() #Close node output file.
print "\n-"+str(len(node_dict.keys()))+" nodes written to file: "+str(node_output_file)
elif f_type == ".elm":
elements3dAQ = open_file(element_output_file,"w") #Open element output file.
for ekey in elm_dict.keys(): #Write comma-separated node values for every element dictionary key.
enodes = elm_dict[ekey]
if len(enodes) == 8:
elements3dAQ.write('%6d%c%6d%c%6d%c%6d%c%6d%c%6d%c%6d%c%6d%c%6d\n' % \
(ekey,",",enodes[0],",",enodes[1],",",enodes[2],",",enodes[3],\
",",enodes[4],",",enodes[5],",",enodes[6],",",enodes[7]))
else:
elements3dAQ.write('%6d%c%6d%c%6d%c%6d%c%6d\n' % \
(ekey,",",enodes[0],",",enodes[1],",",enodes[2],",",enodes[3]))
elements3dAQ.close() #Close element output file.
print "\n-"+str(len(elm_dict.keys()))+" elements written to file: "+str(element_output_file)
else:
raw_input("\nCould not determine type of mesh file to write\n\nPress Enter to exit.")
sys.exit()
def comma_string(item_list,items,spacing=6):
"""Converts a list of integers into a formatted text string.
Arguments: -list of integers
-integer number of items per row in formatted text string
-spacing per item in formatted text string (default is six)
(item_list,items,spacing=6)
Returns: formatted text string (string)"""
formatter = ""
for i in range(len(item_list)): #Specify the format for each item and add new lines where needed.
formatter += "%"+str(spacing)+"d"
if (i+1) % items == 0: #Start new line if max number of items for current line has been reached.
formatter += "\n"
else:
formatter += "," #Insert a comma between items in the same line.
formatter = formatter[:-1] #Remove the last item from the formatter string.
string = (formatter % tuple(item_list)) #Define the formatted text string.
return string
def elm_face(elm_dict,elm,plane_nodes):
"""Find the appropriate face of an eight-noded element.
Arguments: -element dictionary of the type:
dict[integer element number] = (integer node number 1, ..., integer node number 8)
-integer element number
-list of integer node numbers of nodes in same plane as desired element face
(elm_dict,elm,plane_nodes)
Returns: text string element face label (surf_type)"""
surf_test, face_dict = "", {}
face_dict["0123"], face_dict["4567"], face_dict["0145"] = "S1", "S2", "S3" #Element face dictionary.
face_dict["1256"], face_dict["2367"], face_dict["0347"] = "S4", "S5", "S6"
#Test every node in the element in question for membership in the given plane node set.
for i in range(len(elm_dict[elm])):
surf_test_elm = elm_dict[elm][i]
if surf_test_elm in plane_nodes: #If membership is found, add the node index to the test string.
surf_test += str(i)
if surf_test in face_dict.keys() : #Get the appropriate element face based on the test string.
surf_type = face_dict[surf_test]
else:
print "\nerror determining face type"
return surf_type
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def single_file(output_dir,main_file,crd_file,elm_file):
"""Create a single input file containing all input data.
Arguments: -text string output directory name
-text string main input file name
-text string node file name
-text string element file name
(output_dir,main_file,crd_file,elm_file)
Returns: none"""
out = ""
input1 = open_file(output_dir+"/"+main_file,"r") #Open main input file.
input1_lines = input1.readlines() #Read main input file lines.
input1.close() #Close main input file.
os.remove(output_dir+"/"+main_file) #Delete main input file.
for line in input1_lines: #Look for '*INCLUDE' statements in every main input file line.
if "*INCLUDE" in line.upper(): #If an '*INCLUDE' statement is found, combine the referenced text.
file_name = (line.split("INPUT=")[-1]).split("\n")[0] #Name of file to be combined.
file1 = open_file(output_dir+"/"+file_name,"r") #Open file to be combined.
out += file1.read() #Add text from file to be combined to new input text string.
if ".crd" not in file_name and ".elm" not in file_name: #Add new line if needed.
out += "\n"
file1.close() #Close combined file.
os.remove(output_dir+"/"+file_name) #Delete combined file.
else: #If an '*INCLUDE' statement is not found, add line to new input text string.
out += line
output = open_file(output_dir+"/"+main_file,"w") #Open new main input file.
output.write(out) #Write new input text string to new main input file.
output.close() #Close new main input file.
def get_loading_strings(index):
"""Generate the loading and unloading definition text strings.
Arguments: integer step index (index)
Returns: -text loading string
-text unloading string
(load_string, unload_string)"""
index_mod = float(index+1) #Modified step index.
#If desired, ramp up the cycle loading over several initial cycles.
if initial_loading_type == "linear_ramp" and index_mod < float(initial_loading_cycles):
mult = index_mod / float(initial_loading_cycles) #Set multiplier for load reduction.
print "Step "+str(index)+" axial loading/unloading magnitude will be multiplied by "+str(mult)
else:
mult = 1.0 #If no ramping is desired for current load step, multiply magnitudes by 1.0
if loading_type == "displacement": #Use *BOUNDARY keyword for displacement loading.
load_string = "*BOUNDARY, TYPE=DISPLACEMENT\ntop, 2, 2, "+str(float(max_disp)*mult)
unload_string = "*BOUNDARY, TYPE=DISPLACEMENT\ntop, 2, 2, "+str(float(min_disp)*mult)
elif loading_type == "pressure": #Use *DSLOAD keyword for pressure loading
load_string = "*DSLOAD, OP=NEW\ntop_surface, P, "+str(float(max_press)*mult)
unload_string = "*DSLOAD, OP=NEW\ntop_surface, P, "+str(float(min_press)*mult)
elif loading_type == "force": #Use *CLOAD keyword for force loading.
load_string = "*CLOAD, OP=NEW\ntop, 2, "+str(float(max_nodal_force)*mult)
unload_string = "*CLOAD, OP=NEW\ntop, 2, "+str(float(min_nodal_force)*mult)
elif loading_type == "element_pressure": #Use *DLOAD keyword for element pressure loading.
load_string = "*DLOAD, OP=NEW"
unload_string = "*DLOAD, OP=NEW"
for line in topmost_elms: #Add load and unload string components for each top element.
load_string += "\n"+str(line)+", P"+str(elm_face(elm_dict,\
line, topmost_nodes)[-1])+", "+str(float(max_press)*mult)
unload_string += "\n"+str(line)+", P"+str(elm_face(elm_dict,\
line, topmost_nodes)[-1])+", "+str(float(min_press)*mult)
return load_string, unload_string
def get_input_run_main():
"""Get input information for input file generation and run main program.
Arguments: none
Returns: none"""
print "pycrack: a 3D ABAQUS fatigue crack analysis input file generator."
print "Stephen Johnston, 2005"
print "\nInitializing program..."
if os.path.exists(output_dir) == False: #If output directory does not exist, create it.
os.mkdir(output_dir)
if len(glob.glob('*.mesh')) == 0: #If no .mesh file exists, get the text node and element file name.
crd_file = ask_file(".crd","node input file") #Node input file name.
elm_file = ask_file(".elm","element input file") #Element input file name.
else: #If a .mesh file does exist, assign the text node and element file names.
dot_mesh_file = ask_file(".mesh","pycrack mesh data file") #Pycrack mesh data file name.
crd_file = dot_mesh_file[:-5]+".crd" #Node input file name.
elm_file = dot_mesh_file[:-5]+".elm" #Element input file name.
main(crd_file,elm_file)
def dat_file_check(dat_file_name):
"""Determine if mesh data file exists.
Arguments: text string name of data file (dat_file_name)
Returns: True or False for existence or lack thereof, respectively (dat_file_exists)"""
dat_file_exists = os.path.exists(dat_file_name) #Determine if the data file exists.
if dat_file_exists == True:
print "\nMesh data file found..."
else:
print "\nMesh data file will be created..."
return dat_file_exists
def read_mesh(crd_file,elm_file,dat_file_name,dat_file_exists):
"""Read the mesh from files.
Arguments: -text string name of node input file
-text string name of element input file
-text string name of data file
-True or False for existence of data file or lack thereof, respectively
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(crd_file,elm_file,dat_file_name,dat_file_exists)
Returns: -node dictionary of the type:
dict[integer node number] = (float x-coordinate, float y-coordinate, float z-coordinate)
-element dictionary of the type:
dict[integer element number] = (integer node number 1, ..., integer node number 8)
(node_dict,elm_dict)"""
if dat_file_exists == False: #If no data file exists, read mesh data from the text mesh files.
print "\nReading mesh from text mesh files..."
node_dict,nformat,nline_count = read_nodes(str(crd_file))
elm_dict,eformat,eline_count = read_elements(str(elm_file))
db = shelve.open(dat_file_name,"c",binary=True) #Store mesh information in data file.
db["node_dict"], db["elm_dict"] = node_dict, elm_dict
db.sync()
db.close()
elif dat_file_exists == True: #If mesh data file exists, read mesh data directly from it.
print "\nReading mesh from .mesh data file..."
db = shelve.open(dat_file_name,"r",binary=True) #Read mesh information from data file.
node_dict, elm_dict = db["node_dict"], db["elm_dict"]
db.close()
else:
print "\nError determining existence of .mesh file!!!"
return node_dict,elm_dict
def conn_elements(dat_file_name,dat_file_exists,node_dict):
"""Generate connector elements.
Arguments: -text string name of data file
-True or False for existence of data file or lack thereof, respectively
-node dictionary of the type:
dict[integer node number] = (float x-coordinate, float y-coordinate, float z-coordinate)
Returns: connector element dictionary of the type:
dict[element number] = ((node 1, node 2),(x coord, y coord, z coord)) (pn_dict)"""
if dat_file_exists == False: #If no data file exists, determine connector elements from nodes.
print "\nGenerating connector elements..."
pn_dict, orig_dict = {}, {}
pair_count = 0
used = []
high_nd = max(node_dict.keys())
for key in node_dict.keys(): #Search for nodes that occupy the same space.
if abs(node_dict[key][1]) <= part_rad and node_dict[key][0] <= crack_end_xcoord:
if node_dict[key] not in used:
used.append(node_dict[key])
orig_dict[node_dict[key]] = key
else: #If two nodes that occupy the same space are found, define a connector element.
pair_count += 1
pn_dict[high_nd+pair_count] = ((orig_dict[node_dict[key]],key),node_dict[key])
db = shelve.open(dat_file_name,"c",binary=True) #Store connector element information in data file.
db["pn_dict"] = pn_dict
db.sync()
db.close()
print str(pair_count)+" connector elements were generated."
elif dat_file_exists == True: #If data file exists, read connector elements directly from it.
print "\nReading connector elements from .mesh file..."
db = shelve.open(dat_file_name,"r",binary=True) #Read connector elements from data file.
pn_dict = db["pn_dict"]
db.close()
else:
print "\nError determining existence of .mesh file!!!"
return pn_dict
def crk_x_crd(dat_file_name,dat_file_exists,pn_dict):
"""Determine crack x-coordinates.
Arguments: -text string name of data file
-True or False for existence of data file or lack thereof, respectively
-connector element dictionary of the type:
dict[element number] = ((node 1, node 2),(x coord, y coord, z coord))
(dat_file_name,dat_file_exists,pn_dict)
Returns: sorted list of floating point crack x-coordinates (p_xcoord)"""
#If no data file exists, determine crack x-coordinates from connector element dictionary.
if dat_file_exists == False:
print "\nDetermining crack x-coordinates..."
p_xcoord = []
for key in pn_dict.keys(): #Add unique crack x-coordinates to the list.
if pn_dict[key][1][0] not in p_xcoord:
p_xcoord.append(pn_dict[key][1][0])
p_xcoord.sort() #Sort the list of crack x-coordinates.
db = shelve.open(dat_file_name,"c",binary=True) #Store crack x-coordinate list in data file.
db["p_xcoord"] = p_xcoord
db.sync()
db.close()
elif dat_file_exists == True: #If data file exists, read crack x-coordinate list directly from it.
print "\nReading crack x-coordinates from .mesh file..."
db = shelve.open(dat_file_name,"r",binary=True) #Read crack x-coordinate list from data file.
p_xcoord = db["p_xcoord"]
db.close()
else:
print "\nError determining existence of .mesh file!!!"
return p_xcoord
def crk_z_crd(pn_dict):
"""Determine crack z-coordinates.
Arguments: connector element dictionary of the type:
dict[element number] = ((node 1, node 2),(x coord, y coord, z coord)) (pn_dict)
Returns: -empty dictionary with the crack z-coordinates as keys (p_zcoord_dict)"""
print "\nDetermining crack z-coordinates..."
p_zcoord_dict = {}
for key in pn_dict.keys(): #Add unique crack z-coordinates to the dictionary keys.
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if pn_dict[key][1][2] not in p_zcoord_dict.keys():
p_zcoord_dict[pn_dict[key][1][2]] = []
return p_zcoord_dict
def node_lists(dat_file_name,dat_file_exists,node_dict):
"""Create node lists.
Arguments: -text string name of data file
-True or False for existence of data file or lack thereof, respectively
-node dictionary of the type:
dict[integer node number] = (float x-coordinate, float y-coordinate, float z-coordinate)
(dat_file_name,dat_file_exists,node_dict)
Returns: -list of integer node numbers of nodes with y-coordinates greater than zero
-list of integer node numbers of nodes with the highest possible y-coordinate value
-list of integer node numbers of nodes with the lowest possible y-coordinate value
-list of integer node numbers of nodes with the lowest possible y-coordinate value and
the highest possible x-coordinate value
-list of integer node numbers of nodes with y-coordinates less than zero
-list of integer node numbers of nodes with their z-coordinate equal to zero.
(top_nodes,topmost_nodes,bottommost_nodes,cornermost_nodes,bottom_nodes,z_sym_nodes)
"""
if dat_file_exists == False: #If no data file exists, find the node lists.
print "\nCreating node lists..."
nx3db, ny3db = [], []
for key in node_dict.keys(): #Create lists of node x- and y-coordinates.
nx3db.append(node_dict[key][0])
ny3db.append(node_dict[key][1])
y_max = max(ny3db) #Maximum possible value for a node y-coordinate.
y_min = min(ny3db) #Minimum possible value for a node y-coordinate.
x_max = max(nx3db) #Maximum possible value for a node x-coordinate.
z_sym_nodes, top_nodes, topmost_nodes, bottommost_nodes,\
cornermost_nodes, bottom_nodes = [], [], [], [], [], []
for key in node_dict.keys(): #Loop through all the nodes, assigning them to lists if applicable.
if node_dict[key][1] > 0: #Nodes with y-coordinates greater than zero.
top_nodes.append(key)
if node_dict[key][1] == y_max:
topmost_nodes.append(key)
elif node_dict[key][1] < 0: #Node with y-coordinates less than zero.
bottom_nodes.append(key)
if node_dict[key][1] == y_min:
bottommost_nodes.append(key)
if node_dict[key][0] == x_max:
cornermost_nodes.append(key)
if node_dict[key][2] == 0: #Nodes with z-coordinate equal to zero.
z_sym_nodes.append(key)
db4 = shelve.open(dat_file_name,"c",binary=True)
db4["top_nodes"],db4["topmost_nodes"],db4["bottommost_nodes"],\
db4["cornermost_nodes"],db4["bottom_nodes"],db4["z_sym_nodes"] = top_nodes,\
topmost_nodes,bottommost_nodes,cornermost_nodes,bottom_nodes,z_sym_nodes
db4.sync()
db4.close()
elif dat_file_exists == True: #If data file exists, read the node lists directly from it.
print "\nReading node lists from .mesh file..."
db4 = shelve.open(dat_file_name,"r",binary=True)
top_nodes,topmost_nodes,bottommost_nodes,cornermost_nodes,bottom_nodes,\
z_sym_nodes = db4["top_nodes"],db4["topmost_nodes"],db4["bottommost_nodes"],\
db4["cornermost_nodes"],db4["bottom_nodes"],db4["z_sym_nodes"]
db4.close()
else:
print "\nError determining existence of .mesh file!!!"
return top_nodes,topmost_nodes,bottommost_nodes,cornermost_nodes,bottom_nodes,z_sym_nodes
def element_lists(dat_file_name,dat_file_exists,elm_dict,top_nodes,bottom_nodes,topmost_nodes):
"""Create element lists.
Arguments: -text string name of data file
-True or False for existence of data file or lack thereof, respectively
-element dictionary of the type:
dict[integer element number] = (integer node number 1, ..., integer node number 8)
-list of integer node numbers of nodes with y-coordinates greater than zero
-list of integer node numbers of nodes with y-coordinates less than zero
-list of integer node numbers of nodes with the highest possible y-coordinate value
(dat_file_name,dat_file_exists,elm_dict,top_nodes,bottom_nodes,topmost_nodes)
Returns: -list of integer element numbers of elements located in the y > 0 region of the mesh
-list of integer element numbers of elements with at least one face exposed
at the top of the mesh
-list of integer element numbers of elements located in the y < 0 region of the mesh
(top_elms,topmost_elms,bottom_elms)"""
if dat_file_exists == False: #If no data file exists, find the element lists.
print "\nCreating element lists..."
top_elms, topmost_elms, bottom_elms = [], [], []
for key in elm_dict.keys(): #Loop through all the elements, assigning them to lists if applicable.
for node in elm_dict[key]: #Loop through all element nodes to test their node list occupancy.
if key not in top_elms and key not in bottom_elms:
if node in top_nodes: #Elements with y > 0.
top_elms.append(key)
elif node in bottom_nodes: #Elements with y < 0.
bottom_elms.append(key)
if key not in topmost_elms:
if node in topmost_nodes: #Elements with nodes that have the maximum y value possible.
topmost_elms.append(key)
db = shelve.open(dat_file_name,"c",binary=True)
db["top_elms"],db["topmost_elms"],db["bottom_elms"] = top_elms,topmost_elms,bottom_elms
db.sync()
db.close()
elif dat_file_exists == True: #If data file exists, read the element lists directly from it.
print "\nReading element lists from .mesh file..."
db = shelve.open(dat_file_name,"r",binary=True)
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top_elms,topmost_elms,bottom_elms = db["top_elms"],db["topmost_elms"],db["bottom_elms"]
db.close()
else:
print "\nError determining existence of .mesh file!!!"
return top_elms,topmost_elms,bottom_elms
def bc_file(topmost_nodes,bottommost_nodes,cornermost_nodes,topmost_elms):
"""Generate boundary condition file.
Arguments: -list of integer node numbers of nodes with the highest possible y-coordinate value
-list of integer node numbers of nodes with the lowest possible y-coordinate value
-list of integer node numbers of nodes with the lowest possible y-coordinate value and
the highest possible x-coordinate value
-list of integer element numbers of elements with at least one face exposed
at the top of the mesh
(topmost_nodes,bottommost_nodes,cornermost_nodes,topmost_elms)
Returns: none"""
print "\nGenerating boundary condition file..."
#Generate text strings to write to boundary condition file.
out = "**************************************************"
out += "\n**Define Node Sets"
out += "\n**************************************************"
out += "\n*NSET, NSET=top\n"+comma_string(topmost_nodes,8)
out += "\n**************************************************"
out += "\n*NSET, NSET=dofy\n"+comma_string(bottommost_nodes,8)
out += "\n**************************************************"
out += "\n*NSET, NSET=dofxyz\n"+comma_string(cornermost_nodes,8)
out += "\n**************************************************"
out += "\n**Define Element Sets"
out += "\n**************************************************"
out += "\n*ELSET, ELSET=top_elset\n"+comma_string(topmost_elms,12)
output = open_file(output_dir+"/"+boundary_condition_file,"w") #Open boundary condition file.
output.write(out) #Write boundary condtion information to boundary condition file.
output.close() #Close boundary condition file.
def bi_crystal_elsets(elm_dict,node_dict):
"""Generate bi-crystal element sets.
Arguments: -element dictionary of the type:
dict[integer element number] = (integer node number 1, ..., integer node number 8)
-node dictionary of the type:
dict[integer node number] = (float x-coordinate, float y-coordinate, float z-coordinate)
(elm_dict,node_dict)
Returns: text string bicrystal element set definition (crystal_elset_string)"""
print "\nGenerating bi-crystal element sets..."
crys_1, crys_2 = [], []
for e in elm_dict.keys(): #Determine which of the two crystals each element belongs in.
e_i = [0,0]
for n in elm_dict[e]:
if node_dict[n][0] < crystal_x_div: #Element is in crystal 1.
e_i[0] = 1
elif node_dict[n][0] > crystal_x_div: #Element is in crystal 2.
e_i[1] = 1
if e_i == [1,0]: #If element is all the way in crystal 1, assign it there.
crys_1.append(e)
elif e_i == [0,1]: #If element is all the way in crystal 2, assign it there.
crys_2.append(e)
elif e_i == [1,1]: #If element is in both crystals, assign it based on the user rounding option.
if crystal_rounding == "crystal_1":
crys_1.append(e)
elif crystal_rounding == "crystal_2":
crys_2.append(e)
else:
print "\nError rounding crystal division elements."
else:
print "\nError"
if len(crys_1)+len(crys_2) != len(elm_dict.keys()): #Check that all elements have been assigned.
print "\nError splitting mesh!!!"
crystal_elset_string = "\n**************************************************" #Create definition.
crystal_elset_string += "\n*ELSET, ELSET=crystal_1\n"+comma_string(crys_1,12)
crystal_elset_string += "\n**************************************************"
crystal_elset_string += "\n*ELSET, ELSET=crystal_2\n"+comma_string(crys_2,12)
return crystal_elset_string
def particle_elsets(elm_dict,node_dict,top_elms,bottom_elms):
"""Generate particle element sets and modify mesh element sets.
Arguments: -element dictionary of the type:
dict[integer element number] = (integer node number 1, ..., integer node number 8)
-node dictionary of the type:
dict[integer node number] = (float x-coordinate, float y-coordinate, float z-coordinate)
-list of integer element numbers of elements located in the y > 0 region of the mesh
-list of integer element numbers of elements located in the y < 0 region of the mesh
(elm_dict,node_dict,top_elms,bottom_elms)
Returns: -text string particle and surrounding mesh element set definition
-modified list of integer element numbers of elements located in the y > 0 region
of the mesh with particle elements removed
-modified list of integer element numbers of elements located in the y < 0 region
of the mesh with particle elements removed
(particle_elset_string,top_elms,bottom_elms)"""
print "\nGenerating particle element sets and modifing mesh element sets..."
part_elms, sur_mesh_elms = [], []
for r in elm_dict.keys(): #Determine whether each element is in the particle or the surrounding mesh.
r_i = [0,0]
#Convert and transform the coordinates of each element node to polar coordinates originating
#at the particle center. Only the radius is needed, so the angle is not found.
for s in elm_dict[r]:
x_crt = node_dict[s][0]-part_dist #Transform x-coordinates.
y_crt = node_dict[s][1]
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pol_r = ((x_crt**(2.0))+(y_crt**(2.0)))**(.5) #Polar radius.
if pol_r <= part_rad+(part_rad/50.0): #Inside the particle diameter.
r_i[0] = 1
elif pol_r > part_rad+(part_rad/50.0): #Outside the particle diameter.
r_i[1] = 1
if r_i == [1,0]: #Add particle elements to a list.
part_elms.append(r)
else: #Add elements from the surrounding mesh to a seperate list.
sur_mesh_elms.append(r)
top_part_elms, btm_part_elms = [], []
#Modify lists of elements located on the top and bottom of the crack, excluding particle elements.
for i in top_elms:
if i not in part_elms:
top_part_elms.append(i)
else:
btm_part_elms.append(i)
btm_part_elms += bottom_elms
top_elms = top_part_elms
bottom_elms = btm_part_elms
particle_elset_string = "\n**************************************************" #Create definition.
particle_elset_string += "\n*ELSET, ELSET=particle\n"+comma_string(part_elms,12)
particle_elset_string += "\n**************************************************"
particle_elset_string += "\n*ELSET, ELSET=surround_particle\n"+comma_string(sur_mesh_elms,12)
return particle_elset_string,top_elms,bottom_elms
def x_crd_srt_conn_def_file(p_xcoord,pn_dict,elm_dict):
"""Generates x-coordinate sorted connector element definition file.
Arguments: -sorted list of floating point crack x-coordinates (p_xcoord)
-connector element dictionary of the type:
dict[element number] = ((node 1, node 2),(x coord, y coord, z coord))
-element dictionary of the type:
dict[integer element number] = (integer node number 1, ..., integer node number 8)
(p_xcoord,pn_dict,elm_dict)
Returns: -list of x-coordinate sorted element set labels
-list of crack surface elements and their x-coordinates, of the form [[x-coord, element]...]
(step_conn_elsets, c_elms)"""
print "\nGenerating x-coordinate sorted connector element definition file..."
step_conn_elsets, c_elms = [], []
out, conn_section = "", ""
for m in range(len(p_xcoord)): #Loop throught crack x-coordinates, creating connector element sets.
elem = []
if p_xcoord[m] >= crack_start_xcoord: #Only create connector elements for closed part of crack.
out += "*ELEMENT, TYPE=CONN3D2, ELSET=conn_"+str(p_xcoord[m])
if abaqus_version == "6.4": #For ABAQUS 6.4, use the JOIN connector node relationship
conn_section += "*CONNECTOR SECTION, ELSET=conn_"+str(p_xcoord[m])+"\nJOIN"
if p_xcoord[m] != p_xcoord[-1]:
conn_section += "\n"
elif abaqus_version == "6.3": #For ABAQUS 6.3, use the CARTESIAN connector node relationship
conn_section += "*CONNECTOR SECTION, ELSET=conn_"+\
str(p_xcoord[m])+", BEHAVIOR=conn_behavior\nCARTESIAN\n"
step_conn_elsets.append("conn_"+str(p_xcoord[m]))
for key in pn_dict.keys(): #Select elements for each set from the connector element dictionary
if pn_dict[key][1][0] == p_xcoord[m]:
if p_xcoord[m] >= crack_start_xcoord: #Only select elements for closed part of crack.
out += "\n"+str(key)+","+str(pn_dict[key][0][0])+","+str(pn_dict[key][0][1])
for ekey in elm_dict.keys(): #Make list of crack surface elements and their x-coordinates.
if ((pn_dict[key][0][0] in elm_dict[ekey]) or (pn_dict[key][0][1] in elm_dict[ekey])):
temp = [p_xcoord[m],ekey]
if temp not in c_elms:
c_elms.append(temp)
if p_xcoord[m] >= crack_start_xcoord:
out += "\n**************************************************\n"
out += conn_section
out2 = out.replace(".","_")
if abaqus_version == "6.3": #Fill in details for CARTESIAN relationship if ABAQUS 6.3 is used.
out2 += "**************************************************\n"
out2 += "*CONNECTOR BEHAVIOR, NAME=conn_behavior\n*CONNECTOR ELASTICITY, COMPONENT=1\n"
out2 += conn_modulus+"\n*CONNECTOR ELASTICITY, COMPONENT=2\n"+conn_modulus+"\n"
out2 += "*CONNECTOR ELASTICITY, COMPONENT=3\n"+conn_modulus
output = open_file(output_dir+"/"+connect_file,"w") #Open connector element file.
output.write(out2) #Write connector element information to connector element file.
output.close() #Close connector element file.
return step_conn_elsets, c_elms
def cont_elm_and_node_lists(p_xcoord,c_elms,pn_dict,node_dict,elm_dict,top_elms,bottom_elms):
"""Generate lists of contact nodes.
Arguments: -sorted list of floating point crack x-coordinates
-list of crack surface elements and their x-coords, of the form [[x-coord, element]...]
-connector element dictionary of the type:
dict[element number] = ((node 1, node 2),(x coord, y coord, z coord))
-node dictionary of the type:
dict[integer node number] = (float x-coordinate, float y-coordinate, float z-coordinate)
-element dictionary of the type:
dict[integer element number] = (integer node number 1, ..., integer node number 8)
-list of integer element numbers of elements located in the y > 0 region of the mesh
-list of integer element numbers of elements located in the y < 0 region of the mesh
(p_xcoord,c_elms,pn_dict,node_dict,elm_dict,top_elms,bottom_elms)
Returns: -list of crack top surface nodes and their x-coordinates, of the form [[x-coord, node]...]
-list of crack bottom surface nodes and their x-coordinates, of the form [[x-coord, node]...]
-list of crack top surface nodes
-list of crack bottom surface nodes
(cont_top_nodes,cont_bottom_nodes,top_used_nodes,bottom_used_nodes)"""
print "\nGenerating lists of contact nodes..."
crack_nset_cycle = ""
crack_nodes, cont_top_nodes, cont_bottom_nodes, top_used_nodes, bottom_used_nodes = [], [], [], [], []
for key in pn_dict.keys(): #Build list of crack surface nodes.
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crack_nodes.append(pn_dict[key][0][0])
crack_nodes.append(pn_dict[key][0][1])
for o in range(len(p_xcoord)): #For every crack x-coordinate, build lists of top and bottom nodes.
elm_temp = []
if (o+1) < len(p_xcoord): #Element and node fencepost adjuster.
if p_xcoord[o+1] >= crack_start_xcoord and crack_nset_cycle == "": #For cycle 0.
crack_nset_cycle = 0
elif crack_nset_cycle >= 0 and crack_nset_cycle != "": #For cycles other than 0.
crack_nset_cycle += 1
for p in c_elms: #Assign contact elements to top and bottom sets.
#Only consider elements with x-coordinates that match the crack location being considered.
if p[0] == p_xcoord[o] or p[0] == p_xcoord[o+1]:
if p[1] not in elm_temp: #Remove redundant elements.
elm_temp.append(p[1])
else:
if p[1] in top_elms: #If element is on top, add its nodes to top sets.
temp_top_nodes = elm_dict[p[1]]
for ttn in temp_top_nodes: #Consider the nodes belonging to the element.
if ttn not in top_used_nodes: #Do not use redundant nodes.
coords = node_dict[ttn]
if ttn in crack_nodes: #Only consider crack surface nodes.
cont_top_nodes.append([coords[0],ttn]) #Top with x-coords.
top_used_nodes.append(ttn) #Top crack surface node list.
elif p[1] in bottom_elms: #If element is on bottom, add its nodes to bottom sets.
temp_bottom_nodes = elm_dict[p[1]]
for tbn in temp_bottom_nodes: #Consider the nodes belonging to the element.
if tbn not in bottom_used_nodes: #Do not use redundant nodes.
coords = node_dict[tbn]
if tbn in crack_nodes: #Only consider crack surface nodes.
cont_bottom_nodes.append([coords[0],tbn]) #Bottom with x-coords.
bottom_used_nodes.append(tbn) #Bottom crack surface node list.
else:
print "error"
return cont_top_nodes,cont_bottom_nodes,top_used_nodes,bottom_used_nodes
def mesh_detail_sets(p_xcoord,p_zcoord_dict,node_dict,cont_top_nodes,cont_bottom_nodes,top_used_nodes,\
bottom_used_nodes,c_elms,z_sym_nodes,particle_elset_string,crystal_elset_string):
"""Generate and write mesh detail node and element sets.
Arguments: -sorted list of floating point crack x-coordinates
-empty dictionary with the crack z-coordinates as keys
-node dictionary of the type:
dict[integer node number] = (float x-coordinate, float y-coordinate, float z-coordinate)
-list of crack top surface nodes and their x-coordinates, of the form [[x-coord, node]...]
-list of crack bottom surface nodes and their x-coordinates, of the form [[x-coord, node]...]
-list of crack top surface nodes
-list of crack bottom surface nodes
-list of crack surface elements and their x-coords, of the form [[x-coord, element]...]
-list of integer node numbers of nodes with their z-coordinate equal to zero
-text string particle and surrounding mesh element set definition
-text string bicrystal element set definition
(p_xcoord,p_zcoord_dict,node_dict,cont_top_nodes,cont_bottom_nodes,top_used_nodes,\
bottom_used_nodes,c_elms,z_sym_nodes,particle_elset_string,crystal_elset_string)
Returns: none"""
print "\nGenerating and writing mesh detail node and element sets..."
cont_top_node_dict, cont_bottom_node_dict = {}, {}
#Create dictionaries of the crack surface nodes of the form dict[x-coord] = [nodes 1, ..., node 2]
#Make two separate dictionaries: one for the crack top surface and one for the crack bottom surface.
for i in p_xcoord:
temp_top_node_list, temp_bottom_node_list = [], []
for j in cont_top_nodes: #Add top nodes with required x-coordinate to a list.
if j[0] == i:
temp_top_node_list.append(j[1])
cont_top_node_dict[i] = temp_top_node_list #Add x-coordinate and node list to dictionary.
for k in cont_bottom_nodes: #Add bottom nodes with required x-coordinate to a list.
if k[0] == i:
temp_bottom_node_list.append(k[1])
cont_bottom_node_dict[i] = temp_bottom_node_list #Add x-coordinate and node list to dictionary.
for i in top_used_nodes: #Populate crack z-coordinate dictionary with top nodes.
p_zcoord_dict[node_dict[i][2]].append(i)
for j in bottom_used_nodes: #Populate crack z-coordinate dictionary with bottom nodes.
p_zcoord_dict[node_dict[j][2]].append(j)
out = "\n**************************************************"
out += "\n**Define Crack Front Node Sets" #Create crack surface top and bottom node set strings.
out += "\n**************************************************"
out += "\n*NSET, NSET=contact_top_nodes\n"+comma_string(top_used_nodes,8)
out += "\n**************************************************"
out += "\n*NSET, NSET=contact_bottom_nodes\n"+comma_string(bottom_used_nodes,8)
out += "\n**************************************************"
out += "\n**Define Crack Z-Coordinate Node Sets" #Create crack z-coordinate node set strings.
out += "\n**************************************************"
for i in p_zcoord_dict.keys(): #Add z-coordinate node set for every z-dictionary key.
j = str(i).replace(".","_")
out += "\n*NSET, NSET=crack_z_"+j+"\n"+comma_string(p_zcoord_dict[i],8)
front_count = 0
crack_nset_cycle = ""
for i in range(len(p_xcoord)): #Create x-coordinate sorted crack surface node set strings.
crack_cycle_string = ""
if p_xcoord[i] >= crack_start_xcoord and crack_nset_cycle == "": #For cycle 0.
crack_nset_cycle = 0
elif crack_nset_cycle >= 0 and crack_nset_cycle != "": #For cycles other than 0.
crack_nset_cycle += 1
if crack_nset_cycle != "": #If applicable, add cycle prefix to node set label.
crack_cycle_string = "cycle_"+str(crack_nset_cycle)+"_"
#Create x-coordinate sorted crack surface node set strings.
out += "\n**************************************************"
out += "\n*NSET, NSET="+str(crack_cycle_string)+"crack_top_nset_"+\
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str(p_xcoord[i]).replace(".","_")+"\n"+comma_string(cont_top_node_dict[p_xcoord[i]],8)
out += "\n*NSET, NSET="+str(crack_cycle_string)+"crack_bottom_nset_"+\
str(p_xcoord[i]).replace(".","_")+"\n"+comma_string(cont_bottom_node_dict[p_xcoord[i]],8)
contact_elements = []
for j in range(len(c_elms)): #Create list of crack surface elements.
contact_elements.append(c_elms[j][1])
out += "\n**************************************************" #Create crack element set string.
out += "\n*ELSET, ELSET=crack_front_elements\n"+comma_string(contact_elements,8)
if z_sym == "yes": #Create z-symmetry node set if applicable.
out += "\n**************************************************"
out += "\n*NSET, NSET=z_sym_nset\n"+comma_string(z_sym_nodes,8)
out += particle_elset_string #Add particle element set string to output string.
out += crystal_elset_string #Add bicrystal element set string to output string.
output = open_file(output_dir+"/"+boundary_condition_file,"a") #Open boundary condition file.
output.write(out) #Write node and element sets to boundary condition file.
output.close() #Close boundary condition file.
def gap_contact(p_xcoord,pn_dict,top_used_nodes,bottom_used_nodes,node_dict):
"""Generate x-coordinate sorted gap contact element file.
Arguments: -sorted list of floating point crack x-coordinates
-connector element dictionary of the type:
dict[element number] = ((node 1, node 2),(x coord, y coord, z coord))
-list of crack top surface nodes
-list of crack bottom surface nodes
-node dictionary of the type:
dict[integer node number] = (float x-coordinate, float y-coordinate, float z-coordinate)
(p_xcoord,pn_dict,top_used_nodes,bottom_used_nodes,node_dict)
Returns: sorted list of text cyclic gap contact element set labels (step_gap_elsets)"""
print "\nGenerating x-coordinate sorted gap contact element file..."
step_gap_elsets, pre_gap_elsets = [], []
gap_z_dict = {}
out_gap, gap_section, gap_z_coord_string = "", "", ""
for m in range(len(p_xcoord)): #Create a gap contact element set for each crack x-coordinate.
if p_xcoord[m] >= crack_start_xcoord: #Create "cyc" element set label for crack growth locations.
gap_elset = "gap_cyc_"+str(p_xcoord[m]).replace(".","_")
step_gap_elsets.append(gap_elset)
else: #Create "pre" element set label for initially cracked locations.
gap_elset = "gap_pre_"+str(p_xcoord[m]).replace(".","_")
pre_gap_elsets.append(gap_elset)
out_gap += "*ELEMENT, TYPE=GAPUNI, ELSET="+gap_elset
key_loops = 0
for key in pn_dict.keys(): #Define gap elements for each gap element set.
if pn_dict[key][1][0] == p_xcoord[m]: #Only consider gap elements for set x-coordinate.
#Define gap elements according to which part of the mesh their nodes belong to.
if pn_dict[key][0][0] in top_used_nodes and pn_dict[key][0][1] in bottom_used_nodes:
gap_top = str(pn_dict[key][0][0]) #Top definition.
gap_btm = str(pn_dict[key][0][1]) #Bottom definition.
elif pn_dict[key][0][0] in bottom_used_nodes and pn_dict[key][0][1] in top_used_nodes:
gap_top = str(pn_dict[key][0][1]) #Reversed top definition.
gap_btm = str(pn_dict[key][0][0]) #Reversed bottom definition.
else:
raw_input("Error with gap element generation."+\
"\nPress Enter to continue.")
gap_nn = max(pn_dict.keys())+key_loops+1 #Gap element number.
out_gap += "\n"+str(gap_nn)+","+gap_btm+","+gap_top #Gap element definition string.
if node_dict[pn_dict[key][0][0]][2] == node_dict[pn_dict[key][0][1]][2]: #Verify z-coord.
gap_z_coord = node_dict[pn_dict[key][0][0]][2] #Gap contact element z-coordinate.
if gap_z_coord in gap_z_dict.keys(): #Add gap contact element to z-coord dictionary.
gap_z_dict[gap_z_coord].append(gap_nn)
else: #If key does not exist for z-coordinate, create one and start element list.
gap_z_dict[gap_z_coord] = [gap_nn]
else:
raw_input("Error with gap element generation."+\
"\nPress Enter to continue.")
key_loops += 1
if part_rad != 0.0: #If particle is present, calculate radial gap contact where applicable.
if p_xcoord[m] == part_dist-part_rad or p_xcoord[m] == part_dist+part_rad: #Particle toes.
out_gap += "\n**************************************************\n"
out_gap += "*GAP, ELSET="+gap_elset+"\n0.0,1.0,1.0,0.0,1.0" #x- and y- coord constraints.
out_gap += "\n*SURFACE BEHAVIOR, PRESSURE-OVERCLOSURE=LINEAR\n"+\
str(linear_soft_contact_slope)
elif p_xcoord[m] > part_dist-part_rad and p_xcoord[m] < part_dist+part_rad: #Particle arcs.
out_gap += "\n**************************************************\n"
dx_part_rad = node_dict[float(gap_btm)][0] - part_dist #Transform x-coordinates.
dy_part_rad = node_dict[float(gap_btm)][1] - 0.0
hyp_part_rad = ((dx_part_rad**2.0)+(dy_part_rad**2.0))**(0.5) #Polar radius.
rad_x_dir_cos = dx_part_rad/hyp_part_rad #x-coordinate gap contact direction cosine.
rad_y_dir_cos = dy_part_rad/hyp_part_rad #y-coordinate gap contact direction cosine.
#Constraints defined according to calculated x- and y- coordinate direction cosines.
out_gap += "*GAP, ELSET="+gap_elset+"\n0.0,"+str(rad_x_dir_cos)+\
","+str(rad_y_dir_cos)+",0.0,1.0"
out_gap += "\n*SURFACE BEHAVIOR, PRESSURE-OVERCLOSURE=LINEAR\n"+\
str(linear_soft_contact_slope)
else: #Outside the particle.
out_gap += "\n**************************************************\n"
out_gap += "*GAP, ELSET="+gap_elset+"\n0.0,0.0,1.0,0.0,1.0" #y-coordinate constraint.
out_gap += "\n*SURFACE BEHAVIOR, PRESSURE-OVERCLOSURE=LINEAR\n"+\
str(linear_soft_contact_slope)
else: #If particle is not present, do not calculate radial gap contact anywhere.
out_gap += "\n**************************************************\n"
out_gap += "*GAP, ELSET="+gap_elset+"\n0.0,0.0,1.0,0.0,1.0" #y-coordinate constraint.
out_gap += "\n*SURFACE BEHAVIOR, PRESSURE-OVERCLOSURE=LINEAR\n"+\
str(linear_soft_contact_slope)
out_gap += "\n**************************************************\n"
pre_gap_elsets_string = "*ELSET, ELSET=pre_gap_elsets"
for pre_gap_elset in pre_gap_elsets: #Define element set containing all pre-crack gap contact sets.
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pre_gap_elsets_string += "\n"+pre_gap_elset
pre_gap_elsets_string += "\n**************************************************\n"
step_gap_elsets_string = "*ELSET, ELSET=cycle_gap_elsets"
for step_gap_elset in step_gap_elsets: #Define element set containing all crack gap contact sets.
step_gap_elsets_string += "\n"+step_gap_elset
step_gap_elsets_string += "\n**************************************************\n"
for gap_z_dict_key in gap_z_dict.keys(): #Define gap element set for each z-coordinate.
gap_z_coord_string += "*ELSET, ELSET=gap_z_"+str(gap_z_dict_key).replace(".","_")+\
"\n"+comma_string(gap_z_dict[gap_z_dict_key],12)
gap_z_coord_string += "\n**************************************************\n"
#Define gap contact element set containing all gap contact sets.
all_gap_elsets_string = "*ELSET, ELSET=gap_elsets\npre_gap_elsets\ncycle_gap_elsets"
out = out_gap + pre_gap_elsets_string + step_gap_elsets_string +\
gap_z_coord_string + all_gap_elsets_string #Gap contact output string.
output = open_file(output_dir+"/"+gap_file,"w") #Open gap contact file.
output.write(out) #Write gap contact output string to gap contact file.
output.close() #Close gap contact file.
return step_gap_elsets
def pressure_surface(topmost_elms,topmost_nodes,elm_dict):
"""Generate and write loading surface for pressure loading.
Arguments: -list of integer element numbers of elements with at least one face exposed
at the top of the mesh
-list of integer node numbers of nodes with the highest possible y-coordinate value
-element dictionary of the type:
dict[integer element number] = (integer node number 1, ..., integer node number 8)
(topmost_elms,topmost_nodes,elm_dict)
Returns: none"""
print "\nGenerating and writing loading surface for pressure loading..."
#Create text string top loading surface definition.
out = "\n**************************************************"
out += "\n**Define Top Loading Surface"
out += "\n**************************************************"
out += "\n*SURFACE, TYPE=ELEMENT, NAME=top_surface"
for line in topmost_elms: #Top elements and their axial loading surfaces.
out += "\n"+str(line)+","+str(elm_face(elm_dict, line, topmost_nodes))
output = open_file(output_dir+"/"+boundary_condition_file,"a") #Open boundary condition file.
output.write(out) #Write top loading surface information to boundary condition file.
output.close() #Close boundary condition file.
def nodal_forces(node_dict,topmost_nodes):
"""Calculate nodal loading forces for force loading.
Arguments: -node dictionary of the type:
dict[integer node number] = (float x-coordinate, float y-coordinate, float z-coordinate)
-list of integer node numbers of nodes with the highest possible y-coordinate value
(node_dict,topmost_nodes)
Returns: -floating point maximum force to be applied per node on top of mesh
-floating point minimum force to be applied per node on bottom of mesh
(max_nodal_force,min_nodal_force)"""
print "\nCalculating nodal loading forces for force loading..."
x_crds, z_crds = [], []
for key in node_dict.keys(): #Create nodal coordinate lists.
x_crds.append(node_dict[key][0]) #x-coordinate.
z_crds.append(node_dict[key][2]) #z-coordinate.
mesh_thickness = max(z_crds) - min(z_crds) #Thickness of mesh.
mesh_width = max(x_crds) - min(x_crds) #Width of mesh.
mesh_area = mesh_thickness * mesh_width #Area on top of mesh.
max_loading_force = float(max_press) * mesh_area * -1 #Max loading force on top of mesh.
max_nodal_force = max_loading_force / len(topmost_nodes) #Max loading force per node on top of mesh.
min_loading_force = float(min_press) * mesh_area * -1 #Min loading force on top of mesh.
min_nodal_force = min_loading_force / len(topmost_nodes) #Min loading force per node on top of mesh.
return max_nodal_force,min_nodal_force
def steps_and_bc(p_xcoord,step_conn_elsets,step_gap_elsets):
"""Generate step and initial boundary condition file.
Arguments: -sorted list of floating point crack x-coordinates
-list of crack surface elements and their x-coords, of the form [[x-coord, element]...]
-sorted list of text cyclic gap contact element set labels
(p_xcoord,step_conn_elsets,step_gap_elsets)
Returns: none"""
print "\nGenerating step and initial boundary condition file..."
step_conn_elsets2 = []
for line in step_conn_elsets: #Replace "."'s with "_"'s in connector element set labels.
step_conn_elsets2.append(line.replace(".","_"))
if part_rad > 0.0: #Grow crack two increments per step in region around particle.
temp_step_conn_elsets, temp_step_gap_elsets = [],[]
part_elset_pass = False
for i in range(len(step_conn_elsets)): #Modify step connector and gap element sets near particle.
if part_elset_pass == False: #Advance crack 2*da per cycle in region around particle.
step_conn_elsets_crd = float(step_conn_elsets[i].split("_")[1])
if step_conn_elsets_crd >= part_ref_zone_begin and\
step_conn_elsets_crd < part_ref_zone_end: #Particle and refined region around particle
temp_step_conn_elsets.append(step_conn_elsets2[i]+",\n"+step_conn_elsets2[i+1])
temp_step_gap_elsets.append(step_gap_elsets[i]+"\n"+step_gap_elsets[i+1])
part_elset_pass = True
else: #Other regions of the mesh where crack is advanced 1*da per cycle.
temp_step_conn_elsets.append(step_conn_elsets2[i])
temp_step_gap_elsets.append(step_gap_elsets[i])
else:
part_elset_pass = False
#Replace step gap contact elements and connector element sets with modified element sets.
step_conn_elsets2 = temp_step_conn_elsets
step_gap_elsets = temp_step_gap_elsets
out = "****************************************************************************"
out += "\n*BOUNDARY\ndofy,1,2\ndofxyz,1,3" #Define boundary condition at bottom of mesh.
if z_sym == "yes": #Double the effective mesh thickness by using z-symmetry, if applicable.
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out += "\n*BOUNDARY\nz_sym_nset,3,3"
out += "\n****************************************************************************"
out += "\n*STEP, NAME=contact_initialization, AMPLITUDE=RAMP, NLGEOM, UNSYMM=YES" #Intialize contact.
out += "\n*STATIC, STABILIZE\n"+str(init_inc_sug)+", "+str(init_inc)+", "+\
str(init_inc_min)+", "+str(init_inc_max)
out += "\n*MODEL CHANGE, REMOVE, TYPE=ELEMENT\ncycle_gap_elsets" #Remove unneeded contact where
out += "\n"+common_saved_data_string+"\n*END STEP"
# crack is initially closed.
for adv in range(len(step_conn_elsets2)): #Define load, advance, and unload steps for each cycle.
load_string, unload_string = get_loading_strings(adv) #Get loading strings for cycle.
#Loading step.
out += "\n****************************************************************************"
out += "\n*STEP, NAME=loading_"+str(adv)+", INC=25000, AMPLITUDE=RAMP, NLGEOM, UNSYMM=YES"
out += "\n*STATIC, STABILIZE\n"+str(load_inc_sug)+", "+str(load_inc)+", "+\
str(load_inc_min)+", "+str(load_inc_max)
out += restart_string+"\n"+load_string+"\n*END STEP"
#Advance step.
out += "\n****************************************************************************"
out += "\n*STEP, NAME=advance_"+str(adv)+", INC=25000, AMPLITUDE=RAMP, NLGEOM, UNSYMM=YES"
out += "\n*STATIC, STABILIZE\n"+str(adv_inc_sug)+", "+str(adv_inc)+", "+\
str(adv_inc_min)+", "+str(adv_inc_max)
#Remove required connector elements for crack advancement.
out += restart_string+"\n*MODEL CHANGE, REMOVE, TYPE=ELEMENT\n"+str(step_conn_elsets2[adv])+","
if crack_start_xcoord == 0.0: #Add gap contact elements.
if adv != 0:
out += "\n*MODEL CHANGE, ADD, TYPE=ELEMENT\n"+str(step_gap_elsets[adv])
else:
if adv == 0:
out += "\n*MODEL CHANGE, ADD, TYPE=ELEMENT\n"+str(step_gap_elsets[adv])
else:
out += "\n*MODEL CHANGE, ADD, TYPE=ELEMENT\n"+str(step_gap_elsets[adv])
out += "\n*END STEP"
#Unloading step.
out += "\n****************************************************************************"
out += "\n*STEP, NAME=unloading_"+str(adv)+", INC=25000, AMPLITUDE=RAMP, NLGEOM, UNSYMM=YES"
out += "\n*STATIC, STABILIZE\n"+str(unload_inc_sug)+", "+str(unload_inc)+", "+\
str(unload_inc_min)+", "+str(unload_inc_max)
out += restart_string+"\n"+unload_string+"\n*END STEP"
output = open_file(output_dir+"/"+step_file,"w") #Open step output file.
output.write(out) #Write step information to step output file.
output.close() #Close step output file.
def main_input(crd_file,elm_file):
"""Generate the main input file.
Arguments: -text string node file name
-text string element file name
(crd_file,elm_file)
Returns: none"""
print "\nGenerating main input file..."
out = "*HEADING\n"+str(title_string) #Define the main input text string.
out += "\n****************************************************"
out += "\n**Define Nodes\n*Node, NSET=nall\n*INCLUDE, INPUT="+str(crd_file)
out += "\n****************************************************"
out += "\n**Define Elements\n*ELEMENT, TYPE=C3D8R, ELSET=eall\n*INCLUDE, INPUT="+str(elm_file)
out += "\n****************************************************"
out += "\n**Define Boundary Condition Points\n*INCLUDE, INPUT="+str(boundary_condition_file)
out += "\n****************************************************"
out += "\n**Define Gap Contact Surfaces\n*INCLUDE, INPUT="+str(gap_file)
out += "\n****************************************************"
out += "\n**Define Connector Elements\n*INCLUDE, INPUT="+str(connect_file)
out += "\n****************************************************"
out += "\n**Define Material Model\n"+material_model_string
if loading_type == "force":
out += "\n****************************************************"
out += "\n**Define Force Loading Element Material Model\n"+force_loading_material_model_string
out += "\n****************************************************"
out += "\n**Define Steps and Boundary Conditions\n*INCLUDE, INPUT="+str(step_file)
out += "\n****************************************************"
output = open_file(output_dir+"/"+main_file,"w") #Open the main input file.
output.write(out) #Write the main input text string to the main input file.
output.close() #Close the main input file.
def finalize_output_files(crd_file,elm_file,node_dict,elm_dict):
"""Finalize the output files.
Arguments: -text string node file name
-text string element file name
-element dictionary of the type:
dict[integer element number] = (integer node number 1, ..., integer node number 8)
-node dictionary of the type:
dict[integer node number] = (float x-coordinate, float y-coordinate, float z-coordinate)
(crd_file,elm_file,node_dict,elm_dict)
Returns: none"""
print "\nFinalizing output files..."
#Get the node file.
if os.path.exists(output_dir+"/"+crd_file) == True: #Node file is already in output directory.
print "\nExisting .crd file will be used..."
#Copy node file to output directory.
elif os.path.exists(crd_file) == True and os.path.exists(output_dir+"/"+crd_file) == False:
print "\nCopying .crd file to output directory..."
shutil.copy2(crd_file,output_dir+"/"+crd_file)
else: #Write node file to output directory.
print "\nWriting ABAQUS node file to output directory..."
write_AQ_3D(output_dir+"/"+crd_file,output_dir+"/"+elm_file,node_dict,elm_dict,".crd")
#Get the element file.
if os.path.exists(output_dir+"/"+elm_file) == True: #Element file is already in output directory.
print "\nExisting .elm file will be used..."
#Copy element file to output directory.
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elif os.path.exists(elm_file) == True and os.path.exists(output_dir+"/"+elm_file) == False:
print "\nCopying .elm file to output directory..."
shutil.copy2(elm_file,output_dir+"/"+elm_file)
else: #Write element file to output directory.
print "\nWriting ABAQUS element file to output directory..."
write_AQ_3D(output_dir+"/"+crd_file,output_dir+"/"+elm_file,node_dict,elm_dict,".elm")
if input_file_type == "single": #Create single input file if desired.
print "\nGenerating single output file..."
single_file(output_dir,main_file,crd_file,elm_file)
elif input_file_type == "multiple":
print "\nMultiple output files will be used..."
def main(crd_file,elm_file):
"""Run the main program that generates the input file(s).
Arguments: -text string node file name
-text string element file name
(crd_file,elm_file)
Returns: none"""
dat_file_name = crd_file[:-4]+".mesh" #Name of .mesh file.
dat_file_exists = dat_file_check(dat_file_name) #Determine if .mesh file exists.
node_dict,elm_dict = read_mesh(crd_file,elm_file,dat_file_name,dat_file_exists) #Read mesh.
pn_dict = conn_elements(dat_file_name,dat_file_exists,node_dict) #Generate connector elements.
p_xcoord = crk_x_crd(dat_file_name,dat_file_exists,pn_dict) #Determine crack x-coordinates.
p_zcoord_dict = crk_z_crd(pn_dict) #Determine crack z-coordinates.
#Create node lists and node dictionary.
top_nodes,topmost_nodes,bottommost_nodes,cornermost_nodes,bottom_nodes,\
z_sym_nodes = node_lists(dat_file_name,dat_file_exists,node_dict)
#Create element lists and element dictionary.
top_elms,topmost_elms,bottom_elms = element_lists(dat_file_name,\
dat_file_exists,elm_dict,top_nodes,bottom_nodes,topmost_nodes)
#Generate boundary condition file.
bc_file(topmost_nodes,bottommost_nodes,cornermost_nodes,topmost_elms)
if crystal_type == "bi": #If applicable, generate bi-crystal element sets.
crystal_elset_string = bi_crystal_elsets(elm_dict,node_dict)
else:
crystal_elset_string = ""
if part_rad > 0.0: #If applicable, generate particle element sets and modify mesh element sets.
particle_elset_string,top_elms,bottom_elms = particle_elsets(elm_dict,\
node_dict,top_elms,bottom_elms)
else:
particle_elset_string = ""
#Generate x-coordinate sorted connector element definition file.
step_conn_elsets, c_elms = x_crd_srt_conn_def_file(p_xcoord,pn_dict,elm_dict)
#Generate lists of contact elements and nodes.
cont_top_nodes,cont_bottom_nodes,top_used_nodes,bottom_used_nodes =\
cont_elm_and_node_lists(p_xcoord,c_elms,pn_dict,node_dict,elm_dict,top_elms,bottom_elms)
#Generate and write mesh detail node and element sets.
mesh_detail_sets(p_xcoord,p_zcoord_dict,node_dict,cont_top_nodes,cont_bottom_nodes,top_used_nodes,\
bottom_used_nodes,c_elms,z_sym_nodes,particle_elset_string,crystal_elset_string)
#Generate x-coordinate sorted gap contact element file.
step_gap_elsets = gap_contact(p_xcoord,pn_dict,top_used_nodes,bottom_used_nodes,node_dict)
if loading_type == "pressure": #If applicable, create and write loading surface for pressure loading.
pressure_surface(topmost_elms,topmost_nodes,elm_dict)
elif loading_type == "force": #If applicable, calculate loading nodal forcees for force loading.
max_nodal_force,min_nodal_force = nodal_forces(node_dict,topmost_nodes)
#Generate step and initial boundary condition file.
steps_and_bc(p_xcoord,step_conn_elsets,step_gap_elsets)
main_input(crd_file,elm_file) #Generate main input file.
finalize_output_files(crd_file,elm_file,node_dict,elm_dict) #Finalize output files.
#------------------------#
##--->Launch Program<---##
#------------------------#
#If this script is not imported as a module, run the main program.
if __name__ == "__main__":
get_input_run_main()
end_time = time.time() #Record script end time for use in calculating total run time.
#Print script total run time.
print "\nThis operation took "+str(int((end_time-begin_time)/60))+" minutes and "\
+str(round((end_time-begin_time)%60,3))+" seconds to complete.\n"
raw_input("Press Enter to continue")
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*HEADING
Bicrystal A
****************************************************
**Define Nodes
*Node, NSET=nall
1, 0.00000000, 1.00000000, 0.00000000
.
.
.
34209, 0.12222222, 0.03827161, 0.05000000
****************************************************
**Define Elements
*ELEMENT, TYPE=C3D8R, ELSET=eall
1,
1,
10,
6,
2, 4888, 4897, 4893, 4889
.
.
.
29223, 29321, 29317, 29322, 25569, 34208, 34204, 34209, 30456
****************************************************
**Define Boundary Condition Points
**************************************************
**Define Node Sets
**************************************************
*NSET, NSET=top
1,
2,
41,
45,
55,
63,
81,
82
4888, 4889, 4928, 4932, 4942, 4950, 4968, 4969
9775, 9776, 9815, 9819, 9829, 9837, 9855, 9856
14662, 14663, 14702, 14706, 14716, 14724, 14742, 14743
19549, 19550, 19589, 19593, 19603, 19611, 19629, 19630
24436, 24437, 24476, 24480, 24490, 24498, 24516, 24517
29323, 29324, 29363, 29367, 29377, 29385, 29403, 29404
**************************************************
*NSET, NSET=dofy
15,
19,
37,
50,
68,
69,
91,
92
4902, 4906, 4924, 4937, 4955, 4956, 4978, 4979
9789, 9793, 9811, 9824, 9842, 9843, 9865, 9866
14676, 14680, 14698, 14711, 14729, 14730, 14752, 14753
19563, 19567, 19585, 19598, 19616, 19617, 19639, 19640
24450, 24454, 24472, 24485, 24503, 24504, 24526, 24527
29337, 29341, 29359, 29372, 29390, 29391, 29413, 29414
**************************************************
*NSET, NSET=dofxyz
91, 4978, 9865, 14752, 19639, 24526, 29413
**************************************************
**Define Element Sets
**************************************************
*ELSET, ELSET=top_elset
1,
26,
27,
36,
43,
61,
65, 4888, 4913, 4914, 4923, 4930
4948, 4952, 9775, 9800, 9801, 9810, 9817, 9835, 9839, 14662, 14687, 14688
14697, 14704, 14722, 14726, 19549, 19574, 19575, 19584, 19591, 19609, 19613, 24436
24461, 24462, 24471, 24478, 24496, 24500
**************************************************
**Define Crack Front Node Sets
**************************************************
*NSET, NSET=contact_top_nodes
26,
208, 4913, 5095, 9800, 9982, 14687, 14869
.
.
.
15047, 19934, 24821, 29708
**************************************************
*NSET, NSET=contact_bottom_nodes
254,
27, 5141, 4914, 10028, 9801, 14915, 14688
.
.
.
15018, 19905, 24792, 29679
**************************************************
**Define Crack Z-Coordinate Node Sets
**************************************************
*NSET, NSET=crack_z_0_0
26,
208,
122,
217,
216,
121,
471,
191
.
.
.
858, 3439, 3440,
859, 3447,
144,
887,
357
.
.
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.
**************************************************
*NSET, NSET=crack_z_0_05
29348, 29530, 29444, 29539, 29538, 29443, 29793, 29513
.
.
.
30180, 32761, 32762, 30181, 32769, 29466, 30209, 29679
**************************************************
*NSET, NSET=crack_top_nset_0_0
26, 4913, 9800, 14687, 19574, 24461, 29348
*NSET, NSET=crack_bottom_nset_0_0
27, 4914, 9801, 14688, 19575, 24462, 29349
.
.
.
**************************************************
*NSET, NSET=crack_top_nset_0_09876543
1162, 6049, 10936, 15823, 20710, 25597, 30484
*NSET, NSET=crack_bottom_nset_0_09876543
2027, 6914, 11801, 16688, 21575, 26462, 31349
**************************************************
*NSET, NSET=cycle_0_crack_top_nset_0_1
25, 4912, 9799, 14686, 19573, 24460, 29347
*NSET, NSET=cycle_0_crack_bottom_nset_0_1
28, 4915, 9802, 14689, 19576, 24463, 29350
.
.
.
**************************************************
*NSET, NSET=cycle_55_crack_top_nset_0_17777778
386, 5273, 10160, 15047, 19934, 24821, 29708
*NSET, NSET=cycle_55_crack_bottom_nset_0_17777778
357, 5244, 10131, 15018, 19905, 24792, 29679
**************************************************
*ELSET, ELSET=crack_front_elements
99,
185,
226,
227, 4986, 5072, 5113, 5114
.
.
.
20540, 20541, 24554, 24761, 24785, 25286, 25427, 25428
**************************************************
**Define Bicrystal Element Sets
**************************************************
*ELSET, ELSET=crystal_1
1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
7,
8,
9,
10,
11,
12
.
.
.
29212, 29213, 29214, 29215, 29216, 29217, 29218, 29219, 29220, 29221, 29222, 29223
**************************************************
*ELSET, ELSET=crystal_2
13,
14,
15,
16,
17,
18,
19,
20,
21,
22,
23,
24
.
.
.
29091, 29092, 29093, 29094, 29095, 29096, 29097, 29200, 29201, 29206, 29207, 29208
**************************************************
**Define Top Loading Surface
**************************************************
*SURFACE, TYPE=ELEMENT, NAME=top_surface
1,S6
.
.
.
24500,S6
****************************************************
**Define Gap Contact Surfaces
**************************************************
*ELEMENT, TYPE=GAPUNI, ELSET=gap_pre_0_0
34742,27,26
34818,4914,4913
34894,9801,9800
34970,14688,14687
35046,19575,19574
35122,24462,24461
35198,29349,29348
**************************************************
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*GAP, ELSET=gap_pre_0_0
0.0,0.0,1.0,0.0,1.0
*SURFACE BEHAVIOR, PRESSURE-OVERCLOSURE=LINEAR
1000000000
.
.
.
**************************************************
*ELEMENT, TYPE=GAPUNI, ELSET=gap_pre_0_09876543
34782,2027,1162
34858,6914,6049
34934,11801,10936
35010,16688,15823
35086,21575,20710
35162,26462,25597
35238,31349,30484
**************************************************
*GAP, ELSET=gap_pre_0_09876543
0.0,0.0,1.0,0.0,1.0
*SURFACE BEHAVIOR, PRESSURE-OVERCLOSURE=LINEAR
1000000000
**************************************************
*ELEMENT, TYPE=GAPUNI, ELSET=gap_cyc_0_1
34743,28,25
34819,4915,4912
34895,9802,9799
34971,14689,14686
35047,19576,19573
35123,24463,24460
35199,29350,29347
**************************************************
*GAP, ELSET=gap_cyc_0_1
0.0,0.0,1.0,0.0,1.0
*SURFACE BEHAVIOR, PRESSURE-OVERCLOSURE=LINEAR
1000000000
.
.
.
**************************************************
*ELEMENT, TYPE=GAPUNI, ELSET=gap_cyc_0_17777778
34757,357,386
34833,5244,5273
34909,10131,10160
34985,15018,15047
35061,19905,19934
35137,24792,24821
35213,29679,29708
**************************************************
*GAP, ELSET=gap_cyc_0_17777778
0.0,0.0,1.0,0.0,1.0
*SURFACE BEHAVIOR, PRESSURE-OVERCLOSURE=LINEAR
1000000000
**************************************************
*ELSET, ELSET=pre_gap_elsets
gap_pre_0_0
.
.
.
gap_pre_0_09876543
**************************************************
*ELSET, ELSET=cycle_gap_elsets
gap_cyc_0_1
.
.
.
gap_cyc_0_17777778
**************************************************
*ELSET, ELSET=gap_z_0_0
34742, 34748, 34744, 34749, 34750, 34745, 34758, 34751,
34777, 34778, 34761, 34779, 34780, 34762, 34781, 34782,
34786, 34785, 34763, 34788, 34787, 34754, 34790, 34789,
34794, 34793, 34753, 34796, 34795, 34768, 34798, 34797,
34802, 34801, 34770, 34804, 34803, 34769, 34806, 34805,
34810, 34809, 34771, 34812, 34811, 34755, 34814, 34813,
34817, 34746, 34775, 34757
.
.
.

34759,
34743,
34766,
34767,
34756,
34774,

34760,
34784,
34792,
34800,
34808,
34816,

34776,
34783,
34791,
34799,
34807,
34815,

34752
34764
34765
34747
34772
34773
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**************************************************
*ELSET, ELSET=gap_z_0_05
35198, 35204, 35200, 35205, 35206, 35201, 35214, 35207, 35215, 35216, 35232, 35208
35233, 35234, 35217, 35235, 35236, 35218, 35237, 35238, 35199, 35240, 35239, 35220
35242, 35241, 35219, 35244, 35243, 35210, 35246, 35245, 35222, 35248, 35247, 35221
35250, 35249, 35209, 35252, 35251, 35224, 35254, 35253, 35223, 35256, 35255, 35203
35258, 35257, 35226, 35260, 35259, 35225, 35262, 35261, 35212, 35264, 35263, 35228
35266, 35265, 35227, 35268, 35267, 35211, 35270, 35269, 35230, 35272, 35271, 35229
35273, 35202, 35231, 35213
**************************************************
*ELSET, ELSET=gap_elsets
pre_gap_elsets
cycle_gap_elsets
****************************************************
**Define Connector Elements
**************************************************
*ELEMENT, TYPE=CONN3D2, ELSET=conn_0_1
34211,25,28
34287,4912,4915
34363,9799,9802
34439,14686,14689
34515,19573,19576
34591,24460,24463
34667,29347,29350
.
.
.
**************************************************
*ELEMENT, TYPE=CONN3D2, ELSET=conn_0_17777778
34225,357,386
34301,5244,5273
34377,10131,10160
34453,15018,15047
34529,19905,19934
34605,24792,24821
34681,29679,29708
**************************************************
*CONNECTOR SECTION, ELSET=conn_0_1
JOIN
.
.
.
*CONNECTOR SECTION, ELSET=conn_0_17777778
JOIN
****************************************************
**Define Material Model
****************************************************
**Specify Element Properties
*SOLID SECTION,ELSET=crystal_1, MATERIAL=AL7075T6_crystal_1
*HOURGLASS STIFFNESS
20000
*********************************
*MATERIAL, NAME=AL7075T6_crystal_1
*DEPVAR
40
***********************************
**Angles for LHS direction are: Psi = -1.36943841889304,
**Theta = -1.15026204432777, and Phi = 1.10714873129885
*USER MATERIAL, CONSTANTS=15, UNSYMM
150000.0, 75000.0, 37500.0, 0.001, 65.0, 240.0, 225, 1.00
1.4, 35.0, 350.0, 1.00, -1.36943841889304, -1.15026204432777, 1.10714873129885
***********************************
*SOLID SECTION,ELSET=crystal_2, MATERIAL=AL7075T6_crystal_2
*HOURGLASS STIFFNESS
20000
*********************************
*MATERIAL, NAME=AL7075T6_crystal_2
*DEPVAR
40
***********************************
**Angles for RHS direction are: Psi = -0.684719203002283,
**Theta = -1.15026199151093, and Phi = 1.10714871779409
*USER MATERIAL, CONSTANTS=15, UNSYMM
150000.0, 75000.0, 37500.0, 0.001, 65.0, 240.0, 225, 1.00
1.4, 35.0, 350.0, 1.00, -0.684719203002283, -1.15026199151093, 1.10714871779409
****************************************************
**Define Steps and Boundary Conditions
****************************************************************************
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*BOUNDARY
dofy,1,2
dofxyz,1,3
****************************************************************************
*STEP, NAME=contact_initialization, AMPLITUDE=RAMP, NLGEOM, UNSYMM=YES
*STATIC, STABILIZE
1E-3, 2E-3, 1E-6, 1E-3
*MODEL CHANGE, REMOVE, TYPE=ELEMENT
cycle_gap_elsets
**********************************************************
*OUTPUT, FIELD, FREQUENCY=1
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=EALL
SDV
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=crack_front_elements
S, LE
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=top_elset
S
*ELEMENT OUTPUT, ELSET=gap_elsets
S, E
*NODE OUTPUT, NSET=NALL
U
**********************************************************
*END STEP
****************************************************************************
*STEP, NAME=loading_0, INC=25000, AMPLITUDE=RAMP, NLGEOM, UNSYMM=YES
*STATIC, STABILIZE
1E-3, 20E-3, 1E-6, 1E-3
*RESTART, WRITE, FREQUENCY=1, OVERLAY
*DSLOAD, OP=NEW
top_surface, P, -82.4
*END STEP
****************************************************************************
*STEP, NAME=advance_0, INC=25000, AMPLITUDE=RAMP, NLGEOM, UNSYMM=YES
*STATIC, STABILIZE
1E-3, 6E-3, 1E-6, 1E-3
*RESTART, WRITE, FREQUENCY=1, OVERLAY
*MODEL CHANGE, REMOVE, TYPE=ELEMENT
conn_0_1,
*MODEL CHANGE, ADD, TYPE=ELEMENT
gap_cyc_0_1
*END STEP
****************************************************************************
*STEP, NAME=unloading_0, INC=25000, AMPLITUDE=RAMP, NLGEOM, UNSYMM=YES
*STATIC, STABILIZE
1E-3, 20E-3, 1E-6, 1E-3
*RESTART, WRITE, FREQUENCY=1, OVERLAY
*DSLOAD, OP=NEW
top_surface, P, -4.12
*END STEP
.
.
.
****************************************************************************
*STEP, NAME=loading_55, INC=25000, AMPLITUDE=RAMP, NLGEOM, UNSYMM=YES
*STATIC, STABILIZE
1E-3, 20E-3, 1E-6, 1E-3
*RESTART, WRITE, FREQUENCY=1, OVERLAY
*DSLOAD, OP=NEW
top_surface, P, -412.0
*END STEP
****************************************************************************
*STEP, NAME=advance_55, INC=25000, AMPLITUDE=RAMP, NLGEOM, UNSYMM=YES
*STATIC, STABILIZE
1E-3, 6E-3, 1E-6, 1E-3
*RESTART, WRITE, FREQUENCY=1, OVERLAY
*MODEL CHANGE, REMOVE, TYPE=ELEMENT
conn_0_17777778,
*MODEL CHANGE, ADD, TYPE=ELEMENT
gap_cyc_0_17777778
*END STEP
****************************************************************************
*STEP, NAME=unloading_55, INC=25000, AMPLITUDE=RAMP, NLGEOM, UNSYMM=YES
*STATIC, STABILIZE
1E-3, 20E-3, 1E-6, 1E-3
*RESTART, WRITE, FREQUENCY=1, OVERLAY
*DSLOAD, OP=NEW
top_surface, P, -20.6
*END STEP

APPENDIX C
17

PYTHON SCRIPT JOB_CONTROL.PY

ANALYSIS START, RESTART, AND BENCHMARKING SCRIPT
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#This script launches a new ABAQUS job or restarts an existing ABAQUS job.
#Stephen Johnston, 2005
#Uses:
#
- Starting a new ABAQUS job
#
- Restarting an existing ABAQUS job
#
- Periodically restarting an ABAQUS job after a prescribed number of steps
#
- Benchmarking an ABAQUS job to determine how much wall clock time is required for each step
#
- Monitoring the progress of an ABAQUS job in real time
#Compatibility:
#
- ABAQUS input files generated by pycrack
#
- ABAQUS 6.3 or 6.4
#
- Windows 2000/XP
#
- Python 2.3 or later
#Restrictions:
#
- Not designed for UNIX usage
#
- Only for use with input files generated by pycrack
#Notes:
#
- This script requires an executable (*.exe) tail program than can accept the
#
"tail -f filename" argument to be placed in the working directory.
#
- If a UMAT user material subroutine is required for the simulation, the FORTRAN text
#
source should be placed in the working directory with a (*.for) extension.
#
An appropriate ABAQUS compatible FORTRAN compiler must also be installed.
#Directions for use:
# 1. Place the following files along with this script in the job working directory:
#
For new job:
#
Required: input deck (.inp), tail executable (.exe), UMAT source if applicable (.for)
#
Optional: ABAQUS environment file (.env)
#
For restart job: the old job files generated by ABAQUS in addition to all of the above files
# 2. Double click on this script and answer the prompts.
#-----------------------------#
##-->Import Python Modules<--##
#-----------------------------#
#All of the required modules are included in the standard Python release.
import time, os, glob, sys, calendar
#------------------------#
##-->Define Functions<--##
#------------------------#
def ask_yes_no(question):
"""Asks for a yes or no user response.
Arguments: a text string question (question)
Returns: a text string "y" or "n" (response)"""
response = None
#Continue to prompt user until an appropriate response is given.
while response not in ("y","n"):
response = raw_input(question).lower()
if response not in ("y","n"):
print "!!!Please enter y for yes or n for no!!!"
return response
def ask_int(number):
"""Asks for an integer user response greater than zero.
Arguments: a text string question (number)
Returns: an integer greater than zero (response)"""
response = None
#Continue to prompt user until an appropriate response is given.
while response < 1:
try:
response = int(raw_input(number))
except:
print "!!!Please enter an integer greater than zero!!!"
return response
def ask_file(ext,desc,job_type):
"""Searches for a file of a certian extension.
Arguments: - text string required file extension, e.g. ".ext"
- text string description of the requested file
- text string description of the type of job
the requested file will be used for
(ext,desc,job_type)
Returns: text string file name (file)"""
file_list = glob.glob("*"+ext) #List of file names with required extension.
file_list.sort() #Sort the file list.
if len(file_list) == 1: #Take the only option if the list contains one file name.
file = file_list[0]
elif len(file_list) == 0: #Exit the program if no eligible files are found.
print "\nNo "+desc+" found."
raw_input("\n\nPress Enter to exit program")
sys.exit()
elif job_type == "restart" and (ext == ".sta" or ext == ".odb" or ext == ".txt" or ext == ".inp"):
#Accept file name at the end of the sorted list if the job is a restart job
# and the request is for a file with the extension .sta, .odb, .txt, or .inp.
file_sort_list, file_list2 = [], []
for fil in file_list: #Add file list items to sort list with integer indexes.
try: #Try to add integer index along with file name.
if ext != ".txt":
file_sort_list.append([int(fil.split("_")[-1][:-4]),fil])
else:
file_sort_list.append([int(fil.split("_")[-2]),fil])
except: #If there in an integer index adding error, then assume the index is zero.
file_sort_list.append([0,fil])
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file_sort_list.sort() #Sort the file sort list.
for fil in file_sort_list: #Add the file sort list file name components to a new file name list.
file_list2.append(fil[1])
file = file_list2[-1]
else: #If there is more than one eligible file name, prompt the user to choose the correct one.
print "\nMore than one possibility for "+desc+" found."
print "Please choose the appropriate file from the following list:\n"
for i in range(len(file_list)):
print "\t"+str(i)+": "+str(file_list[i])
index = int(raw_input("\nFile selection number: "))
file = file_list[index]
print "\nThe following "+desc+" will be used: "+file
return file
def get_step(sta_file,time):
"""Get the current job step from the .sta file.
Arguments: -text string name of ABAQUS .sta file
-text string desired cycle time, either "current" or "next"
(sta_file,time)
Returns: text string cycle label (ret_step)"""
sta = open(sta_file,"r") #Open the .sta file.
sta_lines = sta.readlines() #Read the .sta file.
index = float(sta_lines[-1].split()[0])-1.0 #Get the index of the last cycle.
sta.close() #Close the .sta file
if index == 0.0: #If the index is zero, the job has just begun.
current_step = "contact_initialization"
next_step = "loading_0"
else: #If the index is not zero, use it to determine the current and next steps.
step_number = (index-1)/3
type_num = step_number - int(step_number)
place = str(type_num).split(".")[1][0]
if place == "6":
current_step = "unloading_"+str(int(step_number))
next_step = "loading_"+str(int(step_number)+1)
elif place == "0":
current_step = "loading_"+str(int(step_number))
next_step = "advance_"+str(int(step_number))
elif place == "3":
current_step = "advance_"+str(int(step_number))
next_step = "unloading_"+str(int(step_number))
else:
print "\nError, could not determine step."
if time == "current": #Return the current step if the desired cycle time is "current".
ret_step = current_step
elif time == "next": #Return the next step if the desired cycle time is "next".
ret_step = next_step
print "\nThe old job stopped at "+current_step
print "The restart file will start with "+next_step
else:
print "\nError, could not determine which step to return."
return ret_step
def date_string():
"""Return a string indicating the current day, time, and date.
Arguments: none
Returns: text string containing the current day, time, and date (day_date_str)
For example: Monday, 12:00:00 pm, 7/14/2005"""
date = time.localtime() #Get the current time.localtime() tuple.
if date[3] >= 12: #If the hours value is greater than or equal to 12, then pm.
hours = date[3] % 12
am_pm = "pm"
else: #If the hours value is less than 12, then am.
hours = date[3]
am_pm = "am"
if hours == 0: #Set the hours value to 12 if it is zero.
hours = 12
time_str = ('%i:%02d:%02d' % (hours,date[4],date[5]))+" "+am_pm #Time string.
date_str = date_str = str(date[1])+'/'+str(date[2])+'/'+str(date[0]) #Date string.
day_num = calendar.weekday(date[0],date[1],date[2]) #Get the week day number.
#Determine the week day based on the week day number.
if day_num == 0:
day_str = "Monday"
elif day_num == 1:
day_str = "Tuesday"
elif day_num == 2:
day_str = "Wednesday"
elif day_num == 3:
day_str = "Thursday"
elif day_num == 4:
day_str = "Friday"
elif day_num == 5:
day_str = "Saturday"
elif day_num == 6:
day_str = "Sunday"
else:
raw_input("\nError determining day.\nPress enter to exit.")
sys.exit()
day_date_str = day_str+", "+time_str+", "+date_str #Combined day, time, and date string.
return day_date_str
def time_diff(old_time,new_time):
"""Get the difference between two times in
Arguments: -floating point old time, in
-floating point new time, in
(old_time,new_time)
Returns: text string difference between

terms of H:M:S.
seconds
seconds
two times in terms of H:M:S (delta)"""
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delta_secs = new_time - old_time #Difference between the two times.
hours = int(delta_secs / 3600) #Hours.
minutes = int((delta_secs % 3600) / 60) #Minutes.
seconds = int((delta_secs % 3600) % 60) #Seconds.
if len(str(hours)) <= 2: #If there are less than or equal to two hour digits, pad with zeroes.
delta = ('%02d:%02d:%02d' % (hours,minutes,seconds))
else: #If there are more than two hour digits, use integer hour value.
delta = ('%i:%02d:%02d' % (hours,minutes,seconds))
return delta
def get_restart_lines(step,inp_input_file):
"""Search the input file and find steps for the restart analysis.
Arguments: -text string step label
-text string input file name
(step,inp_input_file)
Returns: list of text strings from old input file to be
included in new input file (restart_lines)"""
print "\nSearching the input file and finding steps for the restart analysis..."
restart_lines = []
input_file = open(inp_input_file,"r") #Open the old .inp file.
input_file_lines = input_file.readlines() #Read the old .inp file.
record = 0
for line in input_file_lines: #Add unused step lines from old input file to list.
if record == 1:
restart_lines.append(line)
elif "NAME="+step+"," in line.split():
restart_lines.append(line)
record = 1
input_file.close() #Close the old .inp file.
return restart_lines
def write_restart(restart_lines,restart_input_file):
"""Write restart input file.
Arguments: -list of test string restart file lines
-text string name of restart input file
(restart_lines,restart_input_file)
Returns: none"""
print "\nWriting restart input file..."
restart_input = open(restart_input_file,"w") #Create and open new input file.
#Write restart file header.
restart_input.write("*HEADING\nRestart "+restart_input_file[:-4].split("_")[1]+"\n*RESTART, READ\n")
for line in restart_lines: #Write restart file lines to new input file.
restart_input.write(line)
restart_input.close() #Close new input file.
def new_job_launch(period_rest_steps):
"""Launch a new job.
Arguments: -integer number of steps to skip before incremental restart;
if None, then no incremental restart will be performed
(period_rest_steps)
Returns: none"""
def get_input():
"""Get input information for job.
Arguments: none
Returns: -text string name of input file
-text string name of UMAT file
-text string name of job
-text string name of tail executable
(inp_input_file, umat, job, tail)"""
print "\nSetting input variables..."
inp_input_file = ask_file(".inp","input file","new") #New job input file.
if len(glob.glob("*.for")) != 0: #New job UMAT file, if applicable.
umat = ask_file(".for","UMAT file","new")
else:
umat = False
print "\nNo UMAT file found. A UMAT will not be submitted to ABAQUS."
job = "job_"+inp_input_file[:-4] #New job name according to "job_"+input file convention.
tail = ask_file(".exe","tail executable","new") #Tail executable.
return inp_input_file, umat, job, tail
def benchmark(job,sta_file,begin_time,polling_freq,period_rest_steps):
"""Benchmark a new job and write the results to a file; kill a new job and initiate restart.
Arguments: -text string name of job
-text string name of .sta file
-floating point time of job launch
-floating point or integer .sta file polling frequecy, in queries per second
-integer number of steps to complete before job is killed and restart initiated;
if None, then no incremental restart will be performed
(job,sta_file,begin_time,polling_freq,period_rest_steps)
Returns: none"""
print "\nBenchmarking "+job+"..."
completed_steps = 0
bench_file = open(job+"_bench.txt","w") #Create and open benchmark results file.
bench_file.write("Benchmark results for the computer "+os.environ["COMPUTERNAME"]\
+",\nrunning the ABAQUS job "+job+"\n\n") #Write benchmark file header.
bench_file.close() #Close benchmark results file.
current_step = get_step(sta_file,"current") #Get the current step from the .sta file.
bench_exit_status = False #Set while loop exit variable.
while bench_exit_status == False: #Run main benchmark loop while not told to exit.
try: #Get latest step from .sta file.
new_step = get_step(sta_file,"current")
except:
bench_exit_status = True #Exit main benchmark loop if errors occur.
raw_input("\nError determining current step.\nPress Enter to exit.")
#If latest step is not current step, record current step completion time.
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if new_step != current_step:
completed_steps += 1
step_time = time_diff(begin_time,time.time()) #Get current job time.
print current_step+"\t"+date_string()+"\t\t"+step_time
bench_file = open(job+"_bench.txt","a") #Open benchmark results file.
#Write benchmark results to file.
bench_file.write(current_step+"\t"+date_string()+"\t\t"+step_time+"\n")
bench_file.close() #Close benchmark results file.
current_step = new_step #Set current step equal to new step.
if period_rest_steps != None: #If desired, use periodic restart.
print str((period_rest_steps+1)-completed_steps)+" steps until restart"
if (period_rest_steps+1)-completed_steps == 0: #If zero steps left, kill and restart.
print "\nKilling job..."
os.system('taskkill /F /IM standard.exe') #Kill ABAQUS standard.exe program.
os.system('taskkill /F /IM Tail.exe') #Kill tail executable.
print "\nCalling restart function..."
restart_job_launch(period_rest_steps,"auto") #Launch restart in "auto" mode.
bench_exit_status = True #Exit main benchmark loop.
time.sleep(polling_freq) #Pause main benchmark loop.
def submit_new_job(inp_input_file,umat,job,tail,sta_file,polling_freq):
"""Submit a new job to ABAQUS and tail its .sta file.
Arguments: -text string input file name
-text string UMAT file name
-text string job name
-text string tail executable name
-text string .sta file file name
-floating point or integer .sta file polling frequecy, in queries per second
(inp_input_file, umat, job, tail, sta_file, polling_freq)
Returns: floating point time of job launch, in seconds (begin_time)"""
begin_time = time.time() #Get time of job launch.
print "\nSubmitting the following job to ABAQUS: "+job+"..."
if umat != False: #If UMAT is used, start job with UMAT.
os.system('abaqus job='+job+' user='+umat+' input='+inp_input_file)
else: #If UMAT is not used, start job without UMAT.
os.system('abaqus job='+job+' input='+inp_input_file)
print "\nWaiting for the .sta file to be created..."
while os.path.exists(sta_file) == False: #Wait until .sta file is created.
time.sleep(polling_freq) #Pause .sta file waiting loop.
else:
os.system('start tail -f '+sta_file) #Once .sta file is created, start tail.
inc_time = time.time() #Get time of first increment completion.
print "\nThe job took "+str(int((inc_time-begin_time)/60))+" minutes and "\
+str(round((inc_time-begin_time)%60,3))+\
" seconds to get to the first completed increment."
return begin_time
def main(period_rest_steps):
"""Run the main program for launching a new job.
Arguments: -integer number of steps to skip before incremental restart;
if None, then no incremental restart will be performed
(period_rest_steps)
Returns: none"""
polling_freq = 0.5 #Polling freqency for .sta file.
inp_input_file, umat, job, tail = get_input() #Get input filenames.
sta_file = job+".sta" #Name of .sta file, based on job name.
if period_rest_steps == None: #If not periodically restarting, ask if benchmarking is desired.
bench = ask_yes_no("\nBenchmark "+job+"?(y/n): ")
else:
bench = "y"
raw_input("\nPress Enter to launch job.") #Wait for user input before launching job.
begin_time = submit_new_job(inp_input_file, umat, job, tail, sta_file, polling_freq) #Launch job.
if bench == "y": #If benchmarking is needed or desired, call benchmarking function.
benchmark(job,sta_file,begin_time,polling_freq,period_rest_steps)
else: #If benchmarking is not needed or desired, prompt user to exit script.
raw_input("\nPress the Enter key to exit the job control script.")
sys.exit()
main(period_rest_steps) #Call the main new job launch function.
def restart_job_launch(period_rest_steps,restart_call):
"""Launch a restart job.
Arguments: -integer number of steps to skip before incremental restart;
if None, then no incremental restart will be performed
(period_rest_steps)
Returns: none"""
def get_input():
"""Get input information for restart job.
Arguments: none
Returns: -text string name of restart input file
-text string name of .sta file from previous job
-text string name of input file from previous job
-text string name of UMAT file
-text string name of tail executable
(restart_input_file, sta_input_file, inp_input_file, umat, tail)"""
print "\nSetting input variables..."
rst_idx = str(len(glob.glob("*.odb"))) #Number or previous restarts.
restart_input_file = "restart_"+rst_idx+".inp" #Name of restart input file.
sta_input_file = ask_file(".sta","sta file previous job","restart") #Previous job .sta file.
inp_input_file = ask_file(".inp","input file from previous job",\
"restart") #Previous job .inp file.
if len(glob.glob("*.for")) != 0: #Restart job UMAT file if applicable.
umat = ask_file(".for","UMAT file","restart")
else:
umat = False
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print "\nNo UMAT file found. A UMAT will not be submitted to ABAQUS."
tail = ask_file(".exe","tail executable","restart") #Tail executable.
return restart_input_file, sta_input_file, inp_input_file, umat, tail
def benchmark(job,sta_file,begin_time,polling_freq,prev_bench_file,period_rest_steps):
"""Benchmark a restart job and write the results to a file; kill a restart job and restart.
Arguments: -text string name of job
-text string name of .sta file
-floating point time of job launch
-floating point or integer .sta file polling frequecy, in queries per second
-text string name of previous benchmark file
-integer number of steps to complete before job is killed and restart initiated;
if None, then no incremental restart will be performed
(job,sta_file,begin_time,polling_freq,prev_bench_file,period_rest_steps)
Returns: none"""
print "\nBenchmarking "+job+"..."
completed_steps = 0
if prev_bench_file != False: #If previous benchmark file exists, write restart system information.
bench_file_name = prev_bench_file
bench_file = open(bench_file_name,"a+") #Open benchmark results file.
bench_file.write("**Restart benchmark results for the computer "+os.environ["COMPUTERNAME"]\
+",\n**running the ABAQUS job "+job+" begin here.\n")
bench_file.close() #Close benchmark results file.
else: #If previous benchmark file does not exist, create new benchmark file.
bench_file_name = job+"_bench.txt"
bench_file = open(bench_file_name,"w") #Create and open benchmark results file.
bench_file.write("Benchmark results for the computer "+os.environ["COMPUTERNAME"]\
+",\nrunning the ABAQUS job "+job+"\n\n") #Write benchmark file header.
bench_file.close() #Close benchmark results file.
current_step = get_step(sta_file,"current") #Get the current step from the .sta file.
bench_exit_status = False #Set while loop exit variable.
while bench_exit_status == False: #Run main benchmark loop while not told to exit.
try: #Get latest step from .sta file.
new_step = get_step(sta_file,"current")
except:
bench_exit_status = True #Exit main benchmark loop if errors occur.
raw_input("\nError determining current step.\nPress Enter to exit.")
#If latest step is not current step, record current step completion time.
if new_step != current_step:
completed_steps += 1
step_time = time_diff(begin_time,time.time()) #Get current job time.
print current_step+"\t"+date_string()+"\t\t"+step_time
bench_file = open(bench_file_name,"a+") #Open benchmark results file.
#Write benchmark results to file.
bench_file.write(current_step+"\t"+date_string()+"\t\t"+step_time+"\n")
bench_file.close() #Close benchmark results file.
current_step = new_step #Set current step equal to new step.
if period_rest_steps != None: #If desired, use periodic restart.
print str(period_rest_steps-completed_steps)+" steps until restart"
if period_rest_steps-completed_steps == 0: #If zero steps left, kill and restart.
print "\nKilling job..."
os.system('taskkill /F /IM standard.exe') #Kill ABAQUS standard.exe program.
os.system('taskkill /F /IM Tail.exe') #Kill tail executable.
print "\nCalling restart function..."
restart_job_launch(period_rest_steps,"auto") #Launch restart in "auto" mode.
bench_exit_status = True #Exit main benchmark loop.
time.sleep(polling_freq) #Pause main benchmark loop.
def submit_restart_job(restart_input_file,umat,job,tail,bench,bench_append,\
sta_input_file,sta_file,polling_freq,prev_bench_file):
"""Submit a restart job to ABAQUS and tail its .sta file.
Arguments: -text string input file name from previous job
-text string UMAT file name
-text string job name
-text string tail executable name
-text string "y" or "n" benchmark choice
-text string "y" or "n" benchmark file append choice
-text string .sta file name from previous job
-text string .sta file name
-floating point or integer .sta file polling frequecy, in queries per second
-text string previous benchmark file name
(restart_input_file,umat,job,tail,bench,bench_append,\
sta_input_file,sta_file,polling_freq,prev_bench_file)
Returns: none"""
print "\nSubmitting the following restart job to ABAQUS: "+job
begin_time = time.time() #Get time of job launch.
#If benchmarking is desired and previous benchmark file exists, get time when last job left off.
if bench == "y":
if bench_append == "y":
prev_time_file = open(prev_bench_file,"r") #Open previous benchmark results file.
prev_time = prev_time_file.readlines()[-1].split()[-1].split(":") #Last recorded time.
prev_time_file.close() #Close previous benchmark file.
bench_begin_time = begin_time - (float(prev_time[0])*3600+\
float(prev_time[1])*60+float(prev_time[2])) #Beginning time difference.
print "\nThe appended benchmarking will begin at the time "+\
prev_time[0]+":"+prev_time[1]+":"+prev_time[2]
else:
bench_begin_time = begin_time
else:
bench_begin_time = False
if umat != False: #If UMAT is used, start job with UMAT.
os.system('abaqus job='+job+' user='+umat+' input='+\
restart_input_file+' oldjob='+sta_input_file[:-4])
else: #If UMAT is not used, start job without UMAT.
os.system('abaqus job='+job+' input='+\
restart_input_file+' oldjob='+sta_input_file[:-4])
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print "\nWaiting for the .sta file to be created..."
while os.path.exists(sta_file) == False: #Wait until .sta file is created.
time.sleep(polling_freq) #Pause .sta file waiting loop.
else:
os.system('start tail -f '+sta_file) #Once .sta file is created, start tail.
inc_time = time.time() #Get time of first increment completion.
print "\nThe job took "+str(int((inc_time-begin_time)/60))+" minutes and "\
+str(round((inc_time-begin_time)%60,3))+\
" seconds to get to the first completed increment."
return bench_begin_time
def main(period_rest_steps,restart_call):
"""Run the main program for launching a restart job.
Arguments: -integer number of steps to skip before incremental restart;
if None, then no incremental restart will be performed
-text string type of restart call, either "auto" or "manual"
(period_rest_steps,restart_call)
Returns: none"""
polling_freq = 0.5 #Polling freqency for .sta file.
print "\nRunning main program..."
restart_input_file, sta_input_file, inp_input_file,\
umat, tail = get_input() #Get input filenames.
write_restart(get_restart_lines(get_step(sta_input_file,"next"),\
inp_input_file),restart_input_file) #Write restart input file.
if "restart" not in sta_input_file: #Name restart job according to previous job history.
job = sta_input_file[:-4]+"_"+restart_input_file[:-4]
else:
job_name_list, job = sta_input_file[:-4].split("_")[:-2], ""
for jnl in job_name_list:
job += jnl+"_"
job += restart_input_file[:-4]
sta_file = job+".sta" #Name of new restart .sta file, based on job name.
print "\nThe restart input file is "+restart_input_file
if period_rest_steps == None: #If not periodically restarting, ask if benchmarking is desired.
bench = ask_yes_no("\nBenchmark "+job+"?(y/n): ")
else:
bench = "y"
if bench == "y": #If benchmarking, ask if appending a previous benchmark file is desired.
if len(glob.glob("*.txt")) != 0:
if restart_call == "manual":
bench_append = ask_yes_no("\nAppend benchmark file from previous job?(y/n): ")
else:
bench_append = "y"
else:
bench_append = "n"
if bench_append == "y": #Get name of previous restart file if appending is desired.
prev_bench_file = ask_file(".txt","previous benchmark file","restart")
else:
prev_bench_file = False
#If restart call is "manual", wait for user input before launching job.
if restart_call == "manual":
raw_input("\nPress Enter to launch restart job.")
else:
print "\nLaunching restart job..."
bench_begin_time = submit_restart_job(restart_input_file,umat,job,tail,\
bench,bench_append,sta_input_file,sta_file,polling_freq,prev_bench_file) #Launch job.
if bench == "y": #If benchmarking is needed or desired, call benchmarking function.
benchmark(job,sta_file,bench_begin_time,polling_freq,prev_bench_file,period_rest_steps)
else: #If benchmarking is not needed or desired, prompt user to exit script.
raw_input("\nPress the Enter key to exit the launch script.")
sys.exit()
main(period_rest_steps,restart_call) #Call the main restart job launch function.
def main():
"""Run the main program for job control.
Arguments: none
Returns: none"""
print "Job launch and restart script for use with pycrack generated input files."
print "Stephen Johnston, 2005"
print "\nInitializing program..."
inp_list = glob.glob("*.inp") #List of input files in working directory.
odb_list = glob.glob("*.odb") #List of .odb file in working directory.
if len(inp_list) == 0: #Exit if no input files found.
raw_input("\nNo input file found. Press Enter to exit.")
sys.exit()
else:
#Ask if periodic restarting is desired.
period_rest = ask_yes_no("\nPeriodically restart job?(y/n): ")
#If periodic restarting is desired, ask for the number of steps to skip between restarts.
if period_rest == "y":
period_rest_steps = ask_int("\nNumber of steps between restarts (3 per cycle)?: ")
else:
period_rest_steps = None
if len(odb_list) == 0: #If no old .odb files exist, launch new job.
new_job_launch(period_rest_steps)
#If one or more old .odb files exist, prompt user to choose between a new "n" or restart "r" job.
else:
option = False
while option not in ("n","r"):
option =\
raw_input("\nWould you like to...\n\
(n): Start a new job or \n(r): Restart an old job?: ").lower()
if option == "n":
new_job_launch(period_rest_steps)
elif option == "r":
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restart_job_launch(period_rest_steps,"manual")
#------------------------#
##--->Launch Program<---##
#------------------------#
#If this script is not imported as a module, run the main program for job control.
if __name__ == "__main__":
main()
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#This script is the input file for post-processing scripts
#
opening_stress.py and cod_ctod.py
#Stephen Johnston, 2005
#Uses
#
-Provides job-specific data specified by the user for postprocessing
#
-Works with the postprocessing scripts to extract crack growth data
#Compatibility
#
- ABAQUS output databases made from input files generated by pycrack
#
- ABAQUS 6.3 or 6.4
#
- Windows 2000/XP
#
- Python 2.3 or later
#Restrictions:
#
- Not designed for UNIX usage
#
- Only for use output databases generated by pycrack
#Directions for use:
# 1. Place the following files along with this script in the job working directory:
#
ABAQUS output database file (.odb)
#
Postprocessing script (opening_stress.py or cod_ctod.py)
# 2. Double click on the desired postprocessing script and answer the prompts.
#---------------------------------------#
##-->For Opening Stress Calculations<--##
#---------------------------------------#
#Model is symmetric about the Z-plane (string "yes" or "no")
z_sym = "no"
#Include front of mesh if Z symmetry is not used (string "yes" or "no")
mesh_front_include = "yes"
#Include back of mesh in Z symmetry is not used (string "yes" or "no")
mesh_back_include = "yes"
#Specify loading type (string "pressure" or "displacement")
loading_type = "pressure"
#Maxiumum applied pressure value if pressure loading is used (floating point)
max_applied_pressure = 412.6
#Minimum applied pressure value if pressure loading is used (floating point)
min_applied_pressure = 20.6
#-------------------------------------------#
##-->For Crack Displacement Calculations<--##
#-------------------------------------------#
#Number of additional 'da' increments behind the crack tip (integer)
# (Total number of 'da' increments behind the crack tip = 1 + additional 'da' increments)
additional_tip_offset = 0
#Get both CTOD and COD data (string "y" or "n")
get_ctod_cod = "y"
#Dimension multiplier for CTOD and CTSD (floating point or integer)
cd_dim_mult = 1000
#Crack extension "da" in single cycle (floating point)
crack_da = .00123457
#Crack growth starting x-coordinate, location of initial crack tip (floating point)
crack_start_xcoord = 0.1
#Get displacement data for an entire crack front (string "y" or "n")
alldata_cycle_do = "y"
#If applicable, cycle for which to get displacement data for entire crack front (integer)
alldata_cycle = 8
#If applicable, dimension multiplier for displacement data for entire crack front
# (floating point or integer)
alldata_dim_mult = 1000
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#This script creates text files of opening stresses and times for an ABAQUS analysis.
#Stephen Johnston, 2005
#Uses
#
- Getting opening stress and opening time results from an ABAQUS job
#
- Getting opening stress ratio results from an ABAQUS job
#Functional Details
#
- This script examines the active crack contact pressure for each loading cycle.
#
When zero contact pressure is reached for all contact, the crack is considred
#
open and the opening time is added to a list along with the loading cycle label.
#
The opening time is then used to calculate the remote applied stress. The remote
#
applied stress at the time of opening is calculated as the average stress applied
#
to the top elements of the mesh. For "pressure" loading, the remote applied
#
stress is also calculated as a percentage of the total applied stress for
#
comparison purposes.
#
- A seperate set of opening stresses is calculated for each specific plane in the
#
z-direction under consideration. The planes to be consided are determined based on
#
the contents of the input file 'postprocess_input.py'.
#
- This script can also handle an ABAQUS job that has been restarted numerous times.
#
If such a job is detected, the user will be prompted to decide whether each job
#
should be considered seperately or whether the results from each restart job should
#
be appended to the results from the original job.
#Compatibility
#
- ABAQUS input files generated by pycrack
#
- ABAQUS 6.3 or 6.4
#
- Windows 2000/XP
#
- Python 2.3 or later
#Restrictions:
#
- Not designed for UNIX usage
#
- Only for use with input files generated by pycrack
#Notes:
#
- This script requires that the text input file "postprocess_input.py" be placed in
#
the working directory with the appropriate job parameters in the opening stress
#
section entered correctly.
#Directions for use:
# 1. Place the following files along with this script in the job working directory:
#
ABAQUS output database file (.odb)
#
Job-specific text input file (postprocess_input.py)
# 2. Double click on this script and answer the prompts.
#----------------------#
##-->Import Modules<--##
#----------------------#
#Import Python modules.
#All of the required Python modules are included in the standard Python release.
import time, glob, os, sys
#Import input module.
try: #Import job data from input file.
from postprocess_input import *
os.remove('postprocess_input.pyc')
except: #Exit program if input file is not found.
print "This program could not find the text input file 'postprocess_input.py'."
raw_input("Press Enter to exit.")
sys.exit()
#Import ABAQUS modules.
try: #Import ABAQUS modules needed for accessing the output database.
from odbAccess import *
from abaqusConstants import *
except: #Restart program in ABAQUS command context if importation of ABAQUS modules fails.
os.system('start abaqus python opening_stress.py')
sys.exit()
begin_time = time.time() #Record script begin time for use in calculating total run time.
#------------------------#
##-->Define Functions<--##
#------------------------#
def ask_yes_no(question):
"""Asks for a yes or no user response.
Arguments: text string question (question)
Returns: text string "y" or "n" (response)"""
response = None
#Continue to prompt user until an appropriate response is given.
while response not in ("y","n"):
response = raw_input(question).lower()
if response not in ("y","n"):
print "!!!Please enter y for yes or n for no!!!"
return response
def ask_file(ext,desc):
"""Searches for a file of a certian extension.
Arguments: -text string required file extension, e.g. ".ext"
-text string description of the requested file
(ext,desc)
Returns: text string file name (file)"""
file_list = glob.glob("*"+ext) #List of file names with required extension.
if len(file_list) == 1: #Take the only option if the list contains one file name.
file = file_list[0]
elif len(file_list) == 0: #Exit the program if no eligible files are found.
print "\nNo "+desc+" found."
raw_input("\n\nPress Enter to exit program")
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sys.exit()
else: #If there is more than one eligible file name, prompt the user to choose the correct one.
print "\nMore than one possibility for "+desc+" found."
print "Please choose the appropriate file from the following list:\n"
for i in range(len(file_list)):
print "\t"+str(i)+": "+str(file_list[i])
index = int(raw_input("\nFile selection number: "))
file = file_list[index]
print "\nThe following "+desc+" will be used: "+file
return file
def get_input_run_main():
"""Get input information for postprocessing and run main program.
Arguments: none
Returns: none"""
print "Opening stress postprocessing script for use with pycrack generated jobs."
print "Stephen Johnston, 2005"
print "\nInitializing program..."
if loading_type == "pressure": #If pressure loading is indicated in input file, print loads.
print "\nPressure loading is specified, with a maximum of "+str(max_applied_pressure)\
+" and a minimum of "+str(min_applied_pressure)
glob_odb_list = glob.glob("*.odb") #Get list of ABAQUS output database files (.odb's).
odb_sort_list, odb_list = [], []
for odb in glob_odb_list: #Add .odb list items to sort list with integer indexes.
try: #Try to add integer index along with .odb name.
odb_sort_list.append([int(odb.split("_")[-1][:-4]),odb])
except: #If there in an integer index adding error, then assume the index is zero.
odb_sort_list.append([0,odb])
odb_sort_list.sort() #Sort the .odb sort list.
for odb in odb_sort_list: #Add the .odb sort list .odb name components to the main .odb name list.
odb_list.append(odb[1])
if len(odb_list) > 1: #If more than one .odb file exists, ask if all of them are to be considered.
multiple_odbs = ask_yes_no("\nFind opening stresses for all odb's?(y/n): ")
else:
multiple_odbs = "n"
if multiple_odbs == "y": #If multiple .odb's are to be considered, process them all.
append_data = ask_yes_no("\nCombine results?(y/n): ") #Ask if the results should be combined.
for odb_input_file in odb_list:
if append_data == "n": #If considering .odb's individually, create a seperate folder for each.
mode = "w" #Set access mode for results text file to "w" for all .odb's.
output_dir = odb_input_file[:-4]+"_results" #Name of output directory.
if os.path.exists(output_dir) == 0: #Create output directory if it does not already exist.
os.mkdir(output_dir)
#Name of results text file prefix.
opening_stress_output_file = odb_input_file[:-4]+"_open_stress"
main(odb_input_file,output_dir,opening_stress_output_file,mode) #Run main program.
elif append_data == "y": #If considering .odb's together, append results in the same folder.
if odb_input_file == odb_list[0]:
mode = "w" #Set access mode for results text file to "w" for first .odb.
else:
mode = "a" #Set access mode for results text file to "a" for successive .odb's.
output_dir = odb_list[0][:-4]+"_results_appended" #Name of output directory.
if os.path.exists(output_dir) == 0: #Create output directory if it does not already exist.
os.mkdir(output_dir)
#Name of results text file.
opening_stress_output_file = odb_list[0][:-4]+"_open_stress_appended"
main(odb_input_file,output_dir,opening_stress_output_file,mode) #Run main program.
elif multiple_odbs == "n": #If multiple .odb's are not to be considered, process only one .odb.
mode = "w" #Set access mode for results text file to "w" for the .odb.
odb_input_file = ask_file(".odb","output database file") #Get the .odb file name.
output_dir = odb_input_file[:-4]+"_results" #Name of output directory.
if os.path.exists(output_dir) == 0: #Create output directory if it does not already exist.
os.mkdir(output_dir)
opening_stress_output_file = odb_input_file[:-4]+"_open_stress" #Name of results text file prefix.
main(odb_input_file,output_dir,opening_stress_output_file,mode) #Run main program.
clean_data(output_dir,opening_stress_output_file) #Purge invalid entries from result files.
def clean_data(output_dir,opening_stress_output_file):
"""Purge invalid entries from result files.
Arguments: -text string name of output directory
-text string name of output file prefix
(output_dir,opening_stress_output_file)
Returns: none"""
files_considered = glob.glob(output_dir+"/"+opening_stress_output_file+"*") #List of output files.
for fil_con in files_considered: #Read every output file and remove any invalid entries.
fil = open(fil_con,"r") #Open results file.
fil_lines = fil.readlines() #Get lit of lines from results file.
fil.close() #Close results file.
idx, new_lines = "none", []
for line in fil_lines: #Check results file for duplicate opening indexes.
new_idx = int(line[0:8])
if new_idx != idx:
#Append lines with non-duplicate opening indexes to a new list of lines.
new_lines.append(line)
else:
print "\nInvalid entry removed from output file."
idx = new_idx
#If duplicate opening indexes are found, write a new results file with them removed.
if len(fil_lines) != len(new_lines):
fil_new = open(fil_con,"w") #Overwrite old results file and open new results file.
for line in new_lines: #Write new list of lines to new results file.
fil_new.write(line)
fil_new.close() #Close new results file.
def get_plane_opening_times(outputOdb,contact_type,z_list,step_dict,loading_steps):
"""For each loading step, evalute contact pressure for each node at each increment and
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form a list of the times when the crack is first fully open.
Arguments: -ABAQUS output database object
-text string contact type, either "gap" or "surface"
-list of node or element set objects with common z coordinates
-dictionary of increments for each step
-list of loading steps
(outputOdb,contact_type,z_list,step_dict,loading_steps)
Returns: list of opening times with [step,frame] information (opening_times)"""
print "\nCreating list of the times when the crack is first fully open for z = "+str(z_list[0])+"..."
opening_times = []
for loading_step in loading_steps: #Loop through loading steps, looking for time when crack is open.
for loading_frame in step_dict[loading_step]: #Examine each frame of each loading step.
closed_points, open_points = [], []
#If gap contact is used, use the 'S' field output for gap elements.
if contact_type == "gap":
cstress = outputOdb.steps[loading_step].frames[loading_frame]\
.fieldOutputs['S'].getSubset(region=z_list[1]).values #Contact pressure values.
for point_cstress in cstress: #Separate zero and non-zero contact pressures.
if point_cstress.press != 0.0:
closed_points.append(point_cstress.elementLabel)
else:
open_points.append(point_cstress.elementLabel)
#If surface contact is used, use the 'CPRESS' field output for contact surface nodes.
elif contact_type == "surface":
cstress = outputOdb.steps[loading_step].frames[loading_frame]\
.fieldOutputs['CPRESS'].getSubset(region=z_list[1]).values #Contact pressure values.
for node_cstress in cstress: #Separate zero and non-zero contact pressures.
if node_cstress.data != 0.0:
closed_points.append(node_cstress.nodeLabel)
else:
open_points.append(node_cstress.nodeLabel)
#If there are some closed points, continue to loop if last increment has not been reached.
if len(closed_points) != 0:
if loading_frame != step_dict[loading_step][-1]:
pass
else: #If the last increment has been reached, break the loop and record nothing.
print "No opening time found for "+loading_step
break #Break the loop and continue to the next loading cycle.
else: #If there are no closed points, then the crack is open.
opening_times.append([loading_step,loading_frame]) #Add opening time to list.
print "Found opening time "+str(loading_frame)+" for "+loading_step
break #Break the for loop and continue to the next loading cycle.
return opening_times
def get_opening_stresses(outputOdb,output_dir,opening_stress_output_file,\
opening_times,z_coord,step_dict,mode):
"""Find the opening stresses to go along with a list opening times.
Arguments: -ABAQUS output database object
-text string name of output directory
-text string name of output file
-list of opening times with [step,frame] information
-floating point z-plane coordinate
-dictionary of increments for each step
-text string output file writing mode, either "w" or "a"
(outputOdb,output_dir,opening_stress_output_file,\
opening_times,z_coord,step_dict,mode)
Returns: none"""
opening_stress_out = open(output_dir+"/"+opening_stress_output_file+\
"_"+str(round(z_coord,5))+".txt",mode) #Open results file.
top_elements = outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].elementSets['TOP_ELSET'] #Top element set.
if loading_type == "displacement": #If loading type is displacement, do not consider applied pressure.
print "\nFinding the opening stresses for displacement loading..."
for times in opening_times: #For each item in the list of opening times, record the opening stress.
opening = int(times[0].split("_")[1]) #Loading step number.
stress_list = []
#Stress on mesh top elements at time of opening.
s_open = outputOdb.steps[times[0]].frames[times[1]].fieldOutputs['S']\
.getSubset(region=top_elements, position=INTEGRATION_POINT).values
for value in s_open: #List of y-direction stresses for each top element.
stress_list.append(value.data[1])
stress_sum = 0
for i in stress_list: #Sum of y-direction stresses for all top elements.
stress_sum += i
#Average y-direction stress for all top elements in mesh.
stress_avg_nset = (stress_sum / len(stress_list))
#Write the following to the opening stress results file:
# (Loading step number, opening increment, average stress on top of mesh)
opening_stress_out.write('%8d %8d %12.6f\n' % (opening,times[1],stress_avg_nset))
print '%8d %8d %12.6f' % (opening,times[1],stress_avg_nset)
elif loading_type == "pressure": #If loading type is pressure, consider applied pressure magnitude.
print "\nFinding the opening stresses for pressure loading..."
pressure_range = max_applied_pressure - min_applied_pressure #Applied loading pressure range.
for times in opening_times: #For each item in the list of opening times, record the opening stress.
opening = int(times[0].split("_")[1]) #Loading step number.
opening_frame = times[1] #Opening increment number.
loading_frames = len(step_dict[times[0]]) - 1 #Total number of loading increments.
multiplier = float(opening_frame) / float(loading_frames) #Loading range multiplier
stress_avg = (multiplier * pressure_range) - abs(min_applied_pressure) #Average applied stress.
if opening == 0: #For the first loading step, the loading starts from zero.
stress_avg += abs(min_applied_pressure)
stress_list = []
#Stress on mesh top elements at time of opening.
s_open = outputOdb.steps[times[0]].frames[times[1]].fieldOutputs['S']\
.getSubset(region=top_elements, position=INTEGRATION_POINT).values
for value in s_open: #List of y-direction stresses for each top element.
stress_list.append(value.data[1])
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stress_sum = 0
for i in stress_list: #Sum of y-direction stresses for all top elements.
stress_sum += i
#Average y-direction stress for all top elements in mesh.
stress_avg_nset = (stress_sum / len(stress_list))
#Write the following to the opening stress results file:
# (loading step number, opening increment, applied pressure, applied pressure stress ratio,
# average stress on top of mesh, average stress on top of mesh stress ratio)
#Note: Experience has shown the average stress on top of the mesh to be a more reliable
# measurement than applied pressure, this is due at least in part to nonuniformity of
# increment lengths.
opening_stress_out.write('%8d %8d %12.6f %12.6f %12.6f %12.6f\n'\
% (opening,times[1],stress_avg,(stress_avg/max_applied_pressure),stress_avg_nset,\
(stress_avg_nset/max_applied_pressure)))
print '%8d %8d %12.6f %12.6f %12.6f %12.6f'\
% (opening,times[1],stress_avg,(stress_avg/max_applied_pressure),stress_avg_nset,\
(stress_avg_nset/max_applied_pressure))
else:
print "\nNot able to determine loading type!!!"
opening_stress_out.close() #Close results file.
def steps(outputOdb):
"""Create dictionary of increments for each step and list of step names.
Arguments: ABAQUS output database object (outputOdb)
Returns: -dictionary of increments for each step
-list of text string step names
(step_dict, step_names)"""
print "\nCreating step and increment variables..."
step_dict = {}
step_names = []
for stepName in outputOdb.steps.keys():
step_names.append(stepName) #Add every step name to the step name list.
frames = []
for index in range(len(outputOdb.steps[stepName].frames)): #Create list of frames.
frames.append(index)
step_dict[stepName] = frames #Add frame list for each step to step dictionary.
return step_dict, step_names
def load_steps(step_names):
"""Create list of loading step names.
Arguments: list of text string step names (step_names)
Returns: list of text string loading step names (loading_steps)"""
print "\nCreating list of loading steps..."
loading_steps = []
#If "loading" is found in the step name, add the step name to to the list of loading step names.
for step in step_names:
if "loading" in step.split("_"):
loading_steps.append(step)
print "Found loading steps "+loading_steps[0]+" through "+loading_steps[-1]
return loading_steps
def z_list(outputOdb,contact_type):
"""Create list of z node or element sets.
Arguments: -ABAQUS output database object
-text string contact type, either "gap" or "surface"
(outputOdb,contact_type)
Returns: list of node or element set objects with common z coordinates (z_list_mod)"""
z_list = []
if contact_type == "gap": #If gap contact is used, get z-coordinate sorted element sets.
for key in outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].elementSets.keys():
key_list = key.split("_")
#If "GAP" and "Z" are in the element set name, add the element set object to the list.
if key_list[0] == "GAP" and key_list[1] == "Z":
z_list.append([float(key_list[2]+"."+key_list[3]),outputOdb.rootAssembly.\
instances['PART-1-1'].elementSets[key]])
elif contact_type == "surface": #If surface contact is used, get z-coordinate sorted node sets.
for key in outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].nodeSets.keys():
key_list = key.split("_")
#If "CRACK" and "Z" are in the node set name, add the node set object to the list.
if key_list[0] == "CRACK" and key_list[1] == "Z":
z_list.append([float(key_list[2]+"."+key_list[3]),outputOdb.rootAssembly.\
instances['PART-1-1'].nodeSets[key]])
if z_sym == "yes": #If z symmetry is used, only consider the edges of the mesh.
z_list_mod = [z_list[0],z_list[-1]]
elif z_sym == "no": #If z symmetry is not used, only consider certian layers of the mesh.
if len(z_list) % 2 == 1: #If the mesh has an even number of layers, consider center and edges.
mid_index = len(z_list)/2
z_list_mod = [z_list[mid_index]] #Center layer of the mesh.
if mesh_front_include == "yes": #If desired, include the front layer of the mesh.
z_list_mod.append(z_list[0])
if mesh_back_include == "yes": #If desired, include the back layer of the mesh.
z_list_mod.append(z_list[-1])
else:
print "\nError! Mesh does not have an even number of layers!"
print "\nOpening stresses will be found for the following Z coordinates..."
for i in z_list_mod:
print "Z = "+str(i[0])
return z_list_mod
def gap_or_surface(outputOdb):
"""Determine the type of contact used in the analysis.
Arguments: ABAQUS output database object (outputOdb)
Returns: text string contact type, either "gap" or "surface" (contact_type)"""
print "\nDetermining the type of contact used in the analysis..."
#If an element set named "GAP_ELSETS" can be found in the output database, then gap contact is used.
if "GAP_ELSETS" in outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].elementSets.keys():
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contact_type = "gap"
print "Gap contact is used in this analysis."
else: #If gap contact is not used, surface contact is used.
contact_type = "surface"
print "Surface contact is used in this analysis."
return contact_type
def main(odb_input_file,output_dir,opening_stress_output_file,mode):
"""Run the main program that finds opening stresses for a given .odb file.
Arguments: -text string name of .odb file
-text string name of output directory
-text string name of output file prefix
-text string output file writing mode, either "w" or "a"
(odb_input_file,output_dir,opening_stress_output_file,mode)
Returns: none"""
print "\nOpening "+odb_input_file+"..."
outputOdb = openOdb(path=odb_input_file) #Open the .odb file.
contact_type = gap_or_surface(outputOdb) #Get the contact type.
step_dict, step_names = steps(outputOdb) #Get the step increment dictionary and list of step names.
loading_steps = load_steps(step_names) #Get list loading steps.
z_lists = z_list(outputOdb,contact_type) #Get list of z node or element sets.
for i in range(len(z_lists)): #For each z node or element set, get the opening stresses.
get_opening_stresses(outputOdb,output_dir,opening_stress_output_file,\
get_plane_opening_times(outputOdb,contact_type,z_lists[i],step_dict,loading_steps),\
z_lists[i][0],step_dict,mode)
print "\nClosing "+odb_input_file+"..."
outputOdb.close() #Close the .odb file.
#------------------------#
##--->Launch Program<---##
#------------------------#
#If this script is not imported as a module, run the main program.
if __name__ == "__main__":
get_input_run_main()
end_time = time.time() #Record script end time for use in calculating total run time.
#Print script total run time.
print "\nThis operation took "+str(int((end_time-begin_time)/60))+" minutes and "\
+str(round((end_time-begin_time)%60,3))+" seconds to complete.\n"
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#This script creates text files of CTODs and CODs for an ABAQUS analysis.
#Stephen Johnston, 2005
#Uses
#
- Getting CTOD and COD results from an ABAQUS job.
#
- Getting crack profile COD results for a specific cycle from an ABAQUS job
#Functional Details
#
- This script obtains the crack opening displacement for all z-direction through
#
thickness planes by recording the contact opening gap at each contact surface
#
node or gap contact element.
#
- All crack opening diplacement data (crack profile) is obtained for a particular
#
cycle by finding the contact opening displacement for each z-coordinate plane
#
at each crack x-coordinate.
#
- The crack tip opening displacement at a specified number of growth increments behind
#
the crack tip (CTOD) is obtained by moving the location of measurement along with
#
the crack as it grows at a fixed distance away from the crack tip. The CTOD values
#
are then obtained as a function of cycle for each z-coordinate plane.
#
- The opening displacement at the crack mouth (COD) is obtained as a function of cycle
#
for each z-coordinate plane.
#Compatibility
#
- ABAQUS input files generated by pycrack
#
- ABAQUS 6.3 or 6.4
#
- Windows 2000/XP
#
- Python 2.3 or later
#Restrictions:
#
- Not designed for UNIX usage
#
- Only for use with input files generated by pycrack
#Notes:
#
- This script requires that the text input file "postprocess_input.py" be placed in
#
the working directory with the appropriate job parameters in the crack displacement
#
section entered correctly.
#Directions for use:
# 1. Place the following files along with this script in the job working directory:
#
ABAQUS output database file (.odb)
#
Job-specific text input file (postprocess_input.py)
# 2. Double click on this script and answer the prompts.
#----------------------#
##-->Import Modules<--##
#----------------------#
#Import Python modules.
#All of the required Python modules are included in the standard Python release.
import time, glob, os, sys, copy, shelve
#Import input module.
try: #Import job data from input file.
from postprocess_input import *
os.remove('postprocess_input.pyc')
except: #Exit program if input file is not found.
print "This program could not find the text input file 'postprocess_input.py'."
raw_input("Press Enter to exit.")
sys.exit()
#Import ABAQUS modules.
try: #Import ABAQUS modules needed for accessing the output database.
from odbAccess import *
from abaqusConstants import *
except: #Restart program in ABAQUS command context if importation of ABAQUS modules fails.
os.system('start abaqus python ctod_cod.py')
sys.exit()
begin_time = time.time() #Record script begin time for use in calculating total run time.
#------------------------#
##-->Define Functions<--##
#------------------------#
def ask_yes_no(question):
"""Asks for a yes or no user response.
Arguments: text string question (question)
Returns: text string "y" or "n" (response)"""
response = None
#Continue to prompt user until an appropriate response is given.
while response not in ("y","n"):
response = raw_input(question).lower()
if response not in ("y","n"):
print "!!!Please enter y for yes or n for no!!!"
return response
def ask_int(number):
"""Ask for an integer greater than or equal to zero.
Arguments: text string request for an integer (number)
Returns: integer greater than zero (response)"""
response = -1
#Continue to prompt user until an appropriate response is given.
while response < 0:
try:
response = int(raw_input(number))
except:
print "!!!Please enter a number greater than zero!!!"
return response
def ask_file(ext,desc):
"""Searches for a file of a certian extension.
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Arguments: -text string required file extension, e.g. ".ext"
-text string description of the requested file
(ext,desc)
Returns: text string file name (file)"""
file_list = glob.glob("*"+ext) #List of file names with required extension.
if len(file_list) == 1: #Take the only option if the list contains one file name.
file = file_list[0]
elif len(file_list) == 0: #Exit the program if no eligible files are found.
print "\nNo "+desc+" found."
raw_input("\n\nPress Enter to exit program")
sys.exit()
else: #If there is more than one eligible file name, prompt the user to choose the correct one.
print "\nMore than one possibility for "+desc+" found."
print "Please choose the appropriate file from the following list:\n"
for i in range(len(file_list)):
print "\t"+str(i)+": "+str(file_list[i])
index = int(raw_input("\nFile selection number: "))
file = file_list[index]
print "\nThe following "+desc+" will be used: "+file
return file
def get_input_run_main():
"""Get input information for postprocessing and run main program.
Arguments: none
Returns: none"""
print "CTOD and COD postprocessing script for use with pycrack generated jobs."
print "Stephen Johnston, 2005"
print "\nInitializing program..."
if get_ctod_cod == "y": #If specified in input file, CTOD and COD data will be extracted.
print "\nCTOD and COD data will be extracted and written."
print "\nCTOD will be evaluated "+str(additional_tip_offset+1)+" node behind crack tip."
else:
print "\nCTOD and COD data will not be extracted and written."
if alldata_cycle_do == "y": #If specified in input file, crack profile data will be extracted.
print "\nCrack profile data will be extracted and written for cycle "+str(alldata_cycle)+"."
glob_odb_list = glob.glob("*.odb") #Get list of ABAQUS output database files (.odb's).
odb_sort_list, odb_list = [], []
for odb in glob_odb_list: #Add .odb list items to sort list with integer indexes.
try: #Try to add integer index along with .odb name.
odb_sort_list.append([int(odb.split("_")[-1][:-4]),odb])
except: #If there in an integer index adding error, then assume the index is zero.
odb_sort_list.append([0,odb])
odb_sort_list.sort() #Sort the .odb sort list.
for odb in odb_sort_list: #Add the .odb sort list .odb name components to the main .odb name list.
odb_list.append(odb[1])
if len(odb_list) > 1: #If more than one .odb file exists, ask if all of them are to be considered.
multiple_odbs = ask_yes_no("\nFind crack displacement data for all odb's?(y/n): ")
else:
multiple_odbs = "n"
if multiple_odbs == "y": #If multiple .odb's are to be considered, process them all.
append_data = ask_yes_no("\nCombine results?(y/n): ") #Ask if the results should be combined.
for odb_input_file in odb_list:
if append_data == "n": #If considering .odb's individually, create a seperate folder for each.
mode = "w" #Set access mode for results text file to "w" for all .odb's.
output_dir = odb_input_file[:-4]+"_results" #Name of output directory.
if os.path.exists(output_dir) == 0: #Create output directory if it does not already exist.
os.mkdir(output_dir)
ctod_output_file = odb_input_file[:-4] #Name of results text file prefix.
dat_file_name = odb_list[0][:-4]+"_zctod" #Data file for accessing z node data.
#Run main program.
alldata_cycle_written = main(odb_input_file,output_dir,ctod_output_file,dat_file_name,mode)
elif append_data == "y": #If considering .odb's together, append results in the same folder.
if odb_input_file == odb_list[0]:
mode = "w" #Set access mode for results text file to "w" for first .odb.
else:
mode = "a" #Set access mode for results text file to "a" for successive .odb's.
output_dir = odb_list[0][:-4]+"_results_appended" #Name of output directory.
if os.path.exists(output_dir) == 0: #Create output directory if it does not already exist.
os.mkdir(output_dir)
ctod_output_file = odb_list[0][:-4]+"_appended" #Name of results text file prefix.
dat_file_name = odb_list[0][:-4]+"_zctod" #Name of data file for accessing z node data.
#Run main program.
alldata_cycle_written = main(odb_input_file,output_dir,ctod_output_file,dat_file_name,mode)
#If crack profile data has been written and CTOD and COD data are not desired,
# do not consider any more .odb's.
if alldata_cycle_written == 1 and get_ctod_cod == "n":
break
elif multiple_odbs == "n": #If multiple .odb's are not to be considered, process only one .odb.
mode = "w" #Set access mode for results text file to "w" for the .odb.
odb_input_file = ask_file(".odb","output database file") #Get the .odb file name.
output_dir = odb_input_file[:-4]+"_results" #Name of output directory.
if os.path.exists(output_dir) == 0: #Create output directory if it does not already exist.
os.mkdir(output_dir)
ctod_output_file = odb_input_file[:-4] #Name of results text file prefix.
dat_file_name = odb_input_file[:-4]+"_zctod" #Name of data file for accessing z node data.
#Run main program.
alldata_cycle_written = main(odb_input_file,output_dir,ctod_output_file,dat_file_name,mode)
def dat_file_check(dat_file_name):
"""Determine if _zctod data file exists.
Arguments: text string name of data file (dat_file_name)
Returns: interger 1 or 0 for existence or lack thereof, respectively (dat_file_exists)"""
dat_file_exists = os.path.exists(dat_file_name+".dat") #Determine if the data file exists.
if dat_file_exists == 1:
print "\nData file found..."
else:
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print "\nData file will be created..."
return dat_file_exists
def steps(outputOdb):
"""Create list of step names for steps with completed increments.
Arguments: ABAQUS output database object (outputOdb)
Returns: list of text string step names (step_name)"""
print "\nCreating step variables..."
step_names = []
for stepName in outputOdb.steps.keys():
if len(outputOdb.steps[stepName].frames) != 0: #Check to verify step has completed increments.
step_names.append(stepName) #Add step name to the step name list.
else:
break
return step_names
def adv_steps(step_names,additional_tip_offset,outputOdb,contact_type):
"""Create list of advance step names and their respective contact opening
history output variables and node or element sets.
Arguments: -list of text string step names
-integer number of additional 'da' increments behind crack tip to be considered
-ABAQUS output database object
-text string contact type, either "gap" or "surface"
(step_names,additional_tip_offset,outputOdb,contact_type)
Returns: list of advance step names, history variables and node or element sets (advance_step_list)"""
print "\nCreating list of advance steps..."
advance_step_list, field_vars_2, node_sets_2, element_sets_2, element_sets_3 = [], [], [], [], []
pre_node_sets, pre_element_sets = [], []
#If surface contact is used, look for "COPEN" field outputs and crack x-coordinate bottom node sets.
if contact_type == "surface":
field_vars = outputOdb.steps[step_names[0]].frames[1].fieldOutputs.keys()
for j in range(len(field_vars)): #Add all "COPEN" field output variables to a list.
if field_vars[j].split()[0] == "COPEN":
field_vars_2.append(field_vars[j])
node_sets = outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].nodeSets.keys() #List of all node sets.
for k in range(len(node_sets)): #Add pre-crack and crack x-coordinate node sets to seperate lists.
split_nset = node_sets[k].split("_") #Split names by "_" and look only for sets on the bottom.
if len(split_nset) >= 4 and split_nset[0] == "CYCLE" and split_nset[3] == "BOTTOM":
node_sets_2.append(node_sets[k])
elif len(split_nset) >= 3 and\
split_nset[0]+"_"+split_nset[1]+"_"+split_nset[2] == "CRACK_BOTTOM_NSET":
pre_node_sets.append(float(split_nset[3]+"."+split_nset[4]),node_sets[k])
pre_node_sets.sort() #Sort the pre-crack node sets by x-coordinate.
elif contact_type == "gap": #If gap contact is used, look for gap x-coordinate element sets.
element_sets = outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].\
elementSets.keys() #List of all element sets.
#Add pre-crack and crack x-coordinate gap contact element sets to seperate lists.
for k in range(len(element_sets)):
split_elset = element_sets[k].split("_")
if split_elset[0] == "GAP" and split_elset[1] == "CYC":
element_sets_2.append(float(split_elset[2]+"."+split_elset[3]),element_sets[k])
elif split_elset[0] == "GAP" and split_elset[1] == "PRE":
pre_element_sets.append(float(split_elset[2]+"."+split_elset[3]),element_sets[k])
pre_element_sets.sort() #Sort the pre-crack gap element sets by x-coordinate.
element_sets_2.sort() #Sort the crack gap element sets by x-coordinate.
for g in range(len(element_sets_2)): #Add index number to list of crack gap element sets.
element_sets_3.append(g,element_sets_2[g][0],element_sets_2[g][1])
step_index = 0
#For each advance step under consideration,
# create list entries for history variable and element or node sets.
for step in step_names:
if "advance" in step.split("_"): #Only consider advance steps.
nset_index = step_index - additional_tip_offset #Adjust CTOD index for any additional offset.
#If surface contact is used, consider the corresponding "COPEN" field variables and node sets.
if contact_type == "surface":
for i in field_vars_2: #Find the correct "COPEN" field variable for the considered step.
if int(i.split()[1].split("_")[1]) == int(step.split("_")[1]):
var = i
if nset_index >= 0: #If applicable, find the correct crack node set.
for l in node_sets_2:
if int(l.split("_")[1]) == (int(step.split("_")[1])-additional_tip_offset):
set = outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].nodeSets[l]
elif nset_index < 0: #If applicable, find the correct pre-crack node set.
set = outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].\
nodeSets[pre_node_sets[nset_index][1]]
#If gap contact is used, consider the 'E' field variable and gap contact element sets.
elif contact_type == "gap":
var = 'E' #Field output variable.
if nset_index >= 0: #If applicable, find the correct crack gap contact element set.
for l in element_sets_3:
if l[0] == (int(step.split("_")[1])-additional_tip_offset):
set = outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].elementSets[l[2]]
elif nset_index < 0: #If applicable, find the correct pre-crack gap contact element set.
set = outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].\
elementSets[pre_node_sets[nset_index][1]]
#Add the step and its respective field output variable and node or element set to the list.
advance_step_list.append([step,var,set])
step_index += 1
return advance_step_list
def z_dict(dat_file_name,outputOdb,contact_type):
"""Create node z-coordinate and z-coordinate data dictionaries.
Arguments: -text string name of z-dictionary data file
-ABAQUS output database object
-text string contact type, either "gap" or "surface"
(dat_file_name,outputOdb,contact_type)
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Returns: -dictionary of z-coordinates for each crack front node
-dictionary of empty lists for each crack front z-coordinate
(z_node_dict, z_data_dict_empty)"""
file_exists = dat_file_check(dat_file_name) #Check to see if z dictionary data file exists.
if file_exists == 0: #If the z dictionary data file does not exist, create the z dictionaries.
print "\nCreating z dictionaries..."
z_node_dict, z_data_dict_empty = {}, {}
if contact_type == "surface": #If surface contact is used, consider crack node sets.
for key in outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].\
nodeSets.keys(): #Examine every node set name to find crack z-coordinate sets.
key_list = key.split("_")
if key_list[0] == "CRACK" and key_list[1] == "Z":
z_coord = float(key_list[2]+"."+key_list[3])
z_data_dict_empty[z_coord] = [] #Add z-coordinate to empty list dictionary.
nset = outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].nodeSets[key]
for i in nset.nodes:
z_node_dict[int(i.label)] = z_coord #Add nodes to z-coordinate dictionary.
elif contact_type == "gap": #If gap contact is used, consider contact element sets.
for key in outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].\
elementSets.keys(): #Examine every element set name to find crack z-coordinate sets.
key_list = key.split("_")
if key_list[0] == "GAP" and key_list[1] == "Z":
z_coord = float(key_list[2]+"."+key_list[3])
z_data_dict_empty[z_coord] = [] #Add z-coordinate to empty list dictionary.
elset = outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].elementSets[key]
for i in elset.elements:
z_node_dict[int(i.label)] = z_coord #Add nodes to z-coordinate dictionary.
db = shelve.open(dat_file_name,"c") #Create and open the z dictionary data file for writing.
db["z_node_dict"], db["z_data_dict_empty"] = z_node_dict, z_data_dict_empty
db.sync() #Synchronize data written to the z dictionary data file.
db.close() #Close the z dictionary data file.
elif file_exists == 1: #If the z dictionary data file does not exist, read the z dictionaries.
print "\nReading z dictionaries from data file..."
db = shelve.open(dat_file_name,"r") #Open the z dictionary data file for reading.
z_node_dict, z_data_dict_empty = db["z_node_dict"],\
db["z_data_dict_empty"] #Read the z dictionaries from the data file.
db.close() #Close the z dictionary data file.
return z_node_dict, z_data_dict_empty
def z_ctod(adv_stps,z_node_dict,z_data_dict_empty,outputOdb,contact_type):
"""Create CTOD and COD data dictionaries.
Arguments: -list of advance step names, history variables, and node or elements sets
-dictionary of z-coordinates for each crack front node
-dictionary of empty lists for each crack front z-coordinate
-ABAQUS output database object
-text string contact type, either "gap" or "surface"
(adv_stps,z_node_dict,z_data_dict_empty,outputOdb,contact_type)
Returns: -dictionary of CTOD data
-dictionary of COD data
(z_data_dict_ctod, z_data_dict_cod)"""
print "\nCreating CTOD and COD data dictionaries..."
z_data_dict_ctod = copy.deepcopy(z_data_dict_empty) #Copy empty data dictionary for CTOD.
z_data_dict_cod = copy.deepcopy(z_data_dict_empty )#Copy empty data dictionary for COD.
if contact_type == "surface": #If surface contact is used, the COD node set is at the crack mouth.
cod_nset = outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].nodeSets['CRACK_BOTTOM_NSET_0_0']
elif contact_type == "gap": #If gap contact is used, the COD element set is the first gap element set.
for key in outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].elementSets.keys():
key_list = key.split("_")
if key_list[0] == "GAP" and key_list[-1] == "0" and key_list[-2] == "0":
cod_nset = outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].elementSets[key]
break #Break when the correct node set has been found.
for step in adv_stps: #For every avance step, find the CTOD and COD data.
ctods = outputOdb.steps[step[0]].frames[-1]\
.fieldOutputs[step[1]].getSubset(region=step[2]).values #CTOD values.
for ctod in ctods:
if contact_type == "surface": #If surface contact is used, consider opening data for nodes.
z_data_dict_ctod[z_node_dict[ctod.nodeLabel]].append([step[0],ctod.data])
elif contact_type == "gap": #If gap contact is used, consider opening data for elements.
z_data_dict_ctod[z_node_dict[ctod.elementLabel]].append([step[0],ctod.data[0]])
cods = outputOdb.steps[step[0]].frames[-1]\
.fieldOutputs[step[1]].getSubset(region=cod_nset).values #COD values.
for cod in cods:
if contact_type == "surface": #If surface contact is used, consider opening data for nodes.
z_data_dict_cod[z_node_dict[cod.nodeLabel]].append([step[0],cod.data])
elif contact_type == "gap": #If gap contact is used, consider opening data for elements.
z_data_dict_cod[z_node_dict[cod.elementLabel]].append([step[0],cod.data[0]])
return z_data_dict_ctod, z_data_dict_cod
def z_cod_cycle(cycle,z_node_dict,z_data_dict_empty,outputOdb,contact_type):
"""Create COD data dictionary for entire crack front given a specific cycle.
Arguments: -integer cycle number for cycle from which crack profile data should be taken
-dictionary of z-coordinates for each crack front node
-dictionary of empty lists for each crack front z-coordinate
-ABAQUS output database object
-text string contact type, either "gap" or "surface"
(cycle,z_node_dict,z_data_dict_empty,outputOdb,contact_type)
Returns: none"""
print "\nCreating COD data dictionary for entire crack front for cycle "+str(cycle)+"..."
front_dict = {}
z_data_dict_cod_cycle = copy.deepcopy(z_data_dict_empty) #Copy the empty z-coordinate dictionary.
if contact_type == "surface": #If surface contact is used, get the COD using the "COPEN" field output.
field_vars = outputOdb.steps["advance_"+str(cycle)].\
frames[1].fieldOutputs.keys() #All field output variables.
#Loop through the field output labels until "COPEN" for the cycle of interest is found.
for j in range(len(field_vars)):
field_split1 = field_vars[j].split() #Split once at the "_".
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if len(field_split1) == 2: #If the first split has two pieces, split again at the "_".
field_split2 = field_split1[1].split("_")
#If the correct field output variable is found, break the for loop.
if field_split1[0] == "COPEN" and field_split2[0] == "CYC" and\
field_split2[1] == str(cycle):
var = field_vars[j] #Field output variable.
break #Break the for loop.
cod_cycle_set = outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].\
nodeSets['CONTACT_BOTTOM_NODES'] #Crack bottom surface node set.
#Create dictionary of the coordinates for every crack bottom surface node.
for nset_node in cod_cycle_set.nodes:
front_dict[nset_node.label] = nset_node.coordinates
#Get the value of "COPEN" for every node in the crack bottom surface node set.
cods_cycle = outputOdb.steps["advance_"+str(cycle)].frames[-1]\
.fieldOutputs[var].getSubset(region=cod_cycle_set).values
for cod_cycle in cods_cycle: #Add data for each z-coordinate to the crack profile dictionary.
z_data_dict_cod_cycle[z_node_dict[cod_cycle.nodeLabel]].append([front_dict[\
cod_cycle.nodeLabel][0],cod_cycle.data])
elif contact_type == "gap": #If gap contact is used, get the COD using the "E" field output.
var = 'E' #Field output variable.
cod_cycle_set = outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].\
elementSets['GAP_ELSETS'] #Gap element set for entire crack.
#Create dictionary of the coordinates for every gap element.
for elset_element in cod_cycle_set.elements:
front_dict[elset_element.label] = outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].\
nodes[elset_element.connectivity[0]-1].coordinates
#Get the value of "E" for every element in the gap element set.
cods_cycle = outputOdb.steps["advance_"+str(cycle)].frames[-1]\
.fieldOutputs[var].getSubset(region=cod_cycle_set).values
for cod_cycle in cods_cycle: #Add data for each z-coordinate to the crack profile dictionary.
z_data_dict_cod_cycle[z_node_dict[cod_cycle.elementLabel]].append([front_dict[\
cod_cycle.elementLabel][0],cod_cycle.data[0]])
for key in z_data_dict_cod_cycle.keys(): #For every z-coordinate, sort the x-coordinate list.
z_data_dict_cod_cycle[key].sort() #Sort the x-coordinate list in ascending order.
return z_data_dict_cod_cycle
def write_ctod(z_data_dict,dict_type,ctod_output_file,output_dir,mode):
"""Write CTOD, COD, or crack profile results to text files.
Arguments: -dictionary of CTOD, COD, or crack profile data
-text string name of dictionary type, either
"cycle_"+cycle_number for crack profile type
or anything else for either CTOD or COD type
-text string name of output file prefix
-text string name of output directory
-text string output file writing mode, either "w" or "a"
(z_data_dict,dict_type,ctod_output_file,output_dir,mode)
Returns: none"""
print "\nWriting "+dict_type+" results to files..."
#For each z-coordinate, write the results applicable to the specified results dictionary type.
for key in z_data_dict.keys():
print "\nFor Z = "+str(key)
ctod_out = open(output_dir+"/"+ctod_output_file+"_"+\
dict_type+"_"+str(round(key,5))+".txt",mode) #Open results file.
ctod_list = z_data_dict[key] #List of data that corresponds to the z-plane under consideration.
#If "cycle_"+cycle_number is not the specified dictionary type, write either CTOD or COD data.
if dict_type.split("_")[0] != "cycle":
for value in ctod_list: #For each advance step under consideration, write the applicable data.
#Write the following to the CTOD or COD results file:
# (advance step label, advance cycle number, total crack growth in the x-direction,
# opening displacement value)
ctod_out.write('%s %8d %12.6f %12.6f\n' % (value[0],int(value[0].split("_")[1]),\
((int(value[0].split("_")[1])*crack_da)+crack_da)*cd_dim_mult,\
value[1]*cd_dim_mult))
print '%s %8d %12.6f %12.6f' % (value[0],int(value[0].split("_")[1]),\
((int(value[0].split("_")[1])*crack_da)+crack_da)*cd_dim_mult,\
value[1]*cd_dim_mult)
else: #If "cycle_"+cycle_number is the specified dictionary type, write crack profile data.
x_tip = crack_start_xcoord+(alldata_cycle+1)*crack_da #X-direction location of crack tip.
for value in ctod_list: #For each x-coordinate under consideration, write the applicable data.
#Write the following to the crack profile results file:
# (x-coordinate, distance of x-coordinate from crack tip, opening displacement value)
ctod_out.write('%12.6f %12.6f %12.6f\n' % (value[0]*alldata_dim_mult,\
(x_tip-value[0])*alldata_dim_mult,value[1]*alldata_dim_mult))
print '%12.6f %12.6f %12.6f' % (value[0]*alldata_dim_mult,\
(x_tip-value[0])*alldata_dim_mult,value[1]*alldata_dim_mult)
ctod_out.close() #Close results file.
def gap_or_surface(outputOdb):
"""Determine the type of contact used in the analysis.
Arguments: ABAQUS output database object (outputOdb)
Returns: text string contact type, either "gap" or "surface" (contact_type)"""
print "\nDetermining the type of contact used in the analysis..."
#If an element set named "GAP_ELSETS" can be found in the output database, then gap contact is used.
if "GAP_ELSETS" in outputOdb.rootAssembly.instances['PART-1-1'].elementSets.keys():
contact_type = "gap"
print "Gap contact is used in this analysis."
else: #If gap contact is not used, surface contact is used.
contact_type = "surface"
print "Surface contact is used in this analysis."
return contact_type
def main(odb_input_file,output_dir,ctod_output_file,dat_file_name,mode):
"""Run the main program that finds the crack displacements for a given .odb file.
Arguments: -text string name of .odb file
-text string name of output directory
-text string name of output file prefix
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-text string name of data file for accessing z node data
-text string output file writing mode, either "w" or "a"
(odb_input_file,output_dir,ctod_output_file,dat_file_name,mode)
Returns: interger 1 or 0 for crack profile data written
or lack thereof, respectively (alldata_cycle_written)"""
print "\nOpening "+odb_input_file+"..."
alldata_cycle_written = 0
outputOdb = openOdb(path=odb_input_file) #Open the .odb file.
contact_type = gap_or_surface(outputOdb) #Get the contact type.
z_node_dict, z_data_dict_empty = z_dict(dat_file_name,outputOdb,contact_type) #Get the z dictionaries.
step_names = steps(outputOdb) #Get the list of step names for steps with completed increments.
if get_ctod_cod == "y": #If CTOD and COD results are desired, extract and write them to files.
#Get the COD and CTOD result dictionaries.
z_data_dict_ctod, z_data_dict_cod = z_ctod(adv_steps(step_names,additional_tip_offset,outputOdb,\
contact_type),z_node_dict,z_data_dict_empty,outputOdb,contact_type)
write_ctod(z_data_dict_ctod,"CTOD",ctod_output_file,output_dir,mode) #Record the CTOD results.
write_ctod(z_data_dict_cod,"COD",ctod_output_file,output_dir,mode) #Record the COD results.
if alldata_cycle_do == "y": #If crack profile results are desired, extract and write them to files.
#If the name of the desired cycle for extracting crack profile results is in the list of names
# of steps with completed increments, extract the results and write them to files.
if "advance_"+str(alldata_cycle) in step_names:
z_data_dict_cod_cycle = z_cod_cycle(alldata_cycle,z_node_dict,\
z_data_dict_empty,outputOdb,contact_type) #Get the crack profile dictionary.
write_ctod(z_data_dict_cod_cycle,"cycle_"+str(alldata_cycle),\
ctod_output_file,output_dir,"w") #Record the crack profile results.
alldata_cycle_written = 1
else:
print "\nCrack profile data not written for cycle "+\
str(alldata_cycle)+" due to cycle absence in odb."
print "\nClosing "+odb_input_file+"..."
outputOdb.close() #Close the .odb file.
return alldata_cycle_written
#------------------------#
##--->Launch Program<---##
#------------------------#
#If this script is not imported as a module, run the main program.
if __name__ == "__main__":
get_input_run_main()
end_time = time.time() #Record script end time for use in calculating total run time.
#Print script total run time.
print "\nThis operation took "+str(int((end_time-begin_time)/60))+" minutes and "\
+str(round((end_time-begin_time)%60,3))+" seconds to complete.\n"

End

